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Editorial Preface
The International Journal of Image Processing (IJIP) is an effective medium
for interchange of high quality theoretical and applied research in the Image
Processing domain from theoretical research to application development. This
is the fifth issue of volume four of IJIP. The Journal is published bi-monthly,
with papers being peer reviewed to high international standards. IJIP
emphasizes on efficient and effective image technologies, and provides a
central for a deeper understanding in the discipline by encouraging the
quantitative comparison and performance evaluation of the emerging
components of image processing. IJIP comprehensively cover the system,
processing and application aspects of image processing. Some of the
important topics are architecture of imaging and vision systems, chemical
and spectral sensitization, coding and transmission, generation and display,
image processing: coding analysis and recognition, photopolymers, visual
inspection etc.
IJIP give an opportunity to scientists, researchers, engineers and vendors
from different disciplines of image processing to share the ideas, identify
problems, investigate relevant issues, share common interests, explore new
approaches, and initiate possible collaborative research and system
development. This journal is helpful for the researchers and R&D engineers,
scientists all those persons who are involve in image processing in any
shape.
Highly professional scholars give their efforts, valuable time, expertise and
motivation to IJIP as Editorial board members. All submissions are evaluated
by the International Editorial Board. The International Editorial Board ensures
that significant developments in image processing from around the world are
reflected in the IJIP publications.
IJIP editors understand that how much it is important for authors and
researchers to have their work published with a minimum delay after
submission of their papers. They also strongly believe that the direct
communication between the editors and authors are important for the
welfare, quality and wellbeing of the Journal and its readers. Therefore, all
activities from paper submission to paper publication are controlled through
electronic systems that include electronic submission, editorial panel and
review system that ensures rapid decision with least delays in the publication
processes.

To build its international reputation, we are disseminating the publication
information through Google Books, Google Scholar, Directory of Open Access
Journals (DOAJ), Open J Gate, ScientificCommons, Docstoc and many more.
Our International Editors are working on establishing ISI listing and a good
impact factor for IJIP. We would like to remind you that the success of our
journal depends directly on the number of quality articles submitted for
review. Accordingly, we would like to request your participation by
submitting quality manuscripts for review and encouraging your colleagues to
submit quality manuscripts for review. One of the great benefits we can
provide to our prospective authors is the mentoring nature of our review
process. IJIP provides authors with high quality, helpful reviews that are
shaped to assist authors in improving their manuscripts.
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Abstract

This paper proposed an efficient omnidirectional thermal imaging surveillance
system featuring trespasser and faint detection. In this thermal imaging system,
the omnidirectional scenes in a monitored site such as old folks home, nursing
home, hospital etc. are first captured using a thermal camera attached to a
custom made hyperbolic IR (infrared radiation) reflected mirror. The captured
scenes to be monitored with trespasser or faint detection are then fed into a
laptop computer for image processing and alarm purposes. Log-polar mapping is
proposed to map the captured omnidirectional thermal image into panoramic
image, hence providing the observer or image processing tools a complete wide
angle of view. Two effective human behavioral detection algorithms namely:
Human head detection algorithm and home alone faint detection algorithm are
also designed for monitored the trespasser or fainted people detection. The
observed significances of this new proposed omnidirectional thermal imaging
system include: it can cover a wide angle of view (360º omnidirectional), using
minimum hardware, low cost and the output thermal images are with higher data
compression. Experimental results show that the proposed thermal imaging
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surveillance system achieves high accuracy in detecting trespasser and
monitoring faint detection for health care purpose.
Keywords:

Monitoring and Surveillance, Thermal Imaging System, Trespasser Detection, Faint
Detection, Omnidirectional System, Image Processing and Understanding.

1. INTRODUCTION
Conventional surveillance system that employs digital security cameras are great to keep
residences safe from thief, vandalism, unwanted intruders and at the meantime can work as a
health care facility for nursing purposes. However, such surveillance system normally employs
human observers to analyze the surveillance video. Sometime this is more prone to error due to
lapses in attention of the human observer [1]. There is a fact that a human’s visual attention drops
below acceptable levels when assigned to visual monitoring and this fact holds true even for a
trained personnel [2],[3]. The weakness in conventional surveillance system has raised the need
for a smart surveillance system where it employs computer and pattern recognition techniques to
analyze information from situated sensors [4].
Another problem encountered in most conventional surveillance systems is the change in
ambient light, especially in an outdoor environment where the lighting condition is varies naturally.
This makes the conventional digital color images analysis task very difficult. One common
approach to alleviate this problem is to train the system to compensate for any change in the
illumination [5]. However, this is generally not enough for human detection in dark. In recent time,
thermal camera has been used for imaging objects in the dark. The camera uses infrared (IR)
sensors that capture IR radiation coming from different objects in the surrounding and forms IR
image [6]. Since IR radiation from an object is due to the thermal radiation, and not the light
reflected from the object, such camera can be conveniently used for trespasser or faint detection
in night vision too.
Thermal imaging trespasser detection system is a type of smart surveillance system which is
used to detect human objects (trespasser) even in poor lighting condition. The system can be
employed to secure a place when and where human should not exist. A simple trespasser
detection algorithm was proposed in [7]. The algorithm is regional based whereby an IR object
that occupy more than certain number of partitions in a thermal image is considered as a human
being and vice-versa. However, the algorithm is having two major concerns. First concern is
distance, in which if a human being that is far away from the imaging system will not identified as
a human. The second concern is if an animal (such as cat, dog etc.) is moving too close to the
system (which occupy more than the threshold partitioned), it will be miss-considered as a human
being too. Therefore, in this paper, a more effective trespasser detection algorithm with human
head detection capability is proposed.
The second approach for the proposed omnidirectional thermal imaging surveillance system in
this paper is with faint detection feature. Faint is one of the major problems that happen amongst
the elderly people, patients or pregnant women which may cause them suffering physical injuries
or even mental problems. Fainting normally occurs when the person falls and his or her head hits
on the floor or on hard items. An emergency medical treatment for fainting mainly depends on the
response and rescue time. Therefore, detection of faint incidents is very important in order to
have the immediate treatment for this population. Various solutions have been developed to
recognize faint motion. One of the common ways is using the wearable press button. This allows
the person who had fall down to press the button to call for help. However, this system does not
help if the person faint instantly. Furthermore, wearable faint motion sensor which makes use of
the acceleration sensor and inclination sensor to recognize the motion automatically
subsequently signals the alarm [8]. But, this system will not help if the person forgets to wear it.
Thus, a possible solution is the use of automatic surveillance vision based systems.
Recently, thermal camera has been used for moving human detection [9], but it is not in
omnidirectional view. If a single thermal camera is to monitor a single location, then for more
International Journal of Image Processing (IJIP), Volume (4): Issue (6)
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locations in different angle of view, there required more thermal cameras. Hence, it will cost more,
beside complicated the surveillance network. In this paper, an effective surveillance system is
proposed which includes three main features:
1) 360 degree viewing using a single thermal camera, surrounding location can be monitored.
This achieving wide area coverage using minimum hardware.
2) Effective trespasser detection system able to detect trespassers, even in a poor lighting
condition.
3) Effective automatic health care monitoring system that will raise alerts/alarm whenever any
human fainted case arises.
Experimental results show that the proposed thermal imaging surveillance system achieves high
accuracy in detecting trespasser and monitoring faint detection for health care purpose. The
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly comments on the omnidirectional thermal imaging
surveillance system, section 3 summarizes log-polar image geometry and the mapping
techniques for unwarping the captured omnidirectional thermal image into panoramic form. Then
in section 4, it presents the proposed human head detection algorithm for trespasser detection
and section 5 shows the home alone faint detection algorithm for health care surveillance
purpose. Section 6 contains the experimental results. Finally in section 7 will draw conclusion and
envison of future developments.

2. OMNIDIRECTIONAL THERMAL IMAGING SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
MODEL
The proposed omnidirectional thermal imaging surveillance system model in this paper is shown
in Fig. 1. This system requires a custom made IR reflected hyperbolic mirror, a camera mirror
holder, a fine resolution thermal camera and a laptop or personal computer installed with Matlab
programming (version R2007b or later) and an alarm signaling system. The alarm signaling
system can be as simple as a computer’s speaker.

FIGURE 1: Omnidirectional Thermal Imaging Surveillance System Model

A. Custom made IR reflected hyperbolic mirror
The best shape of practical use omnidirectional mirror is hyperbolic. As derived by Chahl and
Srinivasan in [10], all the polynomial mirror shapes (conical, spherical, parabolic, etc) do not
provide a central perspective projection, except for the hyperbolic one. They also shown that the
hyperbolic mirror guarantee a linear mapping between the angle of elevation θ and the radial
distance from the center of the image plane ρ. Another advantage of hyperbolic mirror is when
using it with a camera/imager of homogenous pixel density, the resolution in the omnidirectional
image captured is also increasing with growing eccentricity and hence it will guarantee a uniform
resolution for the panoramic image after unwarping.
The research group of OMNIVIEWS project from Czech Technical University further developed
MATLAB software for designing omnidirectional mirror [11]. From the MATLAB software,
omnidirectional hyperbolic mirror can be designed by inputting some parameters specify the
mirror dimension. The first parameter is the focal length of the camera f, in which for the thermal
camera in use is 12.5 mm and the distance d (ρz-plane) from the origin is set to 2 m. The image
plane height h is set to 20 cm. the radius of the mirror rim is chosen t1=3.6cm as modified from
Svoboda work in [12], with radius for fovea region 0.6 cm and retina region 3.0 cm. Fovea angle
is set in between 0º to 45º, whereas retina angle is from 45º to 135º. The coordinates as well as
the plot of the mirror shape is generated using MATLAB and shown in Fig. 2. The coordinates as
well as mechanical drawing using Autocad are provided to precision engineering company to
fabricate/custom made the hyperbolic mirror. The hyperbolic mirror is milling by using aluminum
bar and then chrome plating with a chemical element named chromium. Chromium is regarded
with great interest because of its lustrous (good in IR reflection), high corrosion resistance, high
melting point and hardness. The fabricated mirror is shown in Fig. 3.
International Journal of Image Processing (IJIP), Volume (4): Issue (6)
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FIGURE 2: Mirror coordinates plot

FIGURE 3: Fabricated mirror

in MATLAB

B. Camera-mirror holder
The camera mirror holder is self designed and custom made with aluminum material as shown in
Fig. 4.
C. Thermal camera
The thermal camera used in this paper is an affordable and accurate temperature measurement
mode: ThermoVision A-20M is manufactured by FLIR SYSTEM [13]. The thermal camera has a
temperature sensitivity of 0.10 of range from -20ºC to 350ºC. However, for human detection, the
temperature range is set to 30ºC to 40ºC. The thermal camera can capture thermal image with
fine resolution up to 320 X 240 pixels offering more than 76,000 individual measurement points
per image at a refresh rate of 50/60 Hz. The A-20M features a choice of connectivity options. For
fast image and data transfer of real-time fully radiometric 16-bit images, an IEEE-1394 FireWire
digital output can be chose. For network and/or multiple camera installations, Ethernet
connectivity is also available. Each A-20M can be equipped with its own unique URL allowing it to
be addressed independently via its Ethernet connection and it can be linked together with router
to form a network. Therefore, it is best outfitted for human behavioral based surveillance system,
such as trespasser and faint detection.
A problem encountered in thermal camera selection is the existence of the haloing effect in
uncalibrated ferroelectric barium strontium titanate (BST) sensors. Haloing effect is the presence
of halos around objects having a high thermal contrast with the background [14]. A-20M is chosen
because it uses the uncooled microbolometer FPA detector technology which does not produce
the haloing effect.
D. Laptop/PC
A laptop or PC can be used for image processor, either place on site or in a monitoring room.
Matlab ver R2007b programming is chosen to be used because it has user friendly software for
performing log-polar mapping technique to unwrap the omnidirectional thermal image into
panoramic form and it can partitioned the panoramic thermal images easily according to each
single location to be monitored, process them smoothly with the trespasser or faint detection
algorithm user programmed in, and alarm will be triggered once a human being is detected in a
tested image for trespasser detection mode or faint motion is detected for faint detection mode.
The overall fabricated system model is shown Fig. 4.
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FIGURE 4: Overall fabricated omnidirectional thermal imaging surveillance system model

3. LOG-POLAR MAPPING
In this section, log-polar mapping is proposed for unwarping the captured omnidirectional thermal
images into panoramic form providing the observer or image processing tools a complete wide
angle of view. Log-polar geometry or log-polar transform in short, is an example of foveated or
space-variant image representation used in the active vision systems motivated by human visual
system [15]. It is a spatially-variant image representation in which pixel separation increases
linearly with distance from a central point [16]. It provides a way of concentrating computational
resources on regions of interest, whilst retaining low-resolution information from a wider field of
view. One advantage of this kind of sampling is data reduction. Foveal image representations like
this are most useful in the context of active vision system where the densely sampled central
region can be directed to pick up the most salient information. Human eyes are very roughly
organized in this way.
In robotics, there has been a trend to design and use true retina-like sensors [17], [18] or simulate
the log-polar images by software conversion [19], [20]. In the software conversion of log-polar
images, practitioners in pattern recognition usually named it as log-polar mapping. The
advantages of log-polar mapping is that it can unwarp an omnidirectional image into panoramic
image, hence providing the observer and image processing tools a complete wide angle of view
for the surveillance area’s surroundings and preserving fine output image quality in a higher data
compression manner. The spatially-variant grid that represents log-polar mapping is formed by i
number of concentric circles with N samples over each concentric circle [15]. An example of a
spatially-variant sampling grid is shown in Fig. 5.
The log-polar mapping use in this paper can be summarized as following: Initially, omnidirectional
thermal image is captured using a thermal camera and a custom made IR reflected hyperbolic
mirror. The geometry of the captured omnidirectional thermal image is in Cartesian form (x1,y1).
Next, the Cartesian omnidirectional thermal image is sampled by the spatially-variant grid into a
log-polar form (ρ,θ) omnidirectional thermal image. After that, the log-polar omnidirectional
thermal image is unwarped into a panoramic thermal image (x2,y2), another Cartesian form. Since
the panoramic thermal image is in Cartesian form, subsequent image processing task will
become much easier.
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The center of pixel for log-polar sampling is described by [15]:
R
(1)
ρ( x , y ) = ln (
)
1

1

b

ρο

y
N
θ(x 1 , y1 ) =   tan −1 ( 1 )
x1
 2π 

(2)

The center of pixel for log-polar mapping is described as:
x 2 ( ρ , θ ) = ρ cos (

2πθ(x 1 , y1 )
)
N

(3)

y 2 ( ρ , θ ) = ρ sin (

2πθ(x 1 , y 1 )
)
N

(4)

where R is the distance between given point and the center of mapping =

x1

2

2
+ y1 ,

ρο is the scaling factor which will define the size of the circle at ρ(x1,y1) = 0,
b is the base of the algorithm [15],
N +π
(5)
b=
N −π
N is the number of angular samples over each concentric circle.

FIGURE 7: A graphical view of log-polar mapping.

A graphical view illustrating the log-polar mapping is shown in Fig. 5 [15]. To sample the
Cartesian pixels (x1,y1) into log-polar pixel (ρ,θ), at each center point calculated using (1) and (2),
the corresponding log-polar pixel (ρn,θn) covers a region of Cartesian pixels with radius:
(6)
rn = brn −1
where n = 1,2,3,…..,N-1. Fig. 6 shows the circle sampling method of log-polar mapping [15], [21],
where A, A’, B and B’ points are the centre of pixel for log-polar sampling.
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FIGURE 8: Circular Sampling Structure in Log-Polar Mapping.

Fig. 7. Unwarping Process.

The intensity value in each individual log-polar pixel equals the mean intensity value of all pixels
inside the sampling circle on the original Cartesian image (x1,y1):
mean =

total ( x1 , y1 ) pixel value
total number of ( x1 , y1 ) pixel

(7)

The region of Cartesian pixels on the panoramic image (x2,y2) is covered by an individual logpolar pixel on the log-polar (ρ,θ) omnidirectional image. Therefore, the pixels in that specific
region on the panoramic image (x2,y2) will have the same intensity with respect to the
corresponding individual log-polar pixel. Fig. 7 shows the mapping or unwarping of log-polar pixel
onto its corresponding Cartesian pixel (x2,y2), as described by (3) and (4).

4. HUMAN HEAD DETECTION ALGORITHM FOR TRESPASSER DETECTION
In this section, an effective trespasser detection algorithm modified from L.H.Lee’s work in [22] is
proposed. The proposed algorithm is discussed in detail as below.
A. Algorithm for Trespasser Detection
Step 1: Acquire thermal image through hyperbolic reflector. Please refer to Fig. 8 for the example
of image captured.

FIGURE 8: Thermal image captured through hyperbolic reflector

Step 2: Image unwarping: Unwarp the acquired thermal image into panoramic image. Please
refer to Fig. 9 for the example on resulting panoramic image.
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FIGURE 9: Panaromic view of the inspected scence after the thermal image is unwarpped

Step 3: Image cropping: Crop the image to obtain the thermal image of the interested area only.
Please refer to Fig. 10 for the example on the resulting cropped image.

FIGURE 10: Thermal image after cropping process

Step 4: Binary image conversion: Convert Thermal image into purely black & white image (BW)
using:
1, T ≤ Temp (i, j) ≤ Th
BW (i, j) =  l
(8)
0, otherwise

Temp (i,j) = Temperature at point (i,j) of thermal image.
Tl and Th are the minimum and maximum possible human body temperature.
i,j are the pixel’s row and column coordinate respectively.
Step 5: Objects identification: Identify objects inside the BW where a group of discontinuous white
pixels are considered as a single object.
Step 6: Boundary extraction: Find boundary line of each identified object inside BW and record it
into an array of coordinates.
Step 7: Head detection: For each object’s boundary, perform the Head detection algorithm as
explained in section B.
Step 8: If human being is detected, trigger alarm.

B. Algorithm for Head Detection
Step 1: Starting point identification: Calculate the starting point for head top detection. The
starting point shall be the highest point (smallest y-coordinate value) among the
intersection points of the boundary with the horizontal middle line where horizontal middle
line is given by x = xm and xm is the mean of all x-coordinates in the boundary of the
object. Please refer Fig. 11(a) for better understanding.
Step 2: Peak points detection: From the starting point, follow the boundary in clockwise direction
and search for the first peak point encountered (PPeak1). Again, from the starting point,
follow the boundary in anticlockwise direction and search for the first peak point
encountered (PPeak2). Peak point is defined as the point in which it has the smallest Ycoordinate value in compare to all the D proceeding points. D is the number of next-ofpoint to be tested. Refer to Fig. 11(b) for better understanding.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 11: (a)Horizontal middle line and the starting point as in step1. (b) Detection of (c/w from Starting
point) and (couter c/w from starting point)

Step 3: Head top point detection: Compare PPeak1 and PPeak2 obtained in step 2. Record the
highest point (with smaller Y-coordinate) as the head top point, PHT. For example, in Fig.
11(b), PPeak2 is higher thanPPeak1 . Thus PHT = PPeak2.
Step 4: Boundary line splitting: Split the boundary into left boundary (Bl) and right boundary (Br)
from the head top point towards bottom. Take only one point for each y-coordinate to
filter out unwanted information such as raised hands. (Refer Fig. 12 for better
understanding).

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 12: a) Original object boundary. (b) Left and Right object boundary after the splitting process (step
4).

Bl=[xli,yli] , Br=[xri,yri]
(9)
Where xli,yli,xri,yri are the pixels’ y-coordinates and x-coordinates for left boundary and
right boundary respectively.
I=1…N is the index number.
N=size of the boundary matrix (N is the number of pixels for left and right
boundary)
Step 5: Left significant points detection: Search downwards along left boundary (Bl) from PHT for
the first leftmost point encountered (Plp). Next, search for the rightmost point right after
Plp which is Pld. Refer Fig. 13 for better understanding.
Plp=(xllp, yllp), Pld=(xlld, ylld)
(10)
Where subscript lp = index number of the first leftmost point
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Subscript ld = index number of the rightmost point right after Plp
Step 6: Right significant points detection: Search downwards along right boundary (Br) from PHT
for the first rightmost point encountered (Prp). Next, detect the leftmost point right after
Prp which is Prd. Refer Fig. 6 for better understanding.
Prp=(xrrp, yrrp), Prd=(xrrd, yrrd)
(11)
Where subscript rp = index number of the first rightmost point
subscript rd = index number of the first leftmost point right after Prp

FIGURE 13: Example of points found in step 3, step 5 and step 6.

Step 7: Head symmetric test:
Define hl = Vertical distance between PHT and Pld
hr = Vertical distance between PHT and Prd
Test the ratio between hl and hr. If hl/hr or hr/hl > 2, then this object is not considered as a
human being and we can skip the next subsequent steps in this algorithm and proceed
with the next object. Else, the object has the possibility to be considered as a human
being. Continue step 8 for further detection.
Step 8: Neck-body position test: Calculate ∆x, which is the distance between xc and xm where xc =
horizontal center between Pld and Prd and xm is obtained in step1.
Define wn =horizontal distance between Pld and Prd.
If ∆x ≥ 2wn, then this object is not considered as a human being and we can skip the next
subsequent steps in this algorithm and proceed with next object. Else if ∆x < 2wn , then
the object has the possibility to be considered as a human being. Continue step 9 for
further detection.
Step 9: Curve tests:
I)

TOP CURVE TEST.
Define st=floor(min(lp,rp)/(F/2)) as the step size for top curve test.
Calculate:
≤ yl1+ s t *( k +1)
1, yl
C tl =  1+ s t *k
0, otherwise

≤ yr1+ s t *( k +1)
1, yr
C tr =  1+ s t * k
0, otherwise

Ct = ∑ Ctl + ∑ Ctr

(12)

where k=0, …,F/2-1
F is the step size partition variable. F is even integer and F≥2.
For example, if F=6,st=8, then the y-coordinates tested is as shown in Fig. 14. The
same concept goes for left curve test and right curve test.
Note: the symbol ‘*’ means multiply.
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FIGURE 14: Example on top curve test.

II)

LEFT CURVE TEST
Define sl = floor(min(lp,ld-lp)/(F/2)) as the step size for left curve test.
Calculate:
1, xl lp + s l *k ≤ xl lp + s l *( k +1)
C l1 = 
0, otherwise

1, xl lp − s l * k ≤ xl lp − s l *( k +1)
Cl 2 = 
0, otherwise

Cl = ∑Cl1 + ∑Cl2
where k=0, …,F/2-1

III)

(13)

RIGHT CURVE TEST
Define sr = floor(min(rp,rd-rp)/(F/2)) as the step size for right curve test.
Calculate:
1, xrrp + s r * k ≥ xrrp + s r *( k +1)
C r1 = 
0, otherwise

1, xrrp − s r *k ≥ xrrp − s r * ( k +1)
Cr2 = 
0, otherwise

Cr = ∑Cr1 + ∑Cr2
Where k=0, …,F/2-1

(14)

Step 10: Human identification:
Define curve test condition:
Ct ≥ F-1
- (15)
Cl ≥ F-1
- (16)
Cr ≥ F-1
- (17)
Check condition (15),(16) and (17). If any two or more conditions are true, the object is
verified as a human being. Else, the object is not considered as a human being.

5. HOME ALONE FAINT DETECTION ALGORITHM
In this section, an effective faint detection algorithm for monitoring home alone personal is
proposed for the omnidirectional thermal imaging surveillance system.
Step 1: Global parameters definition: Define global parameters to be used in the designed
algorithm such as Hp = human’s height in previous image, Hc = human’s height in current
image, Wp = human’s width in previous image and Wc = human’s width in current image, f
= accumulator for human lying image, F = total frames (time) to decide whether a human
being is fainted, S = smallest possible human being’s size (in terms of number of pixels in
group) in an image, Hmax = maximum height of human of image being capture and
initialize it to 0.
Step 2: Image acquisition: Acquire image of background image from thermal camera, unwarp it
and store as RGB image, B. Acquire image from thermal camera, unwarp it and store as
RGB image, I. An example of B and I is shown in Fig 15.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 15: Thermal image capture on site corresponding (a) Example of B (b) Example of I

Step 3: Background subtraction: Subtract image B from image I and store it as image, Im.
Step 4: Binary image conversion:
a) Convert Im to gray scale image, G. An example of G shown in Fig 16
b) Convert G to binary image, B1 using minimum possible human body temperature
threshold, T. An example of B1 shown in Fig 17.
Step 5: Noise Filtering:
a) Removes from B1 all connected components (objects) that have fewer than S pixels,
producing another binary image, B2. An example of B2 is shown in Fig. 18.
b) Creates a flat, disk-shaped structuring element, SE with radius, R. An example of
structuring element is shown in Fig. 19.
c) Performs morphological closing on the B2, returning a closed image, B3. Morphological
definition for this operation is dilates an image and then erodes the dilated image using
the same SE for both operations. An example of B3 shown in Fig. 20.
d) Perform Hole Filling in B3 and returning a filled image A: A hole may be defined as a
background region surrounded by a connected border of foreground pixels. An
example of A shown in Fig. 21.
Step 6: Human’s height statistical search: Summing each pixels contents in every single column
of A to form a statistical model as shown in Fig 22(a). From the statistical model, search
for Hc (the highest value in the plot). An example of searching Hc is shown in Fig 23.
Step 7: Human’s width statistical search: Summing each pixels contents in every single rows of A
to form a
statistical model as shown in Fig 22(b). From the statistical model,
search for Wc (the highest value in the plot). An example of searching Wc is shown in Fig
23.
Step 8: If Hc>Hmax, set Hc=Hmax.
Step 9: Faint detection:
IF Hc ≥Wc and Hc ≥ (95% of Hmax)
THEN the human is considered standing or walking. Continue on step 10.
IF Hc ≥ Wc and Hc< (95% of Hmax)
THEN the human is considered fall down. Continue on step 10.
IF Hc < Wc and Wc ≠Wp and/or Hc ≠Hp and f < F,
THEN the human is fall down. Continue on step 10.
IF Hc < Wc and Wc =Wp and Hc =Hp and f < F,
THEN the human is considered possible faint. Continue on step 11.
IF Hc <Wc and Wc=Wp and Hc=Hp and f ≥ F,
THEN the human is considered faint. Continue on step 12.
Step 10: Reset fainted frame counter and start new cycle: Set f = 0, update Hp = Hc and Wp = Wc.
Repeat step 2.
Step 11: Increase frame counter by 1 and start new cycle: Set f = f + 1, update Hp=Hc and Wp =
Wc. Repeat step 2.
Step 12: Faint case: Signals alarm until operator noted and performs rescue action and resets the
system manually.
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FIGURE 16: Example of image G

FIGURE 17: Example of image B1

FIGURE 18: Example of image B2

FIGURE 19: Disk shaped structuring elements

FIGURE 20: Example of image B3

FIGURE 21: Example of image A
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FIGURE 22: Statistical models: (a) human height statistical search and (b) human width statistical search.

FIGURE 23: Examples of searching Hc and Wc

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the application of the proposed omnidirectional thermal imaging system for
trespasser and faint detection are briefly illustrated. The omnidirectional thermal images for a
wide area test site are collected at the main office entrance in Faculty of Engineering and
Technology (FET), Multimedia University. An omnidirectional image captured by using digital
camera on the site is shown in Fig. 24. An omnidirectional thermal image is also captured by
using thermal camera on the site is shown in Fig. 25. The unwarped form of Fig. 24 (digital color
panoramic form) is shown in Fig. 26 whereas the unwarp form of Fig. 25 (thermal image
panoramic form) is shown in Fig. 27 respectively. In Fig. 27, the log-polar mapping process is by
4:1 reduction mapping scale, which means that 320 X 240 omnidirectional thermal image’s
Cartesian pixels are mapped to one fourth of the thermal image Cartesian pixels (320 X 60) in
panoramic view, with four fold data compression compare to original omnidirectional thermal
image as in Fig. 25. The captured thermal images are tested for trespasser and faint detection
algorithm proposed in section 4 and 5 in the subsection below.
A.) Experimental Test on Human Head Detection Algorithm for Trespasser Detection
A series of experiment is done to determine the optimum parameters stated in the human head
detection algorithm and to examine the performance of the algorithm in its optimum setting. The
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FIGURE 24: Case studies of trespasser and faint detection captured at main office entrance in FET (digital
color form).

FIGURE 25: Case studies of trespasser and faint detection captured at main office entrance in FET (thermal
image).

FIGURE 26: Unwarp form of Fig. 24 (digital color panoramic form)

FIGURE 27: Unwarp form of Fig. 25 (thermal image panoramic form)
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testing site is the main office entrance of Faculty of Engineering and Technology, Multimedia
University, which simulates the door of a nursing home, for tracking Alzheimer patients from
leaving nursing home without permission and theft during night time. The omnidirectional thermal
imaging tool is setup with the height of 1.5m. This setting is chosen because it gives the best view
of the testing site. A total of 10,000 thermal images with test subjects (human being or animal)
roaming randomly in the area visible to the proposed system are taken.
To determine optimum value for parameter Tl, a random sample image is chosen and converted
into B&W image using step 2 of the Algorithm for Trespasser Detection with value of Tl ranging
from 0 to 510 (sum of R and G component in RGB image. B component is excluded because it is
not proportional to the change of temperature). Perform the binary image conversion repeatedly
with increasing step size of 10 for Tl and search for the optimum Tl where the noise can be
minimized and the human is not distorted in the resulting image. The optimum setting found for Tl
is 150 in this experiment. For example, if Tl =130 is used, excessive noise will be introduced. If Tl
=170 is used, there will be too much distortion to human being in the resulting image. Refer Fig.
28 for better understanding.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 28: (a) Tl =130 (b) Tl =150 (c) Tl =170.

To determine the optimum value for parameter Th, perform the binary image conversion
repeatedly with decreasing step size of 10 for Th and search for the minimum value of Th which
does not influence the appearance of the human object. The optimum value found for Th is 430 in
this experiment. For example, if Th =400 is used, the image of human being is distorted. If Th
=460 is used, there will be no improvement for the image. Lower Th value is preferred because it
will filter out more high temperature noise component. Refer Fig. 29 for better understanding.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 29: (a) Th =400 (b) Th =430 (c) Th =460.

The accuracy of the proposed algorithm is then evaluated using ‘operator perceived activity’
(OPA) in which the proposed algorithm is evaluated with respect with the results interpreted by a
human observer [7],[23]. Firstly, the thermal images are tested using the proposed algorithm.
Then, the result is compared with the result of the human observer. The accuracy of the proposed
algorithm is the percentage of interpretation (trespasser or not) agreed by both the human
observer and the proposed algorithm.
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FIGURE 30: Accuracy of proposed algorithm for different combination of D and F.

To determine parameter D and F, all of the 10,000 images in group 1 are tested with different
combinations of D and F. As shown in the graph in Fig. 30, the optimum value for parameter D
and F are 7 and 2 which contribute to accuracy of 81.38%. From the observation, the smallest the
step size partition variable (F), the accurate the trespasser detection is. D is optimum at 7
proceeding points, more than 7 proceeding points or lesser will degrade the overall performance
of the trespasser detection accuracy. The proposed algorithm is able to operate in a very fast
manner whereby the routine time required to capture a thermal image, unwarped into panoramic
form, detect the existence of a trespasser and trigger the alarm is only 2.27 seconds.
B.) Experimental Test on Home Alone Faint Detection
In this section, the proposed algorithm for faint detection will be briefly discussed. The testing site
is at the lobby around the main entrance of the Faculty of Engineering and Technology,
Multimedia University, which simulates the activities area of a nursing home/hospital. For
experimental purpose, 17,878 sample images include background image had been captured to
test the accuracy of the proposed faint detection algorithm. At the test site, omnidirectional
thermal images had been captured using the omnidirectional thermal imaging system, unwarped
into panoramic form, performed image filtering, image processing for faint detection and signal
alarm or not. These images included different poses of human such as standing or walking, falling,
and fainting. The system routine time including the time for capture in omnidirectional thermal
image, unwarping into panoramic form, image filtering, faint detection and signal alarm or not is 1
frame per second. Thus F as an example is set to 7 so that if a person lies on the same place
with same size for 7 second, the system will classify the person is fainting.
The thermal image temperature range has been set from 25°C to 38°C. Human shape’s
parameters S and R are approximate from one of the testing image at a distance of 5 meters from
the imaging system. From that image, the human’s total pixels are only 30. Hence, S is set to 30
and R for SE is set to 2 respectively. Then, different T are tried in order to get the approximate
human shape. T found to be falls within the range of 100 to 126. The T value depends on the
temperature of the environment. At night time, T value is about 120 to 126, whereas in the
afternoon, the T value is about 100 to 120.
Some example images of different human poses are shown in Fig. 31-33 (each for standing,
falling (bending body) and fainting respectively). To differentiate between human standing motion
and human bending body motion, a parameter, p has been set according to the factor of Hmax.
The p value are found achieved highest accuracy when p = 95% of Hmax from Fig 6.14. Hence p
value was set to 95% of Hmax. The proposed algorithm had been tested at night time with poor
lighting condition at outdoor. The table I show the accuracies of the proposed faint detection
algorithm on site.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 31: Standing motion (a) Thermal image (b) Black and white image

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 32: Falling/bending body motion (a) Thermal image (b) Black and white image

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 33: Fainting motion (a) Thermal image (b) Black and white image
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Fig. 34: Graph of accuracy versus p

TABLE I.

Motion

Test
frames

Success

Fail

Accuracy
(%)

Standing ,
walking
Falling
Fainting
Total

6550

6498

52

99.20

4578
6750
17878

3983
6043
16524

595
707
1354

86.78
89.50
92.42

OUTDOOR MOTION DETECTION AT NIGHT W ITH POOR AMBIENT LIGHT C ONDITION

The results in table I show that standing or walking motion has highest accuracy compare to
falling and fainting motion with 99.20%. The reason that falling motion has the lowest accuracy
(with 86.78%) is because some of the falling motion is considered as standing motion in the
proposed system. Besides, 89.5% of the fainting motion was detected correctly among the total
tested images. Lastly, the proposed algorithm was well performed on poor lighting conditions at
night with an average accuracy of 92.42%. Overall, the system can classify human behavioral
best in normal standing or walking motion and good in detecting fainting motion as well no matter
in good or poor lighting condition. The home alone faint detection surveillance system also
functions in a fast way whereby the routine time required to capture in a thermal image, unwarp
into panoramic form, detect whether there is a faint suspected case until the signal alarm or not is
only 1.85 seconds. When there is a fainting motion detected, the alarm will be trigger until the
operator performs the rescue action and resets the system manually.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the usage of hyperbolic IR reflected mirror is proposed in a thermal imaging system
for omnidirectional thermal imaging smart surveillance purposes In the proposed system, both
human detection and faint detection algorithm has been implemented in order to facilitate smart
surveillance functionality which is able to greatly increase the effectiveness of the surveillance
system. The trespasser detection algorithm is used mainly to detect unauthorized movement to
and fro the building while the faint detection algorithm is used to detect the event where human
being faint inside the premise.
For human head detection algorithm, the thermal images are first converted into binary (Black
and White) images. The presence of human being is then analyzed based on the shape of the
objects (head detection) in the binary image. From the experimental results, it is shown that the
proposed trespasser detection algorithm is able to achieve an accuracy of 81.38% with a routine
time of 2.27 seconds. For home alone faint detection algorithm, it enables the faint event to be
detected even in poor lighting condition. The experimental results show that the proposed faint
detection algorithm in the omnidirectional surveillance system achieved high accuracy in
monitoring the faint event in the poor lighting condition with the accuracy of 89.50% with a routine
time of 1.85 seconds.
There are some distortion on the captured thermal image whereby the temperature surrounding
will affect the accuracy for both the proposed trespasser and faint detection algorithm. For
example, the temperature surrounding which is nearly equal to the human body will make the
human body undistinguishable from the temperature surrounding. Besides, the clothes of the
human with lower temperature (human sweating) will causes part of the actual human body
temperature changed.
In future, a plan is proposed to combine visible/infrared image fusion model into the currently
proposed model to improve the performance of the trespasser and faint detection. In additional to
that, it is also planning to employ microprocessor modules such as FPGA (field programmable
gate array) and ARM (Advanced RISC Machine) for the image processing and analyzing tasks
instead of a computer to effectively reduce the costs and power consumption of the proposed
system. These topics will be addressed in future works.
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Abstract

This article presents a novel cosine approximation for high-speed evaluation of
DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) using Ramanujan Ordered Numbers. The
proposed method uses the Ramanujan ordered number to convert the angles of
the cosine function to integers. Evaluation of these angles is by using a 4th
degree polynomial that approximates the cosine function with error of
approximation in the order of 10-3. The evaluation of the cosine function is
explained through the computation of the DCT coefficients. High-speed
evaluation at the algorithmic level is measured in terms of the computational
complexity of the algorithm. The proposed algorithm of cosine approximation
increases the overhead on the number of adders by 13.6%. This algorithm
avoids floating-point multipliers and requires N/2log2N shifts and (3N/2 log2 N)- N
+ 1 addition operations to evaluate an N-point DCT coefficients thereby
improving the speed of computation of the coefficients
Keywords: Cosine Approximation, High-Speed Evaluation, DCT, Ramanujan Ordered Number.

1. INTRODUCTION
High-speed approximation to the cosine functions are often used in digital signal and image
processing or in digital control. With the ever increasing complexity of processing systems and
the increasing demands on the data rates and the quality of service, efficient calculation of the
cosine function with a high degree of accuracy is vital. Several methods have been proposed to
evaluate these functions [1]. When the input/output precision is relatively low(less than 24 bits),
table and addition methods are often employed [2, 3]. Efficient methods on small multipliers and
tables have been proposed in [4]. Method based on the small look up table and low-degree
polynomial approximations with sparse coefficients are discussed in [5, 6].
Recently, there has been increasing interest in approximating a given floating-point transform
using only very large scale integration-friendly binary, multiplierless coefficients. Since only binary
coefficients are needed, the resulting transform approximation is multiplierless, and the overall
complexity of hardware implementation can be measured in terms of the total number of adders
and/or shifters required in the implementation. Normally the multiplierless approximation are
discussed for implementing the discrete cosine transform (DCT) which is widely used in
image/video coding applications. The fast bi-orthogonal Binary DCT (BinDCT) [7] and Integer
DCT (IntDCT) [8, 9] belong to a class of multiplierless transforms which compute the coefficients
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of the form ωn. They compute the integer to integer mapping of coefficients through the lifting
matrices. The performances of these transforms depend upon the lifting schemes used and the
round off functions. In general, these algorithms require the approximation of the decomposed
DCT transformation matrices by proper diagonalisation. Thus, the complexity is shifted to the
techniques used for decomposition.
In this work, we show that using Ramanujan ordered numbers; it is possible to evaluate the
cosine functions using only shifts and addition operations. The complete operator avoids the use
of floating-point multiplication used for evaluation of DCT coefficients, thus making the algorithm
completely multiplierless. Computation of DCT coefficients involves evaluation of cosine angles of
-l
-m
multiples of 2π/N. If N is chosen such that it could be represented as 2 + 2 , where l and m are
integers, then the trigonometric functions can be evaluated recursively by simple shift and
addition operations.

2. RAMANUJAN ORDERED NUMBERS
Ramanujan ordered Numbers are related to π and integers which are powers of 2. Ramanujan
ordered Number of degree-1 was used in [10,11] to compute the Discrete Fourier Transform. The
accuracy of the transform can be further improved by using the Ramanujan ordered number of
degree-2. This is more evident in terms of the errors involved in the approximation.
2.1

Definition : Ramanujan ordered Number of degree-1

Ramanujan ordered Numbers of degree-1

ℜ1 ( a)

are defined as follows:

 2π 
−a
ℜ1 ( a ) = 
 where l1 ( a ) = 2
l
a
(
)
 1


(1)

[⋅]

a is a non-negative integer and
is a round off function. The numbers could be computed by
simple binary shifts. Consider the binary expansion of π which is 11.00100100001111… If a is
ι (2) = 2−2 ,and ℜ1 (2) = [11001.001000.......] = 11001 . i.e., ℜ1 (2) is equal to 25.
chosen as 2, then 1
Likewise

ℜ1 (4) =101. Thus the right shifts of the decimal point (a+1) time yields ℜ1(a) .

Ramanujan used these numbers to approximate the value of π. Let this approximated value be π̂
and let the relative error of approximation be ε, then

πˆ =

1
ℜ1 ( a )ι ( a )  πˆ = (1+ ∈) π
2

(2)
These errors could be used to evaluate the degree of accuracy obtained in computation of DCT
coefficients.
Upper bound of
error

( a)

ℜ (a)

πˆ

0

6

3.0

4.507x10-2

1

13

3.25

3.4507x10-3

3

50

3.125

5.287x10

-3

TABLE 1: Ramanujan ordered Number of Degree-1.

Table 1 clearly shows the numbers which can be represented as Ramanujan ordered -numbers
of order-1. Normally, the digital signal processing applications requires the numbers to be power
of 2; hence higher degree numbers are required for all practical applications.
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2.2 Definition: Ramanujan ordered Number of degree-2
The Ramanujan ordered Number of degree-2 [11] are defined such that 2π N is approximated by
sum or difference of two numbers which are negative powers of 2. Thus Ramanujan Numbers of
degree-2 are,

 2π 
ℜ2ι ( l , m ) = 

ι2 i ( l , m ) 

ι21 ( l , m ) = 2 + 2
−l

ι22 ( l, m) = 2 − 2
−l

−m

−m

for i = 1, 2
(3)

for m > l ≥ 0

for (m − 1) > l ≥ 0

(4)

Where l and m are integers, Hence

ℜ21 ( 3,5) = 40 ℜ21 (1,3) = 10
Ramanujan ordered Number of degree-2 and their properties are listed in the table 2 below.
Upper bound of
error

(l, m )

ℜ (l, m )

πˆ

0,2

5

3.125

5.28x10-3

1,2

8

3.0

4.507x10-2

4,5

67

3.140

5.067x10

-4

TABLE 2: Ramanujan ordered Number of Degree-2.

The accuracy of the numbers increase with the increase in the degree of the Ramanujan ordered
numbers at the expense of additional shifts and additions. State-of-art technologies in Image
processing uses the block processing techniques for applications like image compression or
image enhancement. The standardized image block size is 8 × 8 , which provides us an
opportunity to use Ramanujan ordered numbers to reduce the complexity of the algorithms. Table
III shows the higher degree Ramanujan ordered Numbers and their accuracies.

(l , m, p.....) ℜ ( l , m, p....)

πˆ

Upper bound of
error

Computational
complexity
Adds
Shifts

1,2

8

3. 0

4.507x10-2

2

1

1,2,5

8

3.125

5.28x10-3

3

2

-4

4

3

1,2,5,8

8

3.1406

3.08x10

TABLE 3: Ramanujan ordered Number of Higher Degree.

Table 3 shows that the error of approximation decreases with the increase in the degree of
Ramanujan ordered numbers, but the computational complexity also increases. Hence the choice
of Ramanujan ordered number of degree-2 is best validated for the accuracy and the
computational overhead in computation of the cosine functions.
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3. COSINE APPROXIMATION USING RAMANUJAN ORDERED NUMBER
Method of computing the cosine function is to find a polynomial that allows us to approximate the
cosine function locally. A polynomial is a good approximation to the function near some
point, x = a , if the derivatives of the polynomial at the point are equal to the derivatives of the
cosine curve at that point. Thus the higher the degree of the polynomial, the better is the

p

n denotes the nth polynomial about x = a for a function f, and if we
approximation. If
R x = f ( x ) − p ( x)
approximate f ( x) by p ( x) at a point x, then the difference n ( )
is called the nth
th
remainder for f about x = a . The plot of the 4 order approximation along with the difference plot
is as shown in figure 1.

FIGURE 1: Plot of f(x)=cos(x) and the remainder function .

Figure 2 indicates that the cosine approximation at various angles with 4th degree polynomial is
almost close with the actual values. The accuracy obtained at various degrees of the polynomial
is compared in table 4. Thus we choose the 4th degree polynomial for the cosine approximation.

FIGURE 2: Expanded version of cosine approximation.
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Function

Degree-2

Degree-4

Actual value

cos (π 16 )

0.9807234

0.980785

0.980785

cos ( 3π 16 )

0.826510

0.831527

0.8314696

cos ( 5π 16 )

0.518085

0.55679

0.55557

TABLE 4: Cosine approximation in comparison with the Actual value

The evaluation of the cosine function using the polynomial approximation is explained through the
application of computing the Discrete Cosine Transform coefficients which uses the cosine as its
basis function. Discrete Cosine Transforms (DCT) is widely used in the area of signal processing,
particularly for transform coding of images. Computation of DCT coefficients involves evaluation
of cosine angles of multiples of 2π/N.
The input sequence { xn } of size N, is transformed as, { yk } . The transformation may be either DFT
or DCT. The DCT defined as [12]

 ( 2n + 1) 
cos  π k

2N 
n =0

for k = 0,1...N − 1

yk =

2ε k
N

N −1

∑x

 1

εk =  2
1


n

for k = 0
otherwise

(5)
Neglecting the scaling factors, the DCT kernel could be simplified as

 2π −2

2 ( 2n + 1) k 
cn = cos 
 N

for 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1

(6)

DCT coefficients are computed by evaluating the sequences of type

{cn ׀cn = p cos(2π n / N ), n = 0,1, 2...( N − 1), p ∈ R}

(7)

where R is the set of real numbers. These computations are done via a Chebyshev-type of
recursion. Let us define

w ( M , p ) = {wn wn = p cos ( 2π n M )}

(8)

n = 0,1, 2,....Ψ , p ∈ R
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M

Ψ =  − 1 , M = β N
 4

1

β = 2
4


(9)

if 4 divides N
if 2 divides N but not 4
otherwise

(10)
The use of β facilitates the computation of W (M, p) by considering cosine values from the first
W
quadrant of the circle. Then the sequence {cn} can be evaluating recursively { n } .

The W (M, p) sequence is estimated as follows. Let us define

2π −2
2
N
as

x and hence

cn = cos ( nx )

.

−l
−m
We approximate x by x̂ equal to 2 + 2 with l and m being non-negative integers. Thus, we
2
4
t
c
approximate n ’s by n ’s, where α is equal to xˆ 2 − xˆ 4!. Since x̂ is a Ramanujan ordered

Number of degree-2,

α

−c
−d
is of the form 2 + 2 , where c and d are integers. Then

t0 = p
t1 = p (1 − α )
M

tn +1 = 2 (1 − α ) tn − tn −1
n = 1, 2,L , ( Ψ − 1)

(11)
The above equations show that the recursive equations can be computed by simple shift and
addition operations.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed cosine approximation, the following cosine angles
were simulated in matlab. The actual value is the angles evaluated using the inbuilt COS function
and the values obtained from the proposed approximation are tabulated in Table 5. The deviation
of the approximated results from the actual value is tabulated as error in table 5. The error due to
approximation is of the order of 10-3 which is acceptable for image coding applications.
Function

Actual value

Proposed
Approximation

Error

cos (π 16 )

0.980785

0.9810

-2.15×10-4

cos ( 3π 16 )

0.8314696

0.83312

-1.6504×10-3

cos ( 5π 16 )

0.55557

0.5571

-1.53×10

-3

TABLE 5: Comparison of the proposed cosine approximation

The cosine approximation being multiplierless using Ramanujan ordered Number proved to be
more efficient and simple when being applied to image coding. We tested the efficacy of the
proposed algorithm by replacing the existing floating-point DCT/IDCT block from the JPEG
encoder/decoder. To prove the efficiency of the proposed algorithm standard test images like
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Cameraman and Lena images were considered for JPEG encoder/decoder. The floating-point
DCT block evaluates 2-D DCT on the 8x8 block of the image by implementing the direct function
as given in equation (5). Most commonly used algorithms [13, 14] use lookup tables to access the
cosine values to compute the DCT coefficients and hence require floating-point multipliers in
hardware implementation of the algorithm. Table 6 shows the comparison of the algorithms in
terms of number of adders and table 7 gives the comparison in terms of shifters/multipliers
required for the hardware implementation. The computational complexity is reduced by
completely avoiding the floating-point multiplications and is replaced by N/2log2N shift operations.
However the number of addition operations required to compute N DCT coefficients is (3N/2 log2
N)- N + 1 which increases by 13.6% when compared with the number of adders required for the
floating-point DCT.
Transform

Floating-point
DCT [13]

8x8

29

Proposed
Ramanujan
DCT
36

16 x 16

81

96

32 x 32

209

240

64 x 64

513

576

TABLE 6: Computational Complexity in terms of additions

Transform

8x8

Floating-point
DCT [13]
(Floating-point
multiplications)
12

Proposed
Ramanujan
DCT
(Shifts)
12

16 x 16

36

36

32 x 32

80

80

64 x 64

384

384

TABLE 7: Computational Complexity in terms of Multiplications

The performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with the existing floating-point DCT in
terms of PSNR and the Compression Ratio achieved and the results are tabulated in Table 8.
The PSNR is computed using the MSE as the error metric.

MSE =

1
MN

M

N

∑∑  I ( m, n ) − I ( m, n )
'

2

m =1 n =1

(

PSNR = 20 ∗ log10 255

MSE

)

(12)

Compression Ratio =Uncompressed Image size / Compressed image size.
Where N x M is the size of the image, I(m,n) is the original image and I`(m,n) is the reconstructed
image.
The results show that the reduction in PSNR for color images like Football is around 10% and
reduction in PSNR for smooth transition images like Lena, Cameraman is around 4%, and is
improved by 4% for sharp transition images like Circuit board images.
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Image

Circuit

Proposed Ramanujan DCT
Compression
PSNR(dB)
Ratio
5.30:1
72.93

Floating-point DCT[13]
Compression
PSNR(dB)
Ratio
5.6:1
69.01

Football

5.62:1

69.24

5.97:1

77.20

Lena

4.20:1

62.04

4.56:1

65.77

Medical Image

5.74:1

62.91

5.74:1

68. 1

TABLE 8: Performance comparison of Ramanujan DCT and Floating-point DCT
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FIGURE3: The Original image and Reconstructed image using floating-point DCT and Ramanujan DCT.

Figure 3 shows the original image and the reconstructed image obtained using both RDCT and
DCT2 function applied in JPEG compression standard technique. The difference image obtained
between the original and reconstructed image shows that the error in cosine approximation is
very negligible.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a method for approximation of the cosine function using Ramanujan ordered
number of degree 2. The cosine function is evaluated using a 4th degree polynomial with an error
of approximation in the order of 10-3 . This method allows us to evaluate the cosine function using
only integers which are powers of 2 thereby replaces the complex floating-point multiplications by
shifters & adders. This algorithm takes N/2 log2 N shifts and (3N/2 log2 N) - N + 1 addition
operations to evaluate an N-point DCT coefficients. The cosine approximation increases the
overhead on the number of adders by 13.6%. The proposed algorithm reduces the computational
complexity and hence improves the speed of evaluation of the DCT coefficients. The proposed
algorithm reduces the complexity in hardware implementation using FPGA. The results show that
the reconstructed image is almost same as obtained by evaluating the floating-point DCT.
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Abstract

We have presented a novel Dynamic Colour Image Segmentation (DCIS)
System for colour image. In this paper, we have proposed an efficient colour
image segmentation algorithm based on evolutionary approach i.e. dynamic GA
based clustering (GADCIS). The proposed technique automatically determines
the optimum number of clusters for colour images. The optimal number of
clusters is obtained by using cluster validity criterion with the help of Gaussian
distribution. The advantage of this method is that no a priori knowledge is
required to segment the color image. The proposed algorithm is evaluated on
well known natural images and its performance is compared to other clustering
techniques. Experimental results show the performance of the proposed
algorithm producing comparable segmentation results.
Keywords: Segmentation, Clustering, Genetic Algorithm, Clustering Metric, Validity Index.

1. INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation, i.e., the partitioning of an image into relevant regions, is a fundamental
problem in image analysis. Accurate segmentation of objects of interest is often required before
further analysis can be performed. Despite years of active research, fully automatic segmentation
of arbitrary images is still seen as an unsolved problem.
Colour image segmentation emerges as a new area of research. Colour image segmentation can
solve many contemporary problems in medical imaging, mining and mineral imaging,
bioinformatics, and material sciences. Naturally, color image segmentation demands well defined
borders of different objects in an image. So, there is a fundamental demand of accuracy. The
segmented regions or components should not be further away from the true object than one or a
few pixels. So, there is a need for an improved image segmentation technique that can segment
different components precisely. Image data have some particular characteristics that differentiate
them from other form of data. Image data may have corrupted values due to the usual limitations
or artifacts of imaging devices. Noisy data, data sparsity, and high dimensionality of data create
difficulties in image pixel clustering. As a result, image pixel clustering becomes a harder problem
than other form of data. Although there are some existing algorithms for unsupervised color
image segmentation, none of them has been found to be robust in determining an accurate
number of components or segments. Image segmentation is a very important field in image
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analysis, object recognition, image coding and medical imaging. Segmentation is very challenging
because of the multiplicity of objects in an image and the large variation between them. Image
segmentation is the process of division of the image into regions with similar attributes.
The method for the segmentation of digital images can be broadly classified in: (a) edge and line
oriented segmentation, (b) region growing methods, (c) clustering, and (d) region splitting
methods. Edge and line oriented segmentation work on either individually analyzing each data
band or considering the whole vector space. After edge extraction, a processing should be
applied to create objects and segments that represent the elements present in the scene. Region
growing and splitting method deals commonly with feature extraction and thresholding. In many
object based image segmentation applications, the number of cluster is known a priori, but our
proposed scheme is automatically determined the optimal number of clustering. The proposed
technique should be able to provide good optimal results whereas the K-means algorithm which
may get stuck at values which are not optimal [16]. Some of the several unsupervised clustering
algorithms developed include K-means [13, 14], fuzzy K-means, ISODATA [11], self-organizing
feature map (SOM) [15], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [10], learning vector quantizers (LVQ)
[12], Dynamic GA based Clustering [17] etc.
Colour images are more complex than gray scale images as instead of a single intensity value for
a pixel, each pixel is usually denoted by three component values such as Red, Green and Blue.
Clustering based methods are ideal to use for gray scale images can be easily extended to cope
with higher dimensity, although, the increased dimensionality also leads to more computationally
expensive process. Various segmentation techniques have been developed for image
segmentation include Unsupervised Colour Textured Image Segmentation Using Cluster
Ensembles and MRF Model [18], Determination of Number of Clusters in k-means Clustering and
application in Colour Image Segmentation [20], Unsupervised Colour Image Segmentation based
on Gaussian Mixture Model [21] etc.
This paper presents automatic image segmentation of colour images using GA-based clustering.
One natural view of segmentation is that we are attempting to determine which components of a
data set naturally “belong together”. Clustering is a process whereby a data set is replaced by
clusters, which are collections of data points that “belong together”. Thus, it is natural to think of
image segmentation as image clustering i.e. the representation of an image in terms of clusters of
pixels that “belong together”. The specific criterion to be used depends on the application. Pixels
may belong together because of the same colour or similarity measure.
Natural colour images are particularly noisy due to the environment they were produced.
Therefore, it is hard to develop a robust and faithful unsupervised technique for automatic
determination of number of objects in a colour image. Although there are a few existing
approaches for unsupervised colour image segmentation, none of them has been found robust in
all situation. Initially we tried SNOB [8], a Minimum Message Length (MML) based unsupervised
data clustering approach to address this problem [19].
Genetic Algorithm based clustering technique has been used to cluster datasets [1-5]. In this
paper we present an efficient image segmentation algorithm using automatic GA based clustering
algorithm. The result of this algorithm produced a better result to compare with other techniques.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following manner: Section II introduces Genetic
Algorithms. Section III gives an overview of the GA based clustering approach. Proposed
algorithm is discussed in section IV. Section V summarizes the experimental results.

2. GENETIC ALGORITHM
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a population-based stochastic search procedure to find exact or
approximate solutions to optimization and search problems. Modeled on the mechanisms of
evolution and natural genetics, genetic algorithms provide an alternative to traditional optimization
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techniques by using directed random searches to locate optimal solutions in multimodal
landscapes [6,7]. Each chromosome in the population is a potential solution to the problem.
Genetic Algorithm creates a sequence of populations for each successive generation by using a
selection mechanism and uses operators such as crossover and mutation as principal search
mechanisms - the aim of the algorithm being to optimize a given objective or fitness function.
An encoding mechanism maps each potential solution to a chromosome. An objective function or
fitness function is used to evaluate the ability of each chromosome to provide a satisfactory
solution to the problem. The selection procedure, modeled on nature’s survival-of-the-fittest
mechanism, ensure that the fitter chromosomes have a greater number of offspring in the
subsequent generations.
For crossover, two chromosomes are randomly chosen from the population. Assuming the length
of the chromosome to be l, this process randomly chooses a point between 1 and l-1 and swaps
the content of the two chromosomes beyond the crossover point to obtain the offspring. A
crossover between a pair of chromosomes is affected only if they satisfy the crossover
probability.
Mutation is the second operator, after crossover, which is used for randomizing the search.
Mutation involves altering the content of the chromosomes at a randomly selected position in the
chromosome, after determining if the chromosome satisfies the mutation probability. In order to
terminate the execution of GA we specify a stopping criterion. Specifying the number of iterations
of the generational cycle is one common technique of achieving this end.

3. GENETIC ALGORITHM BASED CLUSTERING
The searching capability of GAs can be used for the purpose of appropriately clustering a set of n
unlabeled points in N-dimension into K clusters [1]. In our proposed scheme, the same idea can
be applied on image data. We consider a colour image of size mxn and every pixel has Red,
Green and Blue components. The basic steps of the GA-clustering algorithm for clustering image
data are as follows:
3.1 Encoding
Each chromosome represents a solution which is a sequence of K cluster centers. For an Ndimensional space, each cluster center is mapped to N consecutive genes in the chromosome.
For image datasets each gene is an integer representing an intensity value of the three
components Red, Green and Blue.
3.2 Population initialization
Each of the P chromosomes is initialized to K randomly chosen points from the dataset. Here P is
the population size.
3.3 Fitness computation
The fitness computation is accomplished in two steps.
First, the pixel dataset is clustered according to the centers encoded in the chromosome under
consideration, such that each intensity value xi(r,g,b) of colour image combined with three
component red, green and blue (24 bit), i = 1, 2, ..., mxn is assigned to cluster with center
zj(r,g,b), j = 1, 2, ..., K,
if || xi(r,g,b)-zj(r,g,b)|| < || xi(r,g,b)-zp(r,g,b)||, p = 1,2,...,K, and p ≠ j.

(1)

The next step involves adjusting the values of the cluster centers encoded in the chromosome,
replacing them by the mean points of the respective clusters. The new center Zi(r,g,b) for the
cluster Ci is gives by

Z i (r, g, b) =

1
ni

∑
x

j

∈C

X

j

( r , g , b ) , i=1,2,…..,K.

(2)

i
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Subsequently, the clustering metric M is computed as the sum of Euclidean distances of each
point from their respective cluster centers given by
K

M

=

∑ M

i,

(3)

i =1

Mi =

∑ || x j (r , g , b) − z i (r , g , b) ||

(4)

x j ∈Ci

The fitness function is defined as
f = 1/M.
(5)
A low value of intra-cluster spread is a characteristic of efficient clustering. Hence our objective is
to minimize the clustering metric M i.e. maximize f.
3.4 Selection
This paper employs the Roulette Wheel selection - a proportional selection mechanism in which
the number of copies of a chromosome, that go into the mating pool for subsequent operations, is
proportional to its fitness.
3.5 Crossover
In this paper we use single-point crossover with a fixed crossover probability of µc. The procedure
followed is the same as that described in section 2.
3.6 Mutation
Each chromosome undergoes mutation with a fixed probability µm. A number δ in the range [0, 1]
is generated with uniform distribution. If the value at a gene position is v, after mutation it
becomes
v ± δ * v,
v≠0
v ±δ,
v = 0.
(6)
3.7 Termination criterion
We execute the processes of fitness computation, selection, crossover, and mutation for a
predetermined number of iterations. In every generational cycle, the fittest chromosome till the
last generation is preserved - elitism. Thus on termination, this chromosome gives us the best
solution encountered during the search.

4. PROPOSED METHOD
We proposed a new segmentation algorithm that can produce a new result according to the
values of the clustering. We consider a colour image f of size mxn. The proposed algorithm is:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Repeat steps 2 to 8 for K=2 to K=Kmax.
Initialize the P chromosomes of the population.
Compute the fitness function fi for i=1,…,P, using equation (5).
Preserve the best (fittest) chromosome seen till that generation.
Apply Roulette Wheel selection on the population.
Apply crossover and mutation on the selected population according
to sections 3.5 and 3.6 respectively.
7. Repeat steps 3 to 6 till termination condition is reached.
8. Compute the clustering Validity Index for the fittest chromosome for
the particular value of K, using equation (7), in order to determine the
validity of the clustering on the given dataset.
9. Cluster the dataset using the most appropriate number of clusters
determined by comparing the Validity Indices of the proposed
clusters for K=2 to K=Kmax.
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4.1 Validity Index
The cluster validity measure used in the paper is the one proposed by Turi [8]. It aims at
minimizing the validity index given by the function,

V = y×

intra
inter

(7)
The term intra is the average of all the distances between each pixel x(r,g,b) and its cluster
centroid zi(r,g,b) which is defined as

intra =

1 K
∑
N i =1

∑|| x(r, g, b) − z (r, g, b) ||

2

i

(8)

x∈Ci

Where ||x(r,g,b) – zi(r,g,b)|| means the Euclidean distance, which is calculated as
2
2
2
√(xred – zired ) + (xgreen – zigreen ) + (xblue – ziblue ) ,
where N is the total number of pixels, Ci is the cluster number, zi is the centroids of cluster Ci, K is
the total number of clusters. Intra cluster dependency is the sum of square of Euclidean distance
of every element from the centroids of the cluster to which it belongs.
On the other hand, inter is the inter cluster dependency which gives the idea about the extent to
which each clusters are related. The higher this value the better clustering is obtained. It is
represented as
inter = min(|| z i ( r , g , b ) − z j ( r , g , b ) || 2 ), where
i = 1, 2 ,... K − 1, j = i + 1,..., K

(9)

and Zi and Zj are the centroids. Intra cluster dependency is the minimum of the square of
Euclidean distances of each centroids from the other.
Lastly, y is given as
y = c × N (2,1) + 1
(10)
Where c is a constant (selected value is 25), N(2,1) is a Gaussian distribution function with mean
2 and standard deviation 1, where the variable is the cluster number and is given as

N (µ ,σ ) =

1
2πσ 2

( k − µ )2

e

2σ 2

(11)

Where K is the cluster number and µ=2 and σ=1 as per Turi’s thesis on clustering. This is done to
negate the occurrence of lower number of clusters 2 or 3.
This validity measure serves the dual purpose of
• minimizing the intra-cluster spread, and
• maximizing the inter-cluster distance.
Moreover it overcomes the tendency to select a smaller number of clusters (2 or 3) as optimal,
which is an inherent limitation of other validity measures such as the Davies-Bouldin index or
Dunne’s index.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithm has been applied to well known natural colour images such as Lena,
mandrill and peppers etc. All the results have been reported in Table 1. Column 2 of Table 1
represent the optimal range for the number of clusters for the images of Lena, mandrill and
peppers etc have also been copied from [8] which is based on visual analysis by a group of ten
expert people. These results have been compared to those of SOM and DCPSO [9] and to that of
snob [8]. The results tabulated here for each image is the mean of 10 simulations. Figure1 are
shown the some segmented output images using our proposed clustering method. The result of
TABLE 1 is shows better than SOM and snob and always find a solution within the optimal range.
The performance of the proposed algorithm with DCPSO produced comparable segmentation
results [9].
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The assumptions used for the implementation of the proposed algorithm are given as follows. The
value of the parameter, c, for the validity index referred to from [8], is set to 25. The size of the
population, P, is taken as 30, crossover rate, µc, as 0.9 and mutation rate, µm, as 0.01 [6]. The
algorithm uses number of iterations as the terminating condition and it is set to 20. The value of
Kmax is empirically set for the individual images.
Table 1: Experiment of some natural images

Image
Lena
Peppers
Mandrill
Jet
Duck
Baboon
F16
Parrot

Optimal
Range

Proposed
Method

DCPSO
using
V

SOM

Snob

5 to 10
6 to 10
5 to 10
5 to 7
-

5
6.7
6.5
6
7.2
5.9
6.6

6.85
6.25
6
5.3
-

20
20
20
14
-

-

7.1

-

-

31
42
39
22
-
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Original image

Segmented image by proposed
method
FIGURE 1: Experimental results of some natural images

6. CONSLUSIONS
This paper presented a GA based dynamic colour image segmentation algorithm based on
clustering technique which determines the optimal clustering of an image dataset, with minimum
user intervention. This implies that the user does not need to predict the optimal number of
clusters, required to partition the dataset, in advance. Comparison of the experimental results
with that of other unsupervised clustering methods, show that the technique gives satisfactory
results when applied on well known natural images. Moreover results of its use on images from
other fields (MRI, Satellite Images) demonstrate its wide applicability. Hence, we can conclude
that the proposed GA based dynamic clustering approach using a cluster validity measure [8],
can be used as an efficient unsupervised image segmentation mechanism.
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Abstract

Image clustering is an important technology which helps users to get hold of the
large amount of online visual information, especially after the rapid growth of the
Web. This paper focuses on image clustering methods and their application in
image collection or online image repository. Current progress of image clustering
related to image retrieval and image annotation are summarized and some open
problems are discussed. Related works are summarized based on the problems
addressed, which are image segmentation, compact representation of image set,
search space reduction, and semantic gap. Issues are also identified in current
progress and semantic clustering is conjectured to be the potential trend. Our
framework of semantic clustering as well as the main abstraction levels involved
is briefly discussed.
Keywords: Image Clustering, Semantic Gap, Semantic Clustering, Concept Description, Symbolic
Description.

1. INTRODUCTION
Advancement in digital imaging devices, technology and cost-decrease in storage devices
contributed to the creation of large-scale digital images in various domains. The question now is
how to effectively extract semantically meaningful information (knowledge) from these image
collections. One of the fundamental of understanding and learning is to discover the natural
groupings of images based on similarity of multiple characteristics or latent aspects of meaning.
In this paper, the former referred to image clustering while the latter leads to semantic clustering.
One of the reasons for writing this paper is that we hardly find any work in reviewing image
clustering methods by highlighting the challenges and provide association between image
clustering and semantic clustering. Semantic clustering has attracted many research efforts after
the year 2000 in terms of papers published. A simple experiment is conducted where we
searched for publications containing the phrases image clustering and semantic clustering using
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the digital libraries of ACM [1], IEEE [2], ScienceDirect [3] and SpringerLink [4] for the 2000 to
2010. Searches included the specific search phrase in publication title only and in publication title
or abstract without restriction on research field. As observed in Figure 1 and 2, publication on
semantic clustering is lower because papers found should be subset of the papers found using
image clustering. The number of publication for both search terms in Figure 2 are higher as
expected, as the search also include abstract field in addition to title field only as recorded in
Figure 1. This difference indicates that the research in semantic clustering is still in its infancy
stage where many publications have not included the term semantic clustering in the title of the
paper but have started to appear in the abstract of these publications. Another observation is that
the actual growth of publications on semantic clustering started in year 2005 and increased
gradually throughout the years, which is in accordance with augmented research focus on the
issue of semantic gap. Note should be taken that the number of publications shown in this paper
is for reference purposes and not to be taken as quantitative proof of the actual publication count.
For the purpose of completeness and better readability for the uninitiated, we have introduced
key applications of image clustering and their challenges in Section 2. Discussion on the open
issues and summarization of the reviewed works is presented in Section 3. General organization
of our solution is illustrated in Section 4 before we conclude in Section 5.

FIGURE 1: Publication count on papers with terms image clustering and semantic clustering in title only.

FIGURE 2: Publication count on papers with terms image clustering and semantic clustering in title or
abstract.
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2. IMAGE CLUSTERING
There is no universally agreed upon definition for clustering [5], hence, image clustering is
generally accepted as the application of cluster analysis in order to support image understanding.
Consequently, it inherited the challenges faced by cluster analysis. Interested readers may refer
to the vast literature on cluster analysis [5, 6, 7] which will not be cover in this paper. In the
following section, reviews on application of image clustering are organized based on the problem
addressed and focus is given on employing an unsupervised method to solve these problems.
2.1 Image Segmentation
Initially, unsupervised clustering approach is mostly engaged in Geographic Information System
for identifying and segmenting images into desired regions prior to being transformed into medical
image analysis. Most work addressing the segmentation-classification problem requires certain
level of a priori knowledge. In [8], domain knowledge about real brain CT images is quantified
before incorporation into clustering algorithm to cluster region of interest. Images are then
classified as normal or abnormal based on the similarity of region of interest. Counterpart of
Principal Component Analysis, non-negative matrix factorization is applied on brain CT images to
extract visual features and histogram-based semantic features for identifying normal and tumor
CT images in [9] while a density function based image clustering analysis is used for the
segmentation and identification of abdomen CT images for diagnosis purposes in [10]. In [11], a
semantically supervised clustering approach is used to classify multispectral information into geoimages. Again, a priori knowledge is incorporated in the clustering process as selection criteria of
the training data. Other work on detecting interesting regions by mean of clustering can be found
in [12, 13].
2.2 Compact Representation
Image collections are usually heterogeneous, which makes extraction of representation a hard
task. Recently, there have been growing interests in employing unsupervised methods to improve
the way of representing images sets. Commonly used cluster representation schemes includes
representing cluster by their centroid or by a set of distant points, nodes in a classification tree
and conjunctive logical expressions [6] or newly emerging graphical representation of heat map
[14] which is a multi-feature representation.
Authors in [15] addressed the problem of image representation and clustering based on learning
a lower dimensional representation of the image manifold embedded in the ambient tensor space.
Listed contributions including a more natural representation by treating images as matrices,
computationally efficient compared to traditional dimensionality reduction algorithms which only
applicable to vector data. An unsupervised neural network learning and self-organizing tree
algorithm that automatically constructs a top-to-bottom hierarchy is proposed in [16]. Objects are
firstly cluster according to similarity between objects in term of colour, shape and texture features
before clustering images. Comparison with traditional hierarchical agglomerative clustering
showed promising accuracy. Other work can be found in [17].
2.3 Search Space Reduction
Assumption and representation of each image as a whole do not really fit what a user is focusing
on in an image, which is a part of an image or region in image with semantic meaning. Therefore,
representing each image as a set of regions or objects is the desirable setting. Yet, this leads to
expanded search space which makes retrieval efficiency a critical issue. In order to tackle the
issue, we summarize works into two categories based on the instant clustering algorithm is
applied.
First category comprises of works where image region clustering is done offline in the preprocessing stage and will be re-activated only when growth of new images reaches a limit.
Reduction of search space is achieved by performing clustering before image retrieval. A massive
74% search space reduction is achieved in [18]. The strength of the algorithm is that the number
of clusters is learned from user query log before being refined using outlier detection method.
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Authors in [19] proposed an interactive approach where user’s feedback on initial search results
is required for analyzing user interest. Both works make use of Corel image sets.
Clustering is performed online in the post-processing stage in the second category. In [20],
search results from initial query are clustered into semantic groups together with learned labels
which provide overview of the content of the results. Users are able to browse through each
cluster easily. Similar work can be found in [21, 22]. Humans have higher tendency to use highlevel abstract concepts (image semantics) during querying or browsing of image collection rather
than using low-level visual features. Consequently, huge amount of irrelevant search results are
returned due to the semantic gap described in the previous section. For this reason, cluster
search results are converted into symbolically similar clusters in order to filter out the
relevant/irrelevant images in [23].
2.4 Semantic Gap
Content-based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is the technology that organizes digital images by their
visual content which was haunted by the critical challenge of the semantic gap being defined as
“the lack of coincidence between the information that one can extract from the visual data and the
interpretation that the same data have for a user in a given situation” [24]. Several taxonomies of
methods in addressing the problem of semantic gap were suggested in [25] and [26]. Clustering
is adapted in CBIR to solve the semantic gap issue starting mid 2000’s onwards.
In a typical CBIR system, query results are a set of images sorted by feature similarities but there
is no guarantee that the returned images will be similar in semantic as shown in Figure 3 (a).
Figure 3 (b) showed the result of retrieved images that are similar in semantic and content [27],
where butterfly wing images were firstly clustered into semantic shape categories before
performing similarity search to ensure only images in the same shape category are considered in
finding similar images to the query. CLUE [28] approach the same issue differently by grouping
semantically similar images with respect to query and return image clusters instead of a set of
ordered images. Similar work was done in [20, 21, 29].

(a)

(b)
FIGURE 3: Ten most similar images retrieved (query image in highlighted), (a) conventional similarity-based
approach, (b) semantic shape category from [27].

3. OPEN ISSUES
In brief, image clustering is the organization of images into different clusters (groups, classes or
categories) based on similarity such that images in the same cluster share some common
characteristics. A crucial issue of image clustering on large-scale image repository is compact
representation for faster image indexing and searching. The derived clusters provide
summarization of the image content that can be utilized for tasks such as image search and
browsing. Refer to Table 1 for summarization of selected works that employed clustering
algorithms.
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Problem

Authors

Image Segmentation

Pan et.al [8]

Liu et.al [9]
Torres et.al [11]

Han et.al [13]

Search
Space
Reduction

Before
retrieval

After
retrieval

Cluster
Description

Object’s
gray
level,
size,
location,
elongation,
direction
Visual
features;
histogram-based
semantic features
Spatial semantics
(geometrical
&
topological
properties)
Texture
homogeneity

Object clustering
followed by image
clustering

Normal/Abnormal

Non-negative
Matrix
Factorization
Maximum
Likelihood

Normal/Tumor

3 texture features,
2 shape features,
27 colour features

Zhang & Chen
[19]

13 colour features,
6 texture features

Wang et.al [22]

6 color moments,
44
autocorrelogram,
14
colour-texture
moments;
keywords
(from
image titles &
description)
11 colour words,
11 texture words,
8 shape words
32x32
dimensional
matrix
Object’s
shape,
colour & texture
features
Shape features

et.al

He et.al [15]

Wang
[16]
Semantic Gap

Approach

Liu et.al [18]

Tahayna
[23]
Compact
Representation

Feature

&

Khan

Lim et.al [27]
Chen et.al [28]

3 average colours,
3 texture features

Wang et.al [20]

Textual features
(phrases)

Gao et.al [29]

Colour histogram,
texture histogram

Self-organizing
feature
map,
agglomerative
clustering
Affinity
matrix
clustering,
network flow based
outlier
detection (refine
clustering result)
Genetic algorithm

K-means; Image
FrequencyInverse Keyword
Frequency
; Random Walk
with Restarts

Categories label
(water,
urban,
crop,
landslide,
vegetation etc)
Nil

Nil

Categories label
(horse,
eagle,
flower, fish, glass
etc)
Annotations

Three-layer fuzzy
partitioning

Nil

K-means

Nil

Dynamic Growing
Self-Organizing
Tree
k-Means

Nil

K-means; Graphtheoretic
clustering
Salient
phrase
ranking,
Image
Search
Result
Clustering

Kernel-based
clustering

Visual concept &
its
characterization
Nil

10-50 final cluster
names
(dependent
on
query word) after
merge & prune,
other cluster
Nil

TABLE 1: Summarization of selected works on image clustering.
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In real life, humans tend to query images using high-level abstract concepts rather than visual
features. Correlation between image content and the associated text is assumed to be strong but
this may not be the case. Hence, most keyword-based image search tends to return a large
amount of irrelevant images to a given query. Another spectrum of the issue is due to the
computation of image similarities using visual content alone, by minimizing intra-cluster difference
or maximizing inter-cluster differences in the feature space. As a result, two semantically similar
images may lie far from each other in the feature space while two completely different images
may stay close to each other in the same feature space (refer to example in Figure 3).
Other researchers tried to incorporate textual features to solve the mentioned issue [30, 31, 32]
with a certain level of success. These textual features are extracted from external sources such
as ontologies, Web pages [33] and camera metadata [34]. Different sources face different
challenges. Ontologies are scarce and domain dependent where creating one from scratch is
time-consuming and laborious. Information provided by Web pages is unstructured in nature
where reliability is an open issue. Researchers seem to be gaining interest in utilizing the rich
embedded information in camera metadata, yet thorough investigation is required to prove that
any value in camera metadata is correlated with image semantic.
Another observation is that the reviewed techniques build clusters solely on the basis of
numerical measure. Works that provides explanation through concepts or semantic properties is
scarce but is the more desirable future trend. These concepts or semantic properties explain why
a set of objects conform into a cluster.

4. TOWARDS SEMANTIC CLUSTERING
Semantic clustering originated from information system field to solve text classification problem.
In this paper, we refer semantic clustering as the concept of unsupervised learning to group
unstructured images based on latent aspect of meaning.
Even though research for solving the semantic gap is moving towards semantic clustering, most
of the work is focusing on direct mapping of visual features to semantic concepts. Little attention
is given on employing a symbolic-level abstraction for the mapping, which confronts the human
behavior of using high-level concepts in finding images of interest. Figure 4(a) the general direct
mapping approaches while Figure 4(b) illustrated our proposed solution respectively.
High-level Abstraction
(Human concept)
Semantic Gap

Semantic Gap

Symbolic-level
Abstraction
(Concept Description)

Intermediate-level
Abstraction
(Visual and/or Textual
attributes)

Visual-level Abstraction
(Objects/Scene & their
attributes, relations)

Image
Processing

Image Processing

Low-level Abstraction
(Raw pixels)
(a)

(b)

FIGURE 4: Evolution of approaches in bridging the semantic gap: (a) Visual-based; (b) proposed approach.

Our solution is inspired from how author in [23] bring together visual semantics and visual
features for automatic image classification. A symbolic-level is inserted on top of visual-level
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abstraction aiming to map visual features to semantic concepts in order to form concept
description. Concept descriptions are logical statements describing each cluster’s member, which
aim at providing human understandable interpretation and user-friendly searching method.
Comparison of selected works which complied with the abstraction levels in Figure 4 is listed in
Table 2 and described accordingly.
Abstraction
level of
Images

Awang Iskandar
[35] & [36]
Object/Character
{Bob}

Spatial
relation
{Bob RIGHT OF
panel}

High-level

Region
taggingsemantic
tags/keywords

Symboliclevel

Visual-level

(e.g.,
Character
{Bob}: Region 1 =
Body part {head},
Colour
{grey};
Region 2 = Body
part {eye}, Colour
{black})

Shape & colour
(region area, region
mean grey value,
compactness
&
shape boundary),
spatial location

Selected work
Park &
Ramamohanarao
Lim [26]
[37]

Shin, Kim & Kim
[38]

Right Apical Edge
{Sharply defined}

Relative
Hindwing
size {very large}

Abstract
{Cute}

Right
Diaphragm
{Not sharply defined}

Relative
ForewingHindwing
ratio
{Forewing very long}

Object {Bubble}

…
Class {Left Ventricle
failure
influencing
dense ribs OLD
inflammatory change
at the right apex,
bullous change at
the
left
apex
Ischemic
heart
disease and CAL}
Symbolic description
(e.g. a height of 2cm
described
as
“normal”; height of
2.3cm described as
“slightly high”)

Emotion

…
Genera {Troides}

Visual feature
domain concept
(e.g.

Lf
Lh





wing

Visual keywords
(e.g. pink, violet,
blue,
green
&
circles)

ratio)
Domain concept 
linguistic value
(e.g.
wing
{Forewing
long,…etc})

Ratio,
presence,
position, width, size,
angle & density

ratio
very

Shape
L
( f , 4 * π * area ,
Lh perimeter 2
etc)

130
Kobayashi
colour & pattern
(Wavelet transform)

Low-level

TABLE 2: Examples from selected works that complied with the abstraction levels in Figure 4.
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Although these selected works are successfully mapped with all the abstraction levels, richness
of high-level concept is different. For example, the high-level concept [35] is object label (“comic
character”) where the usage is to query relevant comic strips, while [38] tried to map colour and
pattern to emotional concepts (“Cute”, “Classic”) in textile domain. Emotional concepts are
abstract attributes to describe images and the most difficult indexing level because it is highly
subjective and assessments among different users vary greatly. For example, sample textile
image in Table 2 may represent “Cute” to one person but “Romantic” to another. Both works do
not provide concept description as compared to [26] and [37].
In [37], image features are firstly extracted and analyzed before converted to symbolic
descriptions by fuzzy functions (refer to example given in Table 2). Hence, an expert (radiologist)
can work with linguistic terms instead of numerical description of object features. Same in [26],
visual features are extracted from salient regions before being converted to domain concepts and
then further characterization. As final result, each butterfly genera is represented by their
corresponding descriptions which is human understandable.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper provided an overview of works on image clustering and discussed the challenges
faced which led to the shift to semantic clustering. Recent works mostly formed clusters using
low-level visual features and directly mapped clusters to high-level human concepts, which is
limited in semantic richness. Even though there are attempts to incorporate textual information to
enrich image understanding, there is still lack in providing cluster (concept) description.
Therefore, a system that is capable to describe clusters symbolically which highlight the
interpretability of clusters is highly desired.
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Abstract

This paper describes an efficient approach towards road sign detection and
recognition. The proposed system is divided into three sections namely; Colour
Segmentation of the road traffic signs using the HSV colour space considering
varying lighting conditions, Shape Classification using the Contourlet Transform
considering occlusion and rotation of the candidate signs and the Recognition of
the road traffic signs using features of a Local Energy based Shape Histogram
(LESH). We have provided experimental results and a detailed analysis to justify
that the algorithm described in this paper is robust enough to detect and
recognize road signs under varying weather, occlusion, rotation and scaling
conditions.
Keywords: Road Signs, HSV, Contourlet Transform, LESH, Autonomous Vehicles

1. INTRODUCTION
Road sign detection and recognition has drawn considerable research attention in recent years
due to its challenging nature as a computer vision problem. Road signs have a direct impact on
ones daily life be it as a driver, cyclist or as a pedestrian as possible life threats can be easily
formed due to their ignorance. In recent years a number of Driver Assistance Systems have been
implemented including vision based algorithms claiming to be efficient towards road sign
detection and recognition. Generally road signs consist of three properties; firstly they are
represented by colours such as Red, Green, Blue, and Brown etc. Secondly they consist of a
particular shape such as Circular, Triangular, Octagonal, Square etc. The inner contents of the
road signs represent the third property, which may vary depending on the application of the road
sign. In this paper we have highlighted the importance of using these properties separately by
considering different problems including various lighting conditions, scaling, angular rotation and
occlusion.
The perceptual colour of a road sign appears to be different due to varying lighting conditions.
This makes it difficult to extract the accurate colour information of a sign. The weather defined by
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rain, fog, snow etc., and time of the day defined by day, dusk, night etc., play an important role in
creating the above mentioned variations of illumination.
The size of a road sign as appearing in the scene has an impact on its detection and identification
accuracies. Signs that appear small will not be even detected as picking up the colour or shape
will be a challenging issue for even the best computer vision algorithms. Therefore it is important
to include a system functionality, which keeps track of the candidate sign from the point it first
become visible in the scene until a reasonable size that will enable its recognition.
Further the detection and recognition in the presence of likely angular rotation of a road sign is
also a further challenging computer vision problem which needs to be addressed and resolved.
The detection and recognition of a road sign can also be affected by occlusion, i.e., due to the
presence of objects in the field of view. In the proposed approach the verification of the road sign
is completed at multiple stages. This helps to overcome partial occlusion at a high success rate.
To accommodate the recognition ability of all categories of road signs it is important to distinguish
road signs not only by their content but also by their colour and shape information. Table 1 below
shows different categorical divisions of road signs according to their colour and shape
information.
Triangle

Red Circle

Hexagon

Blue Circle

Square

TABLE 1: Different road signs categorized according to colour and shape information

For clarity of presentation the paper is organized into the following sections: Section 2 focuses on
a literature review in the area of road sign detection and recognition. Section 3 presents the
proposed road sign detection and recognition system. It is further categorized into three important
sections A: Colour based segmentation of a road sign using the HSV colour space, B: Shape
Classification using Contourlet Transform (CT) and C: Recognition using features from the Local
Energy based Shape Histogram (LESH) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) based classification.
Section 4 illustrates the experimental setup and results. The conclusion and future work are
presented in Section 5.

2. STATE OF THE ART
Generally road sign detection and recognition literature can be divided into two groups that
concentrate on 1: Road Sign Detection and 2: Road Sign Recognition. The Road Sign Detection
consists of the procedure of extracting the candidate road sign from a scene. Majority of the work
in detection is initiated using colour information of the road sign. The segmentation of the
candidate sign from the scene is carried out by employing a colour space. The most popular
colour spaces used for this purpose are HSI, RGB, CIElab, YCbCr, CYMK and HSV. In the colour
based segmentation approaches images are first converted to a designated colour space and
then a segmentation algorithm e.g. thresholding, is applied [2]. In [1], [3], [4], colour based
segmentation of road signs have been achieved by first transforming the original image to the HSI
colour space and subsequently marking the desired colour pixels (such as Red, Green, Blue etc.)
by a white pixel. Pixels that are outside the threshold values are treated as background or noise.
Thus a binary image is formed in which white pixels represents the desired coloured area and
black pixels represent noise or background. In [5], [6], segmentation has been achieved using
RGB (Red, Green, Blue) colour space and the desired pixels are extracted by using threshold
values for each colour. These threshold values are obtained on the basis of changing illumination
conditions during different times of the day [3]. In [2], [8], [9], segmentation is performed by
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transforming the images to HSV (Hue, Saturation and Value) colour space to obtain thresholds
using Otsu’s algorithm [10]. In [11], though the segmentation is performed in the HSV colour
space, pixels of interest are obtained by employing a set of fuzzy rules. In [12], CIElab colour
space is employed with a Gaussian model to target the colour information and in [13] chromatic
channels are transformed to binary images using Otsu’s algorithm. YCbCr colour space is
employed in [14] and adaptive thresholding has been performed to obtain the pixel of interest. In
[15] CIECAM97 colour space is employed to segment out the road signs and results are
compared with HSI, RGB and CIELUV colour space segmentation. Recently a number of
attempts have been made to use combined colour spaces and combined colour space models in
road sign colour detection. In [16] a joint colour space segmentation approach has been adopted.
The Hue of the HSV colour space and image chrominance (U, V) values from YUV space have
been jointly used. The results of the two colour spaces are combined by a logical AND operation.
256 RGB and HSL transforms are used in [17] to construct colour distinctions of the image by
following simple thresholding. RGB and HSI colour spaces are jointly used to threshold the image
in [18]. HSI threshold values for Blue and Red colours are tabulated. Joint colour space has been
employed [19] in which HSI is used to extract the chromatic information and RGB is used to
extract the achromatic information. Adaptive chrominance and luminance thresholding has been
achieved in [20] by employing joint colour space i.e. CIElab and HSI. In [21] a four colour space
based colour classifier has been introduced to segment road signs captured under various
weathers and lighting conditions.
In conjunction with colour based approaches, shape based approaches are also seldom used in
the segmentation of road signs. In this case the colour information is either used as a pre
processor or never used at all. Two shape measures are used for circular and triangular road
signs by using a fuzzy shape recognizer in [22]. Distance to Border (DtB) vectors are obtained of
the segmented road sign from four different views and shape has been classified by using a
linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) [4].For shape determination Hough Transform [18] and
median filter are applied to detect the triangle and circular road sign shapes [23].The circular
shapes are identified through Fast Radial symmetry detection method (FRS) and the triangular
and square shapes are identified by using Harris corner detection algorithm [10].Difference of
candidate background histogram and template histogram is used to obtain the shape information
of the candidate sign [24].Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is employed to retrieve shape signatures
by comparing it with shape references in [25] and [26]. The 2D correlation coefficient is derived to
represent the shape similarity by correlating the candidate ROI with 2D binary template in [27]. A
coarse-to-fine scheme is proposed for candidate shape verification in [28]. Hopfield neural
networks are used to determine triangular and rectangular shapes by obtaining information
related to angle, gradient and distance between edges [29]. The RANdom Sampling and
Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm is used to examine and determine the circular shapes in [30].
The shape context and its invariance to rotation and scale are determined by employing corners
as salient points in [31]. Geometric properties of different road sign shapes are computed by
using the Affine Moment Invariants in [11].
Both the recognition and classification of road signs has been carried out by employing series of
approaches which include Multi Layer Perceptrons (MLP), Neural Networks [32] with feed forward
topology in [33]. To recognize road signs a template matching technique was proposed in [22].
Different types of Neural Networks are employed in the recognition and classification of road
signs such as LWN++ in [34], 3-layered [35], Hopfield [36], back propagation [37] and ART1 [38].
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is used in the recognition of road signs [39] and
similarity measures among features are obtained through objective functions [40]. SVM
Gaussian kernel is used for content recognition in [41]. A two class SVM classifier is used in [42],
one versus all SVM classifier in conjunction with RBF kernel is proposed in [43] and SVM
polynomial kernel is used with regards to AdaBoost naive Bayes in [44]. The classification of road
signs has been performed by Normalized Correlations in [45] and Normalized Cross Correlation
is introduced in [46]. Other recognition methods such as, Fuzzy Shape recognizers [11], Adaptive
Hausdorff distance based on similarity weights [47] and Gabour Wavelets [18] filters have also
been used. The next section aims to address the above research gaps in designing a robust road
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sign detection and recognition system capable of performing under wide variations of illumination
and environmental conditions.

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The proposed road sign detection and recognition system comprises of three stages, which are
detailed in this section. Figure 1 gives an overview of the framework.
Image
Database

Colour Segmentation

Shape Classification

Pre-Processing

Pre-Processing

Convert to HSV Colour Space

Match with the
threshold range of
the candidate road
sign colour

No

Contourlet
Features

Shape
Database

SVM
Kernel

Yes
Generate a binary Image with POI
in white and background in Black

Valid
Shape
Index?

No

Yes

No
Aspect Ratio?

Shape Index

Find the location
of
connected
components and
crop the sign
from
original
image

Find the location
of
connected
components and
crop the white
object from the
binary image.

Recognition

Yes
Achromatic
Segmentation

LESH
Features

SVM
Kernel

Train
features
based on
shape
index/Class

FIGURE 1: Overview of proposed road sign Detection and Recognition framework

A. Colour Segmentation: The road sign detection and recognition system is initiated by the
colour segmentation process. This process involve the use of a colour constancy
algorithm followed by a HSV colour space based segmentation of road signs using
threshold values described in [2].
B. Shape Classification: The segmented Region of Interest (ROI) is further processed to
remove the false detections and to identify those geometric features which truly represent
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road signs. Contourlet Transforms with Support Vector Machine (SVM) kernel are applied
to measure the shape properties at this stage.
C. Recognition: The road signs have different meanings according to their contents. The
recognition stage comprises of the use of Local Energy based Shape Histogram features
with SVM kernel to recognize various contents of road signs at this stage.
3.1 Colour Segmentation
As mentioned in section 2 the segmentation process of the road sign is initiated by employing a
colour space. The possible challenges such as variation in illumination and exposure to rain/sun
light may affect the colour definition of the road signs. We have employed HSV colour space to
segment the colour of the road sign due to its ability to enhance segmentation results [2] as
compared to other available colour spaces, specifically in the outdoor environments. RGB images
taken from the camera are first passed through a pre-processing stage which helps to maintain
the colour constancy in different illumination conditions [49]. It is then transformed to HSV colour
space using the following equation [48].


H = cos −1 





2
(R − G ) + (R − B )(G − B ) 
0.5(R − G ) + (R − B )

(1)

3


S = 1− 
 min (R, G, B )
R+G+ B

(2)

V = max (R, G, B )

(3)

Where R,G and B are representing the three channels of a RGB image. Pixels of interest (POI)
can be segmented by using all three of the above components as shown in equation 1-3 i.e. H, S
and V. The Hue (H) component contains the colour information while Saturation(S) generates
different shades of a particular colour and Value (V) indicates the brightness or darkness of the
colour components respectively. Every colour in H component of HSV colour gamut has an
angular value which varies according to change appears in S and V components. If S and V
components remain constant i.e. S = 100% and I = 100% then Red, Green and Blue colours can
o
o
o
be found at 0 , 120 and 240 anti clock wise respectively. These values are determined by
taking the histogram of H, S and V components. In the segmentation process a desired pixel
which belongs to Red, Blue or Green colours are represented by 1 or white colour and rest of the
pixels are treated as background or 0 as shown in the Figures 2(b) and 3(b). At this stage we
have to utilize a rule based approach to keep the segmentation process as fine as possible. At
first instance median filtering and thinning are utilized for improving the segmentation
consistency. Further to this, objects are selected as road sign candidate and discarded as noise
according to their aspect ratio. A priority definition of the colours is embedded with the aspect
ratio of the candidate sign to help in selection and rejection process which is shown in Table 2.
Red colour has high priority and it can appear to be Triangle, Hexagon or Circular shape in the
scene. Blue colour can appear as rectangle and circle where as Green coloured signs can appear
as Rectangular shape in the image. The corresponding bounding box of the segmented object is
analyzed according to its centre and corner points as illustrated in the Figure 4. The segmented
objects within the aspect ratio should meet this sign criteria definition. The Figure 2(c) and 3(c)
are the results after removing objects with unsuitable aspect ratio and sign criteria.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 2: Red Colour Segmentation

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 3: Blue Colour Segmentation

Colour
Red
Blue
Green

Priority
1
2
3

Shape
Triangle, Hexagon, Circle
Rectangle, Circle
Rectangle

TABLE 2: Colours with their shapes and priority

FIGURE 4: The Sign Criteria

3.2 Shape Classification
Road Signs are represented by basic geometric shapes i.e. Triangular, Circular, Hexagonal and
Square/Rectangle. This analysis of the road sign, consisting of one of the shapes mentioned
earlier is carried out after Colour Segmentation of the road signs. It not only helps to remove nonsign objects but also lessen the burden at recognition stage.
The segmented objects resulting from Colour Segmentation stage are pre-processed at the first
stage of the Shape Classification. The pre-processing involves edge sharpening and filling the
holes inside the objects. Figure 5 shows the procedure of pre-processing stage in the Shape
Classification where as Figure 5(b) shows processed objects which is the output of the preprocessing stage. The Contourlet Transform [50] that is successfully used in image compression
and enhancement domains has been employed here to extract the shape features of the preprocessed objects. The shape features comprises of contour edges of an object along 2
dimensional (2D) spaces. These contours are stored for training or testing purposes in the later
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Shape Classification stage. The 3 level frequency decomposition is used due to its capability of
producing diagonal direction edges. It is a very helpful technique for distinguishing circular
shapes with hexagonal shapes. The comparison of 3-level frequency decomposition with 2-level
frequency decomposition is presented in Section 4. The proposed frequency decomposition
contains ‘Haar’ attributes of Laplacian pyramid filter and a Directional filter bank, as illustrated in
Figure 6.
(a)

Pre-Processing

(b)

FIGURE 5: Shape Classification Pre-processing procedure (a) Binary Objects (b) Processed Objects

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 6: Contourlet Transform 3-level frequency decomposition (a) Hexagonal Shape (b) Triangular
Shape
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The extracted Contourlet features of different shapes are fed in to Support Vector Machine (SVM)
which helps to classify the exact shape of the candidate sign. The SVM classifier first proposed in
[51] is an effective and powerful method for general purpose pattern recognition and
classification. SVM based kernels are used to map the input data to the high dimensional feature
space and process it in linear form. In our experiments we have tested few popular kernels
functions, k (u , v ) defined as follows:

k (u , v ) = u, v

(4)
(5)

k (u, v ) = (u.v + 1)

d

k (u , v ) = e

(6)

u −v 2
σ2

In most applications it has been generally concluded that, a low degree polynomial kernel shown
in equation (5) or a Radial Basis Function (RBF) as kernel shown in equation (6) works quite well.
In our case, a polynomial kernel with degree 1 and 2 provides the best results for shape
classification. The method described here for shape classification is invariant to scale, rotation
and partial occlusion problems. The method has the capability to classify any geometric shape
due to its distinguishing multi channels feature analysis.
3.3
Recognition
Once the candidate shape is classified, it initiates the process of Recognition and classification of
the road sign contents. The Recognition process comprises of the LESH features extraction of
the road sign contents and training/testing of these features is carried out by employing SVM
kernel classifier. The candidate road signs which are extracted through Colour Segmentation and
hence validated as the road sign shape by Shape Classification are further processed to obtain
the valid road sign contents for feature extraction.
The road sign contents are normally represented with black and white colours. In this context
achromatic segmentation is introduced to extract the black and white areas of the candidate road
sign from rest of the image. The objects which are meeting the criteria of aspect ratio are
considered as valid road sign contents and vice versa. The black and white objects after
achromatic segmentation and in accordance to aspect ratio are shown in Figure 7.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

FIGURE 7: Road signs after achromatic segmentation

The Local Energy Model was first introduced in [52] proving that features can be extracted at
those points from an image where local frequency components represent maximum uniformity.
The extended framework of local energy model is given in Equation (8) and is normalized by the
summation of noise cancellation factor T , Sine of phase deviation and factor W , which is the
weighting of the frequency spread. Further details of this extended framework can be found in
[53].
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E=

∑ W (x )A (x )(cos(φ (x ) − φ (x )) − sin (φ (x ) − φ (x ))) − T 
∑ A (x ) + ε
n

n

n

n

n

(8)

n

The Local Energy gives reliable information to extract the interest points from an image in an
invariant manner to illumination and noise. This raw energy indicates the corners, contours or
edges of underlying shape in an image. LESH [54] features are obtained firstly by dividing the
candidate image into 16 sub-regions and then the local energy information is calculated for each
sub-region along 8 different orientations with the help of Gabor Wavelets kernels [55].

Gu ,v ( z ) = I ( z ) ∗ Ψu ,v ( z )

(9)

Where z = ( x, y ) represents the image position, the symbol “ ∗ ” is convolution operator and

Ψu ,v ( z ) can be calculated as equation (10).

Ψu ,v ( z ) =

ku ,v

σ

2

2

e

2 2

 − ku ,v z 




2σ 2



−σ 2 
 iku ,v z
2
e
e
−





(10)

The orientation label map is produced representing labels of orientation of pixels containing
largest energy across all scales in an image. The local histogram h is calculated in equation (12)
as follows:

( )
1
wr =
e
2πσ
hr ,b = ∑ wr ×E × δ Lb

 ( x − r )2 + y − r 2 
xo
yo 


σ2

(11)
(12)

Where w is the Gaussian weighting function of region r calculated as in equation (11), E
represents the local energy computed as equation (8),

δ Lb

represents Kronecker’s delta, L

orientation label map and b current bin. From the above description it can be seen that the LESH
descriptor of a shape is 8x16=128 dimensional feature vector.
Each object shown in Figure 7(a-e) is representing a separate class of objects. These objects are
normalized into fixed size dimensions and converted to gray level images. The next stage is to
extract the LESH features of these normalized images. LESH features are obtained by computing
the local energy along each filter orientation of image sub-region and its histogram is generated.
The overall histogram represents the concatenated histograms computed along each sub-region
of the image. Figure 8 shows the LESH features representation of 30 speed limit and round about
signs respectively. These features from different classes are classified with the help of multiclass
SVM polynomial kernel which is explained earlier in section 3.2.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
Using a standard photographic camera, mounted of a car, we have obtained 1200 images of
different road signs. These signs were captured during various ambient and lit-up levels of
illumination and weather conditions. The road signs collected were limited to ones with basic
colours i.e. Red, Green and Blue. Figure 9 illustrates some samples of images taken from a
Canon IXUS80IS digital camera at a resolution of 2592 x 1944. The images are pre-processed
before converting them to the HSV colour space. This involves the stabilization process of colour
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 8: LESH feature representation for (a) 30 speed limit sign (b) round about road sign

FIGURE 9: Original coloured images contain red, blue and green colour road signs captured under different
environmental conditions

constancy at a particular illumination level. As shown in Figure 1 from section 3.1 the processed
images are then transform to HSV colour space and POI are obtained using the threshold values
[2] for Red, Blue and Green coloured road signs. The output image is then later converted to
binary image in which the white pixels represents the POI and vice versa. The bounding boxes of
the white region are analyzed according to their aspect ratios and the sign criteria.
The objects which meet the criteria of being a candidate sign are cropped from both the original
image and the binary image. The location information of these cropped signs is also noted for
later usage. Figure 10 shows some results after Colour Segmentation. The objects segmented as
candidate sign are passed through the Shape Classification module where experiments are
carried out on 5 different shape classes. The inputs of the Shape Classification module are the
cropped objects from the binary image as shown in the Figure 10(c). These objects are pre
processed at first instance in this module which consists of normalization of the object in terms of
size and removal of the contents.
The objects are resized to 100x100 fixed size dimensions then algorithms for edge sharpening
and to fill the necessary holes are applied as shown in Figure 5. The shape feature selection is
done by using Contourlet Transform, which represents the object shape with respect to its
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 10: Colour Segmentation using HSV colour space (a) Road Signs in the natural environment (b)
Cropped Road Signs from the original Image (c) Cropped Road Signs from the Binary Image

Index

Shape

Level*

1
2
3
4
5

3
3
3
3
3

Pyramidal and
Directional Filters
Haar
Haar
Haar
Haar
Haar

Trained
Instances
50
50
50
50
50

TABLE 3: Shapes considered for obtaining Contourlet features, Level* = Sub band Decomposition

Shape
Index
1
2
3
4
5

Level
2
2
2
2
2

Classified Shapes with Level
Success
Level
Success
75%
3
100%
0%
3
100%
75%
3
100%
100%
3
100%
100%
3
100%

TABLE 4: Success percentage at different decomposition Levels
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relevant class. Table-3 shows the details about the shape classes we have considered for our
training and testing purposes. Table-4 shows the success percentage while using different
decomposition levels on each class. It is observed that as Hexagonal shapes require more sides
to represent the shape, when using the Level 2 decomposition which only uses the horizontal and
vertical edges of the shape, the shape classifier gives the wrong interpretation of Hexagons, i.e.
they are classified as of having circular shape. The Level 3 decomposition gives directional edges
at angle 2π by considering all sides of hexagon shape. The classification of shape involves the
comparison between testing object instances having unknown class with the offline trained object
instances named by defined classes. We have performed offline training of 50 instances as per
shape class which was proven experimentally to classify any geometrical shape at significantly
high accuracy. Figure 11 and Table-4 are showing the results of Shape Classification in which it
can be observed that by using the Level 3 decomposition of Contourlet Transform the classifier
produces 100% success rate.

FIGURE 11: SVM classification results, CT = Contourlet Transform

The recognition module takes the input which is the combination of shape index and the cropped
road sign from the original image as shown in figure 1. At first stage of recognition the contents of
the road sign are captured by applying achromatic segmentation. This segmentation uses the V
component of the HSV colour space to obtain the intensities of the pixels in the image. The image
is then converted to binary image by using suitable threshold parameters and in accordance to its
pixel intensities results. The images used in our experiments are resized to 128x128 fixed sized
dimensions and later converted as gray level image. Figure 12 and 13 show LESH feature
representation of ‘Give Way’ and ‘15 Speed Limit’ road sign contents respectively. Figure 12(a-b)
and 13(a-b) are representing the original images with colour information and their corresponding
pre processed images respectively. The extracted LESH features of these images are presented
in Figure 12(c) and 13(c) respectively. The SVM classifier is trained offline on the LESH features
of 25 classes containing 25 instances of each class.
The shape index information is fed in to the trained feature database of 25 classes. This helps to
retrieve only the specific road sign content which matches with the shape index. The SVM kernel
testing set is compared with the retrieved query results from feature database. This makes the
functionally of the recognition task more robust, accurate and efficient.
Table 5 shows the recognition accuracy results during various illumination conditions. The results
show that the best accuracy figures are indicated during daylight conditions and the worst during
fogy situations. Rainy conditions do not appear to have affected the performance of the algorithm
significantly.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 12: LESH feature representation for ‘Give Way’ road sign

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 13: LESH feature representation for ‘15 speed limit’ road sign
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Traffic Signs
Correct Recognition
False Recognition

Ambient Illumination
Day light Raining Fog Night
560
430
70
110
552
426
61
103
8
4
9
7

TABLE 5: Recognition results during various levels of ambient illumination

5. CONSLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have presented a novel approach towards road sign detection and recognition.
The system utilizes a robust method of Colour Segmentation by employing the HSV colour space
and using empirically determined threshold values suitable for various illumination conditions. A
novel Shape Classification methodology is proposed in which all possible road sign shapes are
classified by introducing the use of Contourlet Transform with SVM classifier. The Recognition
stage introduces the SVM classifier with the Local Energy based Shape Histogram (LESH)
features. We have provided experimental results to prove the effectiveness of this approach
under varying levels of illumination and environmental conditions. Overall accuracy figures of 9698% have been reported. We are currently working on real time application of the algorithm within
an in-car navigation system.
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Abstract

We present an analysis framework to assess the quality and accuracy of vessel
segmentation algorithms for three dimensional images. We generate synthetic (in
silico) vessel models which act as ground truth and are constructed to embody
varying morphological features. These models are transformed into images
constructed under different levels of contrast, noise, and intensity. To
demonstrate the use of our framework, we implemented two segmentation
algorithms and compare the results to the ground truth model using several
measures to quantify the accuracy and quality of segmentation. Furthermore, we
collect metrics which describe the characteristics of the vessels it fails to
segment. Our approach is illustrated with several examples. Funded by NCI
Contract No.HHSN261200800001E.
Keywords: Vessel Segmentation, Network Comparison, Quantitative Analysis, Segmentation Quality,
Segmentation Accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION
Extracting vascular networks from three dimensional images remains a difficult and exciting
challenge. Many segmentation algorithms have been designed to target different types of
vasculature imaged using various modalities and are applied to a wide range of problems in
disease diagnosis, flow dynamics, surgical planning, etc... (see e.g. [2][1][3]). Despite the
sophistication of these methods, it is often difficult to choose a particular segmentation algorithm
given a collection of similar images since a given method may make implicit assumptions about
image or vessel characteristics. Furthermore, it is not clear how to predict or quantify the quality
or accuracy of a given method onthose images due to a lack of ground truth data.
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In this paper, we provide a methodology to quantify the accuracy and effectiveness of a vessel
segmentation algorithm. We provide tools for constructing a model vessel tree which defines the
vessel centerline locations and vessel radius and serves as ground truth. This model is
transformed into an image with specified contrast, noise and intensity profile and serves as input
to the segmentation algorithm under scrutiny. At a minimum we require the segmentation
algorithm to produce a binary image depicting vessel location. Additional data including vessel
radius, curvature, and local coordinate system may also be specified. This data is then
transformed into a graph (network) representation and aligned with the model tree to determine
the quality and accuracy of segmentation. We illustrate these operations in Figure 1.
We emphasize that our approach quantifies segmentation quality and accuracy by comparing
attribute graphs and not images. By using the model vessel tree as a starting point and simulating
the imaging process we can assess the performance of a segmentation algorithm under a variety
of image characteristics. Furthermore, we do not require a trained observer to extract the
centerlines from a gold standard data set since the model vessel tree contains centerline location
as an attribute. Morphological features (e.g. vessel radius, curvature, tortuosity, etc...) are
maintained as attributes of the model vessel tree and we can assess the segmentation
performance as a function of these features.
We provide metrics describing the correctly segmented vessels, missed vessels, false positives
and changes in network topology to assess segmentation quality. Beyond the quality
assessment, we determine the accuracy of segmentation by computing the deviation of the
centerline and radius between the ground truth model and the segmentation estimation.
Additional assessment includes collecting features where that algorithm fails (e.g. did the
algorithm fail to detect thin or highly curvedvessels?). Thus, we provide a framework to determine
how well a particular segmentation algorithm performs as a function of the image quality defined
by contrast, noise, and intensity profile. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
describe the model tree creation, transformation of the model tree to an image, segmentation of
the image, and comparison of the segmented result to the model. Next, in Section 3, we perform
a quality and accuracy assessment for several models. Finally, in Section 4, we summarize the
results for the different models and describe possible extensions and improvements to our
approach.

FIGURE 1:Flow Chart of Major Operations in Vessel Segmentation Assessment Framework

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section we describe the process of model vessel tree generation, model tree to image
formation, segmentation of vessels from a noise corrupted image, and a method to compare the
model to the segmentation result.
2.1 Model Tree Generation
We construct model vessel trees which serve as ground truth for subsequent analysis.
Lindenmayer systems [17][18] (L-systems) provide a natural framework for defining such objects.
This formalism grows a tree from a root location by following a set of rules which specify the
direction of growth, branch radius, branch length, angle between branches and number of
branches. In Figure 2 we illustrate this procedure with a simple example. We note that L-systems
have been used in a variety of applications in computational botany, computer graphics, and
medicine (see e.g. [10][24][20][21]). Although our model is formally a tree, there is no
fundamental limitation for its extension to a more complicated topology.
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A model tree contains a collection of nodes (vertices), connections between nodes (edges), and
node attributes. We characterize these trees by node location (
coordinates), radius, node
spacing and node type i.e. end, middle, or junction. Furthermore, we generate a local coordinate
system at each node given by the tangent vector
, normal vector
, and binormal
vector
where
is arc length. These vectors are used to compute the
curvature
andtorsion
at each node location.

FIGURE 2:Simple Example of Model Vessel Tree. Nodes in Red, Green and Magenta Correspond to End,
Middle and Junctions (Respectively).

2.2 Image Generation From Model Tree
We transform a model vessel tree to a volumetric image by simulating the image formation
process. This mapping requires specification of spatial resolution, intensity range of the vessel,
background intensity, noise level, and intensity profile of the vessel cross-section.
To generate the image, we first convert the vessel model to a binary image by rounding each
node location in the model to the nearest voxel index. Then to create vessel thickness, we label
all voxels inside the sphere given by each nodes radius. Next, this label map is convolved with a
Gaussian (characterized by its standard deviation ) which blurs the boundary of the vessel
producing a smooth cross-section intensity profile. At this point we have an image of real values
in
where the values close to one correspond to the interior of large vessels and values close
to zero correspond to either the exterior of vessels or the centerline of thin vessels. We use a
linear mapping to a specified vessel intensity maximum and minimum
and
add a background intensity
to the image. Finally, we complete the process by corrupting
the image with additive Gaussian noise (characterized by its standard deviation ). The image
formation steps are illustrated in Figure 3.
This image formation process characterizes images by four simple qualities (i) the relationship
between voxel intensities and vessel radius, (ii) contrast between vessel centerline and
background, (iii) amount of noise relative to contrast and (iv) the ratio of node spacing to image
resolution. Thus, a wide range of images can be created simulating different image acquisition
environments.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Slices of Label Map Overlayed on Model Tree.
FIGURE 3: Image Formation Process. (a) Generated
For Visualization Purposes The Model Has Been Made Artificially Thinner. (b) A Slice From The Label Map.
Intensity Rescaling
and
(c) Slice From (b) After Gaussian Smoothing
Background Added
. (d) Slice From (c) After Addition of Gaussian Noise
.

2.3 Vessel Segmentation
There is a vast amount of literature and wide range of methods for vessel segmentation (see
e.g.[13][19] for a review). We emphasize that the main point of this paper is not the development
of vessel segmentation algorithms but the assessment of their performance. Toward this end, we
implemented two vessel segmentation algorithms for demonstration purposes. In what follows,
we denote
the image intensity at position
.
2.3.1 Vesselness
The first segmentation method assumes a cylindrical model for vessels and uses the eigenvalues
of the Hessian matrix to enhance vessel voxels (see e.g. [7][25]). We begin by considering the
voxels above a specified threshold
. For each specified scale, , we form the
Hessian matrix
(2.1)
where
, * denotes the convolution operator, and
denotes the
partial derivative with respect to . The eigenvalues of (2.1) are computed and ordered so that
. For each scale, we compute
(2.2)
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where

and

vesselness,
, and construct a label map,
voxels above a specified vesselness threshold, .

. Finally, we determine the
, by considering the

2.3.2 Fast Marching
The second segmentation method uses the Fast Marching method (see e.g. [27][12, §9.3.1]).
This method propagates an outward moving front satisfying
(2.3)
from an initial surface given a speed
. The solution, , to (2.3) represents the arrival time at
location . We use a sigmoidal speed function,

where

is the average intensity over a
neighborhood. To construct the label map,
, we consider all voxels whose arrival time is less than a specified threshold,

.
2.3.3 Post Processing
To aid subsequent analysis we apply the hole filling algorithm [12, §6.6.4] to the label map
constructed from either segmentation algorithm (
). We determine the vessel centerline
using the skeletonization algorithm [9] and the vessel radius at each centerline location using the
distance transform [31].
From the labeled centerline image we generate a data structure which contains the locations of
the vessel centerline at each point and refer to this structure as the segmentation graph
throughout the rest of this paper. We note that its topology may deviate from a tree due to
segmentation errors. The segmentation graph is constructed by converting each centerline voxel
to a node in the segmentation graph where the node location is given by the voxels physical
coordinates. The remaining attributes of the graph are then populated. Since the model has been
discretized during the image formation process, the node locations in the segmentation graph
may not align with those from the model. In Figure 4 we provide an example, where the spacing
between points in the model is 1 but, the spacing between points in the segmentation graph is
either 1,
or .

FIGURE4: Model Tree in Red and Segmentation Graph in Green
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2.4 Graph Matching
Given a model tree and a segmentation graph we determine the nodes in the segmentation graph
that correspond to these in the model tree. This mapping allows us to compare results of
segmentation to ground truth. Since the spacing between nodes in the model tree and vessel
graph may differ, we use a many-to-one mapping between nodes in the segmentation graph to
nodes in the model tree.
This association problem is often referred to as inexact graph matching (see e.g. [4][6][30][32])
which is often posed as a global alignment problem or largest subgraph isomorphism problem.
However, the problem presented here is slightly different because we have node attribute
information which can be used to assist in the association problem. Thus, we seek a method
which optimizes the global alignment while minimizing the pairwise distance between nodes in
the model tree and segmentation graph.
For this purpose, we use the IsoRank algorithm [28] which constructs a set of constraints for all
pairs of nodes in the model tree and segmentation graph based on neighborhood information.
Using these constraints and minimizing the pairwise distances, the IsoRank algorithm establishes
a ranking between pairs of nodes in the model tree and segmentation graph. We note that the
rankings are computed by solving for the largest eigenvalue of a sparse matrix and the entries of
the eigenvector correspond to the pairwise ranks (as in the PageRank algorithm see e.g. [16]).
The ranking matrix in combination with a maximum allowable deviation between node positions
and maximum number of multiple matches is uses to determine the many-to-one mapping
between nodes in the segmentation graph to nodes in the model tree. An example matching is
illustrated in Figure 5.
Given the association between nodes in the model tree and segmentation graph we classify
nodes in the segmentation graph as either matched, missed or false positives. A matched node in
the segmentation graph is associated with one node in the model tree, a missed node in the
model tree has no association with a node in the segmentation graph and a false positive is a
node in the segmentation graph with no association to a node in the model tree. Notice in Figure
5 thatin a limited number of cases the algorithm can fail to match nodes that appear to
correspond to a node in the model tree. We note that this occurs due to our enforcement of a
many-to-one mapping. Adopting a many-to-many matching policy would reduce the number of
false positives at the cost of matching nodes that may not correspond. Finally, a one-to-one policy
would inflate the number of missed nodes since the spacing between nodes in the model tree is
less than or equal to the spacing in the segmentation graph.

(a)
(b)
FIGURE5: Model Tree and Segmentation Graph Matching. (a) Model Tree Nodes in Red, Segmentation
Graph Nodes in Green, Association Between Matched Nodes as Dark Blue Cylinders, Missed Nodes in
Magenta, False Positives in Light Blue. (b) Close up of (a).
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3. RESULTS
In this section we construct two distinct model trees, generate images under a variety of
conditions, and compare the segmentation graph to the model tree for the purpose of quantifying
segmentation quality and accuracy for the vesselness and fast marching algorithms. The
segmentation quality metrics include the (i) the percentage of correctly matched nodes, (ii)
identification of the missed node type (i.e. junction, middle or end), (iii) percentage of false
positives and (iv) the amount of topological change between model tree and segmentation graph.
For the matched nodes, we compute the position and radius accuracy and, furthermore, record
the curvature and radius of missed nodes in the segmentation graph. Therefore, this analysis
measures how well each segmentation algorithm performs and quantifies the characteristics of
vessels each algorithm fails to segment.
We present the quality measures as bar charts displaying the percentage of matched and missed
model nodes (see Figures 7(a,d), 11(a,d)). In a similar fashion, we display the percentage of false
positives i.e. the number of unmatched segmentation nodes over the total number of model
nodes (see Figures 7(b,e), 11(b,e)). We note that the matching algorithm systematically over
estimates the number of false positives due to the many-to-one constraint described in Section
2.4. Unfortunately, we do not have a rigorous bound for the error induced but can get a rough
estimate by examining the number of false positives under no noise. To measure the quality with
respect to changes in the topology we use a bar chart to display the percentage of nodes in each
connected component of the segmentation graph (see Figures 7(c,f), 11(c,f)). Recall that a
connected component of a graph is a subgraph which contains a path between every pair of
there are 4 connected components with the
nodes. For example, in Figure 7(c) with
largest component containing approximately 95 percent of the segmentation graphs nodes.
The position accuracy of matched nodes is computed using the max-norm
.
Since a vector with unit max-norm is bounded by a box of side length one, it facilitates a
straightforward comparison to voxel coordinates. The position accuracy includes error from the
quantization of the nodes position during the image formation process and error due to
segmentation inaccuracy. To compute the position accuracy, we calculate the distance between
every pair of matched nodes and note that due to the many-to-one mapping of segmentation
nodes to model nodes we systematically over estimate the position error. In practice, however,
we expect the number of many-to-one mappings to be small (compared to the total number of
nodes in the model) and thus the effect is minimal. We display the position accuracy as a
histogram where the x-axis denotes the error between model and segmentation node position
and on the y-axis we display the number of nodes for each bin. We overlay the results from
several levels of noise using different colors (see Figures 8(a,c), 12(a,c)). A similar plot is
provided for the relative radial error (see Figures 8(b,d), 12(b,d)).
We also characterize the missed nodes by radius and curvature with a histogram plot. In this
plotthe x-axis corresponds to the value of radius (curvature) and y-axis corresponds to the
percentageof nodes within a radius (curvature) bin that were missed by the segmentation
algorithm. We overlaythe results from several levels of noise using different colors (see Figures
9(a,c)(b,d), 13(a,c)(b,d)).
The model trees shown in Figures 6 and 10 share similar topological features but have
differentmorphologies. In particular, the models in Figure 6 and Figure 10 differ significantly only
inthe curvature of the branches. In fact, the image generation process and segmentation
algorithmused identical parameters.
In what follows, we generate images of the model trees (see Section 2.2) with vessel intensity
range of
, background intensity of
, smoothing factor
,noise levels
and spacing between nodes and image
resolution of 1.We use the same segmentation parameters for each model. For the vesselness
algorithm (seeSection 2.3.1), we use an intensity threshold
, six logarithmically spaced
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scales ( ) from 1 to5, vesselness parameters
and
, and a vesselness
threshold
.As a post processing step we removed all components with five nodes or
less that contain no junctionpoints. For the fast marching algorithm (see Section 2.3.2) we use
speed function parameters
and
, a time threshold
, and one seed point
at the root location of the tree as theinitial contour. To generate the hole filled label map (see
Section 2.3.3) we use a majority threshold0 and a maximum of 20 iterations. For the IsoRank
algorithm we set
(see [28, equation 5]),a maximum of 3 matches of a segmentation node
to a model node and a maximum distance of 3 fora match.
3.1 Model Tree 1
This model has 726 nodes with radii between 0.6 and 4. Both algorithms correctly segment an
overwhelming majority of nodes with the fast marching algorithm having a slightly greater
percentage of matched nodes. The vesselness algorithm induces a larger percentage of false
positives and fragments the model tree into several components with the number of components
increasing as the noise level increases (see Figure 7). The number of matched nodes generated
by the vesselness algorithm tends to decrease as the noise level increases whereas the number
of matched nodes generated by the fast marching algorithm is nearly invariant to noise level.The
position and radius accuracy are not significantly affected by the amount of noise and the
algorithmsperform equally well with regard to the position accuracy. The vesselness algorithm
performsslightly better with regards to radius accuracy (see Figure 8). Almost all matched nodes
are accurateto within one voxel and approximately 50 percent are inside a box of side length
(seeFigure 8(a,c)). The fast marching algorithm generally over estimates the vessel radius since
weuse the average intensity over a
window when evaluating the speed function, and,
thusartificially extend the boundary of the vessel.

FIGURE 6: Model Tree 1 With 726 Nodes And Radii From 0.6 (red) to 4 (blue). Image of Model Tree Has A
Maximum Intensity of 400, A Minimum Intensity of 200 And A Background Intensity of 100.

The fast marching algorithm generates fewer false positives then the vesselness algorithm.
Furthermore,the vesselness algorithm tends to produce several components while the fast
marchingalgorithm produces only one. The behavior is expected as the fast marching algorithm
cannot splitthe contour into multiple closed contours and the vesselness algorithm does not
enforce connectivityconstraints. Thus, false positives generated by the fast marching algorithm
correspond to additionalshort branches and for the vesselness algorithm correspond to additional
components.
The majority of missed nodes have small radii and their percentage increases with the level of
noise(see Figure 9(a,c)). In some conditions, we observe that the missed nodes correspond to
thosenear the root (see Figure 9(c)). An expected result is that nodes with larger curvature are
morelikely to be missed and the percentage increases with the level of noise (see Figure 9(b,d)).
Bothalgorithms tend to miss nodes with similar properties and in similar percentages.
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)

FIGURE 7: Quality Results Associated With The Model in Figure 6. Top Row Corresponds to Results From
The Vesselness Algorithm And The Bottom Row From Fast Marching Algorithm. (a,d) Percentage of
Correctly Segmented Nodes (red), Missed Junction Nodes (cyan), Missed End Nodes (green), And Missed
Middle Nodes (blue) As A Function of Noise Level (
). (b,e) Percentage of False
Positives As A Function of Noise. (c,f) Percentage of Nodes Within Each Component of The Segmentation
Graph. Each Color Corresponds to A Component.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
FIGURE 8:Accuracy Results Associated With The Model in Figure 6. Top Row Corresponds to Results
From The Vesselness Algorithm And The Bottom Row From Fast Marching Algorithm. Each Histogram
Corresponds to The Noise Level 0-red, 20-yellow, 40-green, 80-light blue, 100-dark blue, 120-magenta. (a,c)
Absolute Position Error (Using max-norm) Between Every Pair of Matched Nodes. (b,d) Relative Radius
Error Between Every Pair of Matched Nodes.
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3.2 Model Tree 2
This model has 769 nodes with radii between 0.8 and 3 and is similar to themodel described in
Section 3.1 except the vessels are more curved. We compare the quality andaccuracy results to
those in Section 3.1 for the purpose of assessing the sensitive of each vesselsegmentation
algorithm to curvature.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 9: Properties of Missed Nodes Associated With The Model in Figure 6. Top Row Corresponds
to Results From The Vesselness Algorithm And The Bottom Row From Fast Marching Algorithm. Each
Histogram Corresponds to The Noise Level 0-red, 20-yellow, 40-green, 80-light blue, 100-dark blue, 120magenta. (a,c) Percentage of Missed Nodes Within Radius Interval. (b,d) Percentage of Missed Nodes
Within Curvature Interval.

Each algorithms number of matched nodes, false positives and components is essentially the
sameas in Section 3.1 (see Figure 11(a,b,c)). The vesselness algorithm produces two large
componentswhen
(see Figure 11(c)). In this case, these components are created
because of high levels of noise located at a middle branch yielding low vesselness responses.
Furthermore, since the eigenvalues of (2.1) are sensitive to changes incurvature (see [15]) we
expect the segmentation graph to miss more nodes in curved region andthus create more
components in the graph.
The position and radius accuracy follow similar trends as those in Section 3.1 (see Figure 12).
Highlycurved nodes are missed as the noise level increases (see Figures 13(b,d)), however, it is
difficult tomake a direct comparison because a percentage of missed nodes is given (not an
absolute number)and range of curvatures in the two models varies significantly.
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FIGURE 10:Model Tree 2 With 769 Nodes And Radii From 0.8 (red) to 3 (blue). Image of Model Tree Has A
Maximum Intensity of 400, A Minimum Intensity of 200 And A Background Intensity of 100.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)

FIGURE 11: Quality Results Associated With The Model in Figure 10. Top Row Corresponds to Results
From The Vesselness Algorithm And The Bottom Row From Fast Marching Algorithm. (a,d) Percentage of
Correctly Segmented Nodes (red), Missed Junction Nodes (cyan), Missed End Nodes (green), And Missed
). (b,e) Percentage of False
Middle Nodes (blue) As A Function of Noise Level (
Positives As A Function of Noise. (c,f) Percentage of Nodes Within Each Component of The Segmentation
Graph. Each Color Corresponds to A Component.

4. DISCUSSION
We have developed model vessel trees and a quantitative analysis framework to assess the
accuracyand quality of vessel segmentation algorithms for three dimensional images. We applied
thisframework to two models under varying image qualities using two segmentation algorithms of
fundamentallydifferent classes. The results of this assessment can be briefly summarized by (i)
bothalgorithms have roughly the same quality with respect to the number of correctly segmented
nodes(ii) the vesselness algorithm introduces a significantly larger number of false positives (iii)
the vesselnessalgorithm fragments the model tree into several components while the fast
marching algorithmretains the tree structure and (iv) the segmentation quality degrades as the
vessels become more thin and/or curved. This type of quantitative result is not surprising as the
vesselness algorithm implicitlyassumes a cylindrical model and the fast marching algorithm can
only move the contour inan outward normal direction and cannot break the closed contour. More
importantly, this analysisprovides qualitative information on how and where the algorithm fails.
We would like to point out similar work in [26] where the authors developed a framework for
characterizingand comparing coronary artery centerline extraction algorithms. In this work the
authorsassembled a publicly available database of Computed Tomography Angiography (CTA)
images andderived the ground truth centerline from three trained observers. The images were
acquired using astandard protocol and algorithms where ranked based on overlap and accuracy
metrics. The majordifference with our approach is that we start with model generation which
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defines ground truth ratherthan extracting the vessel tree from the image. This luxury allows us to
easily identify the vesselfeatures that the algorithm fails to segment. Furthermore, we do not need
to merge the centerlinetraced by each observer and determine the uncertainty this induces.
Generally, we expect this framework to be used as a measure of performance tool for the
assessmentof vessel segmentation algorithms under a wide range of scenarios. Depending on
the applicationthe vessel segmentation algorithm may apply different principles. For example,
techniques to segmentthe coronary artery may significantly vary from algorithms used to extract
capillary beds (see e.g. [1][34][23][29]). With the generation of appropriate models, algorithms
designed for either casecan be assessed using our framework. Thus, as one designs a
segmentation algorithm it is possibleto quickly assess the impact of differing implementations or
parameters. Another use of thisframework is to quantify the limits of detectability for a particular
algorithm. As shown in Section 3,analysis of missed node distributions versus vessel radius is
straightforward and could be extendedto incorporate other image, topological, or morphological
properties (e.g. tortuosity, segment length,degree distribution, etc...). This type of analysis is
particularly interesting when the imaging deviceis well characterized. In this case, the image
generation process can be modified to better modela particular imaging modality. Thus, a
candidate segmentation algorithm can be fully characterizedagainst a particular class of data.
Although beyond the scope of this paper, we note that our approach may be used for other
network structures e.g. neural networks. In this case the metrics of interest may be more closely
related to network topology than morphological properties. Finally, given a vessel network, a
segmentation algorithm and adesired quality result, one may determine the required image
characteristics. This may assist in thedevelopment of imaging protocols with the intention of
subsequent quantitative analysis and not justvisual clarity. For example, one may anticipate the
need to accurately segment vessels of a certainradius (for a particular problem a biological
argument may be made) and may want to ascertain theimage quality required so that a particular
segmentation algorithm performs at a given quality level.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
FIGURE 12: Accuracy Results Associated With The Model in Figure 10. Top Row Corresponds to Results
From The Vesselness Algorithm And The Bottom Row From Fast Marching Algorithm. Each Histogram
Corresponds to The Noise Level 0-red, 20-yellow, 40-green, 80-light blue, 100-dark blue, 120-magenta. (a,c)
Absolute Position Error (Using max-norm) Between Every Pair of Matched Nodes. (b,d) Relative Radius
Error Between Every Pair of Matched Nodes.
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We note that several improvements can be made to our framework and categorize them into
modelimprovements and analysis improvements. Depending on the application, a more detailed
vascularmodel may be desired than the simple L-system approach employed here (see e.g. [14]).
For example,a study in segmentation algorithms pertaining to angiogenesis could benefit from a
vesselmodel which more accurately reflects the vascular morphology in or near the tumor
environment.Such methods typically use a system of reaction diffusion partial differential
equations (see e.g. [5])to model the growth of a vessel network. If the imaging modality is well
characterized, a better suited noise model (rather than additive Gaussian noise) can be
implemented. As pointed out in [33] aGaussian smoothed vessel cross section may be
insufficient. Since generating the image from themodel is explicit in our framework, changing the
type of convolution or averaging procedure to producea particular type of vessel cross section
profile is straightforward. Our model currently neglectsbackground objects and does not explicitly
incorporate vessel proximity to one another. A naturalextension to our assessment is multivariate
analysis of several properties. For example, we couldexamine if missed nodes have a correlation
between radius, curvature or contrast.
The software developed in this paper was written using the following free and open source
libraries:Insight Toolkit [12] for image processing tasks, NetworkX [8] for the graph
representation, Matplotlib[11] for 2D plotting, and Mayavi [22] for 3D plotting.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 13: Properties of Missed Nodes Associated With The Model in Figure 10. Top Row
Corresponds to Results From The Vesselness Algorithm And The Bottom Row From Fast Marching
Algorithm. Each Histogram Corresponds to The Noise Level 0-red, 20-yellow, 40-green, 80-light blue, 100dark blue, 120-magenta. (a,c) Percentage of Missed Nodes Within Radius Interval. (b,d) Percentage of
Missed Nodes Within Curvature Interval.
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Abstract

This paper presents a new face database containing only black face images. It is
designed to be used for benchmarking algorithms developed for skin
segmentation, face detection and recognition under real life situations. The
database contains coloured images of black faces in JPEG formats taken over a
period of two years (2007-2009). It contains three subfolders, where the images
have been grouped for face detection, face recognition and face tracking
purposes. There are over 100 images for face detection containing more than
150 face images and 600 images of ten per 60 individuals for face recognition
and 10s video sequences of ten black faces. An interactive Graphic User
Interface (GUI) was developed in Matlab® (7.4.1a version) for the face database
providing basic information about the images as well as creating an interactive
and easy to use environment.
Keywords: Skin Segmentation; Face Detection; Face Recognition; Face Tracking

1. INTRODUCTION
To benchmark face detection or face recognition algorithms, the use of standard datasets is
recommended as this would allow researchers to their compare results. Since there are varieties
of large databases, the choice of an appropriate one to select is based on the problem(s)
intended to be solved. The common face databases are the AT&T face database [1] and the MIT
database (http://www.ai.mit.edu/projects/cbcl). Others that have been mentioned and used
are the MATRANORTEL database [2], AR face database [3], and FERET database [4,5].
Image is formed in the eye and in the camera by the amount of illumination reflected by an object.
This explains why capturing, detecting and recognition of faces of different skin colour is of high
importance. Recent studies have shown that pigmentation (i.e. surface reflectance properties,
including albedo, hue, specularity, translucency, and spatial variation in these properties) cues
are equally as important as shape information for face recognition [6].
In the face recognition homepage (http://www.face_rec.org/databases/), about 35 face
databases were reported to exist as at July 2008. In the handbook of face recognition, 20 face
databases for face recognition, 2 for face detection, 5 for non-face and sub-face datasets and 3
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for facial expression analysis were reviewed [7]. The summary of some of the face databases is
presented in Table 1. They include FERET database [4,5], AT&T (formerly ORL) [1], AR (Purdue)
database [3], CMU PIE database [8], Indian face database [9], Chinese Academy of Sciences
(CAS) database [10] and VT-AAST image database [11]. In these databases, face images were
captured under controlled conditions which are far from what is obtainable in the real life. For
example, the cameras used for surveillance have much more lower resolutions compared to the
ones reported to have been used in capturing the images in these databases. In addition,
surveillance cameras do not have the capacity or added function of providing flash when an
image is to be captured, whereas most of the images in the earlier databases used either flashes
or were taken under standard lighting conditions.
We venture to bridge the gap in the existing databases especially for the detection and
recognition of Black faces. Black surfaces reflect a small fraction of the light rays incident on
them. Therefore, under very poor illumination conditions, very little information is made available
for processing, detection or recognition. Recent report have countered the notion that color is
unimportant for human face recognition and suggested instead that when shape cues in images
are compromised (e.g. by reductions in resolution), the brain relies on color cues to pinpoint
identity [12,13].
This paper presents a new face database which contains only black face images of different skin
tones, middle aged and both male and female gender. It is designed to be used for benchmarking
algorithms developed for face detection, recognition and tracking under real-life conditions.
Section 2 gives a description of the database, how it was populated and the results of skin
segmentation performed on some of the images in the database and section 3 gives the
conclusion.

2. BLACK FACE DATABASE (BFDB)
The Black-face Database comprises of two parts, Part A was taken to serve as a pilot to the
second Part B and for use in the early part of a research work [14], the Part B is being developed
to increase the robustness of the database for benchmarking face detection, recognition and face
tracking algorithms, with its own peculiar advantage. The Part A of the database is fully reported
in this paper, while work is in progress on Part B of the database. Each Part contains three subfolders; containing images for face detection, face recognition and video sequence of faces for
face tracking.
The face detection folder ‘Detect’ contains 10 uncompressed pictures containing at least 45
faces. The images were captured at different dates and periods of the day and contain images
with different pose, orientation, gender, background and illumination. A summary of the images in
the ‘Detect’ subfolder is shown in Table 2. The face recognition folder contains 123 images of 20
persons taken under different conditions with varying facial expressions, details are shown in
Table 3. The pictures were taken between August 2008 and April, 2009. The pictures were taken
with Hp 7.3 Mega-pixels camera and they are in JPEG formats. The pictures were later cropped
and compressed to 448×336 pixels. Compressing the images did not necessarily affect skin
detection but the time of execution was faster than when the images were not compressed [14].
The database contains twenty folders each containing at least five upright and frontal pictures of
each subject (person). Each folder comprises of frontal images of each subject taken without the
use of flashes. There are three variations under the illumination which are; controlled lighting,
labelled as ‘bright’; outdoor but dull illumination labelled as ‘poor’; and under dark illumination
labelled as ‘dark’. The variations in facial expressions were ‘smile’, ‘frown’ and ‘blink’. Shots of
subject with their heads slightly rotated to the right and to the left were also taken to achieve
variations in pose and were labelled ‘right’ and ‘left’ respectively. At least one of the subjects had
a scarf on and at least another one was in glasses. Examples of images of two subjects (persons)
are shown in Figure 1.
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Name or
Description of
Database and Date
FERET
(August, 1993 – July,
1996)
[4,5]
AT & T
(1992 – 1994)
[1]

Number of
Subjects

1199

40

Conditions
Facial
expression
Illumination
Pose
Time
Varying
Lighting
Facial
expression
Facial details

AR (PURDUE)
(1998)
[3]
CMU-PIE
(October –
December, 2003)
[8]
Indian Face
(February, 2002)
[9]

116

68

40
1040
377

CAS-PEAL
(August, 2002 –
April, 2003)
[10]

438
233
297
296
66

VT-AAST
(2007)
[11]

Image
Resolution

Number of
Images

256 × 384 pixels
(8 bit grey scale)

14,051

2
2
9-20
2

4

92 × 112 pixels
(PGM, grey scale)

2

Facial
expression
Illumination
Occlusion

4
2

Time

2

768 × 578 Pixels
(RGB colour
images)

Pose
Illumination
Facial
expression
Pose

13
43

640 × 486 pixels

Facial
expression
Pose
Facial
expression
Accessory
Illumination
Background
Distance from
camera
Time
Pose
Orientation
Race
Structural
Components

400

4
3,288

41,368

3
7
4

640 × 480 pixels
(JPEG, 256-grey
levels)

440

21
6
6
9-15
2-4

360 × 480
(Cropped grey
scale images)

30,900

12
2
3
2
4

300 × 225 (JPEG
& GIF)

1027

3

TABLE 1: Summary of some existing face databases
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FIGURE 1: Examples of images in the face recognition database
Part B of the database contains two folders, ‘detect’ and ‘recognition’ folders. The ‘detect’ folder
contains two folders, one contains images captured under good illumination (‘Light’) while the
other contains images captured under poor illumination (“Dark’). The light folder has 50 images
which contain at least 72 human faces of varying poses and illumination captured under good
lighting condition. Few images were adopted from the internet one or two existing databases. The
dark folder has 50 images which contain at least 68 human faces of varying poses and
orientations taken under poor illumination. A summary is given in Table 3 and examples of
images captured under good and poor illuminations are shown in Figures 2a and 2b respectively.

(a) Images taken under good illumination

(a) Images taken under poor illumination
FIGURE 2: Examples of images in the face detection database
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Total
Number
of faces
1
5
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
7

Images
Pic1
Pic2
Pic3
Pic4
Pic5
Pic6
Pic7
Pic8
Pic9
Pic10

Gender
Male

Pose

Female

Rotated

1
5
1

Upright

1
5
1
1
1

1
1
1
2
2

1
2
2
1
1

6

1
7

TABLE 2: Summary of face detection images in Part a of the database

Folders

Gender

f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
f7
f8
f9
f10
f11
f12
f13
f14
f15
f16
f17
f18
f19
f20

M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

Illumination
Bright Poor
Dark
√
√
√
√

Rotation
Right
Left
√
×

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

×

√

Smile
√

Expression
Frown
Blink

×

√

√

√

×
×

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

×

√

√
√
√

√
√

√
√
√

×
×

×

√
√
√

√

√
√
√

√
√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

×

√

×

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

×
×

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

×

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

×
×

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

×

√

√

√

√

×

Other Effects
Scarf

Cap

Glasses

×

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

×
×
×
×
×
×
×

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

√

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

√

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

TABLE 3: Summary of face recognition images in Part A of the database

Grouping

Number of Images

Number of Faces

Dark

50

72

Light

50

68

Total

100

140

TABLE 4: Summary of face detection images in Part B of the database
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An interactive Graphic User Interface (GUI) was developed in MatlabTM 7.4.1a version for the face
database to enable an easier use. This is also an improvement over other face databases. Both
the database would be copied at a known location on the user’s computer and the Matlab file
would be copied into the Matlab directory. The user then only needs to type the default filename
“face_database in the Matlab command prompt. The interactive GUI would appear and the
needed image can be selected. The user would type in the address or location of the database
into the query, then select the exact image to be used. The image can then be saved and used
for either face detection, training or testing a face recognition algorithm. The default filename for
the face detection GUI is Database_detect. The outlooks of the GUIs are in Figures 3 and 4. The
database as well as the Matlab® codes can be obtained by contacting the authors.

FIGURE 3: Matlab GUI for Face Detection Database
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FIGURE 4: Matlab GUI for Face Recognition Database
Images in the database were tested using earlier skin segmentation algorithms [15], and some of
the results are shown in Figure 5. Each of these figures shows the original image in the database
and the corresponding skin-segmented images. The skin-likelihood areas in the skin segmented
images appear white while other areas have deeper shades.

FIGURE 5: Skin segmented images from the database
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FIGURE 6: Selected images from the database showing detected faces.
Images in the face detection subfolder were tested for presence of faces using a novel face
detection algorithm [16]. Some of ths results are shown in Figure 6. Detection rates of 83.8% and
76.4% were achieved for faces captured under good and poor illumination respectively. The
same images were tested with earlier algorithms which have been reported to have good
performances [17,18], details shown in Table 5. It is observed that although the earlier algorithms
performed excellently well when benchmarked on some face detection databases, it was not so
with the new database (BFDB). As a result, the new database with its unique feature of large
variations under real life situations is expected create new frontiers for researches in face
detection and recognition.

Detection Rates
Detection Method

Good

Poor

illumination

illumination

Hybrid Model [16]

83.8%

76.4%

Viola & Jones [17]

35.29%

31.94%

Pai et al [18]

66.18%

56.9%

TABLE 5: Detection rates for images taken under good Illumination

3. CONSLUSION
This paper has discussed a new face database developed to solve some challenges poised in
using appropriate images to benchmark algorithms developed for skin-segmentation, face
detection, recognition and face tracking, especially for Black faces. It contains images taken
under large variations under real life situations and it gave good results in the study of skinsegmentation.
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Abstract

This paper presents the rate distortion behavior of Joint Source Channel Coding
(JSCC) scheme for still image transmission. The focus is on DCT based source
coding JPEG, Rate Compatible Punctured Convolution Codes (RCPC) for
transmission over Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel under the
constraint of fixed transmission bandwidth. Information transmission has a
tradeoff between compression ratio and received quality of image. The
compressed stream is more susceptible to channel errors, thus error control
coding techniques are used along with images to minimize the effect of channel
errors. But there is a clear tradeoff between channel coding redundancies versus
source quality with constant channel bit rate. This paper proposes JSCC scheme
based on Unequal Error Protection (UEP) for robust image transmission. With
the conventional error control coding schemes that uses Equal Error Protection
(EEP), all the information bits are equally protected. The use of the UEP
schemes provides a varying amount of error protection according to the
importance of the data. The received image quality can be improved using UEP
compared to Equal Error Protection (EEP).
Keywords: JPEG, Convolution Code, Puncturing, JSCC, UEP, EEP

1. INTRODUCTION
With rapid growth of data communication infrastructure, there has been an increasing demand for
multimedia communication services involving image communication over wireless channels. Two
common problems encountered in multimedia communication services are large bandwidth
requirement and noisy transmission channels. Communication channels have limited resources
such as bandwidth and power, and multimedia sources usually contain significant amount of
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redundancy. Therefore data compression (source coding) is necessary [2] [17]. Source coding
reduces redundancy and in doing so, it not only introduces distortion in the form of quantization
noise, but data dependency is also occurs among the bits from a coded bit stream. This makes
the source more sensitive to transmission errors. All the current image coding standards use
some form of Variable Length Coding (VLC). To combat the errors introduced by noisy channels,
channel coding is often employed to add controlled redundancy.
Error control mechanisms devised for image/video transport can be categorized into four groups:
(1) at the source encoder, to make the bit stream more resilient to error (2) at the transport level,
including channel coders, packetize/multiplexers (3) Error Concealment at the decoder upon
detection of errors, and (4) interaction between the source encoder and decoder, so that the
transmitter can adapt its operating based on the loss conditions detected .
According to Shannon’s separation theorem [1], source coding and channel coding can be
performed separately and sequentially without loss of optimality. However, this does not hold true
for practical communication system and one can improve the overall performance by designing
the source and channel codes jointly rather than separately, a process called Joint SourceChannel Coding (JSCC). In recent years, extensive research has been carried out in the field of
JSCC [3] [4] [10] [15] [20]. It is well known that the theoretical bound for lossless compression is
the entropy of the source. In the same way entropy determines the lowest possible rate for
lossless compression, Rate Distortion (R-D) theory addresses the same question for lossy
compression[18][ 23].
In 1979 David [3] employs combined source channel approach for 2-D DPCM which has been
appropriately matched to the image source. In 1981David and James [4] employs source encoder
2-D block transform coding using the discrete transform (DCT). The approach is an extension of
previous work. In 1998 Sherwood and Zegar [6] proposed product channel codes (two
dimensional) to protect progressively compressed and packetized images for noisy channels. The
main idea is to break the image coder bit stream into packets, encode them with the same Rate
compatible punctured convolution code (RCPC) and across packets Reed Solomon (RS) code is
used. A nice feature of this particular product code is that decoding the column is unnecessary
unless decoding failure. In 2001 Wei Xiang and Steven [5] has presented unequal error
protection (UEP) methods to JPEG image transmission using Turbo codes based on importance
of data. Simulation results demonstrate the UEP schemes outperforms the equal error protection
(EEP) scheme in terms of bit error rate (BER) and peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). They
assume ideal synchronization within the DCT blocks.
In 2005 Yeshan etc. [8] proposed Region of interest (ROI) feature supported by JPEG2000 image
compression standard and allows particular region of interest within an image to be compressed
at a higher quality than rest of the image. The UEP scheme using Golay code and Hamming code
is applied according to importance of data. However ROI feature can useful only specific images.
In 2006 Pasteur Poda and Ahmed Tamtaoui [9] proposed UEP scheme using retransmission
protocol for JPEG image over Time varying channels. However this proposed solution is not
obvious match with real time application. In 2008 Chou Chen etc [10] proposed JPEG image
protection using RCPC. To cope up with the synchronization problem, synchronization codeword
(Restart marker RM) they periodically inserted after each row into the JPEG image bit stream.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The standard image transmission model considered for this work is given in Fig 2.1. It consists of
source encoder, channel encoder, transmission channel, channel decoder, and source decoder.
The source encoder reduces or eliminates any redundancies in the input image, which usually
leads to bit savings. The source coded signal is then encoded further using channel encoder to
add error protection prior to transmission over a channel and hence increases noise immunity of
source encoder’s output. At the receiver, channel decoder detects and/or corrects transmission
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errors and source decoder decompresses the signal. Most of the practical standards for image
compression are lossy, i.e. the volume of data is compressed at the expense of visual quality.

FIGURE 2.1: Image Transmission System

In this paper section III describes design of Source Encoder Decoder used in this simulation. The
encoded bit stream is partitioned into two groups, DC and AC coefficients. Section IV describes
design of Channel Encoder Decoder. Section V discusses design first for equal error protection
using JSCC and Rate Distortion performance to obtain optimum solution. Secondly, joint sourcechannel coding (JSCC) based on UEP is applied in which RCPC channel encoder applies
different channel coding rates to DC and AC coefficients. Highly sensitive DC coefficients are
better protected with a lower code rate, while less sensitive AC coefficients higher code rate.

3. JPEG ENCODER DECODER
The Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) standard (1992) is widely used for coding still
images (such as photographs). Its main application is storage and transmission of still images in
a compressed form, and it is widely used in digital imaging, digital cameras. An overview of image
compression standard JPEG is discussed in detail [2] [21]. DCT is widely used in JPEG because
of two important properties; high de correlation and energy compaction [25]. Fig. 3.1 shows the
basic block diagram of JPEG Encoder.

FIGURE 3.1: JPEG Source Codec

JPEG encoder-decoder consists the following steps [17]:
• Converting the base image to 8x8 matrices
• Level shifting by subtracting 128 from each pixel
• DCT transform
• Quantizing and normalizing
• DPCM coding of DC coefficient and Huffman encoding
• Zigzag scanning , Run length encoding and Huffman encoding of AC coefficients
• Denormalization and Dequantization
• Inverse DCT and Level shifting back by adding 128 to each pixel
In our simulation, we have used symbols and specification as given in Table 3.1:
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Original File
Original File Size (S)
Bits per pixel of Original file (BPPO)
Total bits after JPEG encoding (Bs)
Source Encoder Rate (Rs) bits/pixel
Compression Ratio (CR)

‘cameraman.tif ‘
256Χ 256
8 bits/pixel
Depends on Quality factor
Bs/S
(BPPO X S)/ Bs

TABLE 3.1: Symbols and Specification of JPEG Encoder and Decoder

As Quality Factor (QF) changes the number of nonzero element in each 8X8 block of DCT after
quantization varies. This affects finally reconstructed image. In JPEG, stream is partitioned into
DC coefficients and AC coefficients. The simulation results for the test image cameramen for
different QF are shown in Table 3.2.
QF

Bs

Rs =Bs/S
Bits/pixel

MSE

PSNR(dB)

CR

1

7758

0.11

1383

16.72

67.58

2
5
10
15
20
30
40
50
60
70
90

9137
13235
19711
25376
30579
39533
47301
55134
63003
74557
139454

0.13
0.2
0.3
0.38
0.47
0.63
0.72
0.84
0.96
1.13
2.12

566.82
252.64
154.51
114.98
93.19
68.79
54.5
44.64
36.15
27.17
6.74

20.6
24.1
26.24
27.52
28.43
29.75
30.77
31.63
32.54
33.79
39.84

57.38
39.62
26.59
20.66
17.14
13.26
11.08
9.5
8.32
7.03
3.75

Perceptual
Quality
Not accept
Not accept
Not accept
Not accept
accept
accept
accept
good
good
good
good
good

TABLE 3.2: Evaluation parameters for various QF

Source rate Rs approximately exponentially increases with QF increases as shown in Fig .3.2.
The source Rate Distortion (RD) curve for Cameramen image is shown in Fig. 3.3. From the
source RD curve it is concluded that as QF increases the source bits rate (Rs bits/pixel)
increases, so distortion (MSE) in received image is reduces. Higher compression can be
achieved at the cost of visual quality. This curve varies from image to image.
Source R-D Curve

QF versus source code rate
2.4
2.2
2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

1400
D istortion (D s) MSE

Source code rateRs(bits/pixel)

1600

1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

0

20

40

60

80

100

0

Quality Factor(QF)

FIGURE 3.2: QF versus Rs
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2
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FIGURE 3.3: Source Rate Distortion (RD) curve
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4. CHANNEL CODING
The bit stream for compressed image is more susceptible to channel errors. Thus error control
coding techniques are used along with compressed image bit stream to minimize the effect of
channel errors. Various Error Control Techniques are Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ), Forward
Error Correction (EFC), Interleaving, Layered Coding with Unequal Error Protection and Error
Concealment. Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC-16) code is already proposed for error detection
and Rate Compatible Punctured Convolution (RCPC) [11] [12] [13] [14] code for error correction.
When the same protection is given to all encoded source bits regardless their channel error
sensitivity, the method is called Equal Error Protection (EEP). The method of modulating the
amount of channel coding based on the required level of protection is known as Unequal Error
Protection (UEP). UEP scheme allows us to protect significant bits by allocating a lower channel
code rate and less significant bits at a higher channel code rate.
Convolution codes are a powerful class of error correcting codes, providing equal error protection
over the information bit stream [18]. Punctured convolution codes were first introduced by Cain,
Clast and Geist [11]. Puncturing is the process of deleting (puncturing) some parity bits from the
output codeword of lower code rate coder according to a puncturing matrix so that fewer bits are
transmitted than in the original coder and hence leading to higher code rate. For a rate 1/N
mother code rate encoder, the puncturing pattern can be represented as an N x P matrix, where
P is a matrix whose elements are 1’s and 0’s, with a 1 indicating inclusion and a 0 indicating
deletion of bit. In 1988 Hagenauer [13] extended the concept of punctured convolution codes by
puncturing a low rate 1/N code periodically with period p to obtain a family of codes with rate p/
(p+l) where l can be varied between 1 and (N-1)p.
Fig.4.1 shows convolution code of rate = 1/3 with memory M = 6 and code generator matrix [133
171 145]. The specification for RCPC code is given in Table 4.1.

FIGURE 4.1: RCPC Code Generator
Mother code rate (1/N)

1/3

Punctured
Code rates,
Rc = (p/p+l)

8/9, 8/10, 812, 8/14, 8/16,

Puncture period p

8

Decoder

Soft decision

Memory

6

Code Generator

[133, 171, 145]

Channel type
Modulation

AWGN

8/18, 8/20, 8/22, 8/24

BPSK

TABLE 4.1: Specification of RCPC Code
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The performance of selected RCPC codes on a Gaussian channel states with soft decision under
different values of Es/No are simulated and results are given in figure 4.2. Lower code rate makes
lower bit error probabilities, which means better protection for combating the channel errors.
Es/No versus BER

8/9 rate

8/10 rate

8/12 rate

8/14 rate

0.5

Bit Error rate

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

2

4

6

ES/N0 (dB)

FIGURE 4.2: performance of RCPC Code family

5. SIMULATION RESULT FOR JOINT SOURCE CHANNEL CODING(JSCC)
The goal of JSCC is to distribute the source bits and the channel bits between source coder and
channel coder so that the resulting end-to-end distortion is minimized. JSCC has gained
significant research attention during the last decade, particularly since the Internet revolution.
The image coding usually involves a rate-distortion trade off. That is, when more bits are spent on
coding a picture, less distortion will occurs. Conversely, when fewer bits are spent, more
distortion will be observed. The rate-distortion trade off curve is useful in situations when the bit
budget is a constrain. Generally the Joint Source Channel Coding (JSCC) schemes achieve the
optimal bit allocation between source and channel. In a traditional image coder, the optimization
algorithm only considers the distortion caused by quantization of DCT coefficients. However, in a
JSCC framework, the rate-distortion tradeoff is extended to include the distortion coming from
quantization and channel errors.
(A) Equal Error Protection (EEP) Scheme:
The JPEG encoder output bit stream is partition into DC coefficient and AC coefficient bit
stream. These streams are partitioned into consecutive blocks of length B. Then a collection of C
no of total CRC bits are derived based only on these B bits (C= 16) are appended with B data
bits. Finally M zero bits, where M is the memory size of the convolution coder (M=6), are
appended to the end. The purpose of adding M bits is to flush the memory and terminate the
trellis to zero state. The resulting block of B + C + M bits is then passed through a Rate
Compatible Punctured Convolutional (RCPC) coder. Equal Error Protection (EEP) defined by
RCPC code rate is same for both DC and AC Coefficients. The Various parameters analyzed
for this system are given below.
(i) If we fixed punctured convolution code rate Rc=8/9 and change the parameter ES/NO from 4
dB to 6dB the received image quality can be improved as shown in Fig.5.1.In this simulation
the source rate is fixed Rs = 0.47 Bits Per Pixel(QF=20).
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(ii) If we fixed QF =20 and ES/NO=2dB, variation in channel code rate Rc the required bit budget
will change as given in Table 5.1. Here the simulation is done using fixed packet size 256.
Total bit budget at input of channel is defined as RTotal.

QF=20, PSNR=19.3918, CR=17.1454

QF=20, PSNR=28.4367, CR=17.1454

FIGURE 5.1: Rate = 8/9 (a) Es/No = 4dB (b) Es/No = 6dB

Channel
Code
Rate(Rc)
8/9
8/10
8/12
8/14
8/16
8/18
8/20
8/22
8/24

Packet
Length in
Bits (B)
205
183
149
124
106
92
80
71
64

Total
Packet(P)
=30579/B
150
168
206
247
289
333
383
431
478

Total
Bits Bc
(Px256)
38400
43008
52736
63232
73984
85284
98048
110336
122368

RTotal =
Bc/S
Bits/Pixel
0.58
0.65
0.8
0.96
1.13
1.3
1.5
1.7
1.87

PSNR

Bit Error
Rate(BER)

4.94
6.66
28.593
28.593
28.593
28.593
28.593
28.593
28.593

0.2358
0.0248
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

MSE
2.08E4
1.4E4
89.90
89.90
89.90
89.90
89.90
89.90
89.90

TABLE 5.1 QF=20, Es/N0=2dB, packet size 256

As channel code rate reduces, more number of redundancy bits is added. So for fixed QF, bits
per pixel of source (Rs) are fixed, but total transmitted number of bits increasing. As code rate
reduces BER performance also improves. At channel code rate (8/12) bit error rate (BER)
becomes zero and lower than that the entire code rate, PSNR becomes constant for same
channel condition (ES/NO=2 dB) . This can be considered as optimum channel code rate to
generate highest of PSNR.
(B) Optimum JSCC Design for Fixed bit budget (RTotal) Using RD performance:
For fixed total bit rate RTotal , EEP algorithm searches all possible combinations of source bit rate
(RS) and channel code rate (RC) to find the best one that minimizes the end-to-end distortion
DTotal. End to end distortion DTotal is measured in terms of Mean Square Error (MSE), it includes
both source distortion and channel distortion. With RTotal = 1.5 bits/pixel, Es/No = 2 dB, Packet
size = 256 bits, CRC size = 16 bits, the simulation results are given in Table 5.2 .The operational
RD curve is plotted in Fig. 5.2. Initially as Rs increases, channel code rate is sufficient for
correcting channel errors up to Rc =8/12. Up to Rc=8/12 rate channel error can be corrected ,so
visual quality improve as Rs increases .But after this point as Rs increases, source distortion
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decreases but channel noise immunity also decreases, so total distortion increases. There exist
optimal points for which allocation of the available fixed transmission rate bits are optimally
allotted between source and channel such that end to end distortion is minimum. From the graph,
optimal point (highlighted in Table 5.2 by color) is obtained at RS = 0.87 Bits/pixel (QF = 54) and
RC channel code rate = 8/12. In other words, to obtain minimum distortion, source should be
coded at QF=40 and 8/12 rate RCPC code should be used for channel coding for fixed RTotal =1.5
and Es/No=2dB. The simulation results can be repeat for another value of Es/No.
Quality
Factor
(QF)

Source
BPPs
(RS)

Channel
Code
Rate
(Rc)

(RTotal)

Distortion
Es/N0=2dB

Distortion
Es/No=2dB
(dB)

PSNR

14

0.37

8/24

1.5

115

41.26

27

20

0.47

8/20

1.5

89.9

39.07

28.59

32

0.63

8/16

1.51

63.08

35.99

30.13

40

0.72

8/14

1.49

52.9

34.47

30.89

54

0.87

8/12

1.5

40

32.14

32.05

67

1.07

8/10

1.51

1.09E4

85.61

5.32

73

1.21

8/9

1.5

2.21E4

86.90

4.67

TABLE 5.2: Experimental Results of Optimal Bit Allocation with EEP Scheme

Rate Distortion curve for RTotal=1.5 BPP

Total Distortion(MSE) in dB

Es/N0=2 dB

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

Source rate Rs(BPP)

FIGURE 5.2: Operational RD curve

C) Simulation of Unequal Error Protection (UEP) Scheme
In UEP both the DC and AC coefficients have applied different protection channel code rate
according to their importance. From Table 5.3.it is concluded that UEP scheme outperforms EEP
in terms of end to end distortion for fixed RTotal.
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RTotal
(BPP)
1.5

Dtotal

PSNR

(MSE)

(dB)

8/12

48.29

31.20

8/20

8/20

89.9

28.59

8/16

8/16

63.03

30.13

CASE

Rs

RDC

RAC

UEP

0.85

8/14

EEP

0.47

EEP

0.63

TABLE 5.3: EEP and UEP comparison

6. CONCLUSION
Joint source channel coding approach for digital data communications, mainly for information
sources like images and video, has registered a great success and is more and more passing to
be conventional nowadays. There is a clear tradeoff between channel coding redundancies
versus source coding resolution. When few channel redundancy bits carrying quantization
information, there is little channel error correction. Though source coding or quantization
distortion is small it will cause unacceptable higher distortion due to uncorrected channel errors.
On the other hand more redundancy bits at the channel will leave insufficient bit rate to describe
the source In this case the channel error correction capability is higher, but the source coding
distortion is relatively high, thus again possibly yielding a large total distortion. Between these two
extremes there exist optimal choice of a channel code rate and source code rate that minimize
the distortion. The optimum point will be shift as channel condition changes. We allocate lower
coding rate to higher sensitive DC coefficients bit stream and higher channel coding rate to AC
coefficients bit stream for exploiting different sensitivity of source bits.
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Abstract
The paper presents an extension of content based image retrieval (CBIR)
techniques based on multilevel Block Truncation Coding (BTC) using nine sundry
color spaces. Block truncation coding based features is one of the CBIR methods
proposed using color features of image. The approach basically considers red,
green and blue planes of an image to compute feature vector. This BTC based
CBIR can be extended as multileveled BTC for performance improvement in
image retrieval. The paper extends the multileveled BTC using RGB color space
to other nine color spaces. The CBIR techniques like BTC Level-1, BTC Level-2,
BTC Level-3 and BTC Level-4 are applied using various color spaces to analyze
and compare their performances. The CBIR techniques are tested on generic
image database of 1000 images spread across 11 categories. For each CBIR
technique, 55 queries (5 per category) are fired on extended Wang generic
image database to compute average precision and recall for all queries. The
results have shown the performance improvement (ie., higher precision and
recall values) with BTC-CBIR methods using luminance-chrominance color
spaces (YCgCb, Kekre’s LUV, YUV, YIQ, YCbCr) as compared to nonluminance (RGB, HSI, HSV, rgb , XYZ) Color spaces. The performance of
multileveled BTC-CBIR increases gradually with increase in level up to certain
extent (Level 3) and then increases slightly due to voids being created at higher
levels. In all levels of BTC Kekre’s LUV color space gives best performance.
Keywords: Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR), BTC, Color Spaces.

1. INTRODUCTION
From ancient era, images play an important role in human communication. It is basic and
common way to express the information. Today with advancement in information and
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communication technology most of the information is digitized. Large amount of digital data is
generated, transmitted, stored, analyzed and accessed. Mostly, information is in the form of
multimedia such as digital images, audio, video, graphics [6]-8. Large numbers of images are
generated from various sources on a daily basis. Such images occupy lot of space and are very
challenging to search and retrieve from very large image pool. The need for efficient retrieval of
images has been recognized by managers and users of large image collections. Efficient indexing
techniques for the retrieval of best matching image from a huge database of images are being
developed. Content based image retrieval gives efficient solution to these problems [18,19].
Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is used to provide a high percentage of relevant images in
response to the query image [12]. The goal of an image retrieval system is to retrieve a set of
matching images from an image database [21].
A Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) technique takes an image as an input to query and
outputs number of matching images to the query image [11]. In CBIR technique, features are
used to represent the image content. The features are extracted automatically and there is no
manual intervention, and thus eliminating the dependency on humans in the feature extraction
stage [10]. The typical CBIR system performs two major tasks. The first one is feature extraction
(FE), where a set of features, forming feature vector, is generated to accurately represent the
content of each image in the database. A feature vector is much smaller in size than the original
image. The second task is similarity measurement (SM), where a distance between the query
image and each image in the database using their feature vectors (signatures) is computed so
that the top “closest” images retrieved [3], [13], [14], [15].
Many current CBIR system use Euclidean distance [5] on the extracted feature set as a similarity
measure. The Direct Euclidian distance between image P and query image Q can be given as
equation. where Vpi and Vqi are the feature vectors of image P and query image Q respectively
with size ‘n’.
n

ED =

∑ (Vpi −Vqi)

2

(1)

i =1

Some of important applications for CBIR technology could be identified as art galleries,
museums, archaeology, architecture design, geographic information systems, weather forecast,
medical imaging , trademark databases, criminal investigations, image search on the Internet.
The thirst of a better and faster image retrieval technique is increasing day by day. The paper
discusses the performance improvement in multileveled BTC based CBIR techniques [1] using
various color spaces. In all ten different color spaces including RGB color space are considered
here with four different levels of BTC for feature extraction resulting into total 40 CBIR methods.

2. BLOCK TRUNCATION CODING (BTC)
Block truncation coding (BTC) is a relatively simple image coding technique developed in the
early years of digital imaging more than 29 years ago. Although it is a simple technique, BTC has
played an important role in the history of digital image coding in the sense that many advanced
coding techniques have been developed based on BTC or inspired by the success of BTC [2].
Block Truncation Coding (BTC) was first developed in 1979 for grayscale image coding [2]. The
method first computes the mean pixel value of the whole block and then each pixel in that block is
compared to the block mean. If a pixel is greater than or equal to the block mean, the
corresponding pixel position of the bitmap will have a value of 1 otherwise it will have a value of 0.
Two mean pixel values one for the pixels greater than or equal to the block mean and the other
for the pixels smaller than the block mean are also calculated. At decoding stage, the small
blocks are decoded one at a time. For each block, the pixel positions where the corresponding
bitmap has a value of 1 is replaced by one mean pixel value and those pixel positions where the
corresponding bitmap has a value of 0 is replaced by another mean pixel value.
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3. CBIR USING MULTILEVELED BLOCK TRUNCATION CODING
The block truncation coding (BTC) technique can be extended to higher levels by considering
multiple threshold values to divide the image pixels into higher (upper) and less than or equal to
(lower) threshold. The image pixel data is thus divided in to multiple clusters and per cluster the
mean value is taken as part of feature vector. At BTC Level 1 only one threshold value is used to
divide the pixel data to get two clusters and respective means of these clusters as upper mean
and lower mean are computed, resulting in to feature vector of size six (two values per color
plane). In next level each cluster can be further divided into two parts with respect to it’s mean
value resulting into total four clusters per color plane to get feature vector of size twelve (four per
plane). Thus BTC can be extended to multiple levels to get BTC Level 2, BTC Level 3, etc. The
feature vector extraction for CBIR using multileveled BTC with RGB color space is explained in
section A, B and C here.
A)

CBIR using BTC-RGB-Level-1 (BTC-RGB-6) [3,4,9,17]

In original BTC we divide the image into R, B, and G components and compute the mean value of
each color component as individual color. Let I(m,n)=[R(m,n), G(m,n), B(m,n)] be the color image
image of size mxn. Let the thresholds be MR, MG and MB, which could be computed as per the
equations 2, 3 and 4.

MR =

1 m n
∑∑ R(i, j)
m * n i =1 j =1

MG =

1 m n
∑∑ G (i, j )
m * n i =1 j =1

MB =

1 m n
∑∑ B(i, j )
m * n i =1 j =1

(2)

(3)

(4)

Here three binary bitmaps will be computed as BMr, BMg and BMb. If a pixel in each component
(R, G, and B) is greater than or equal to the respective threshold, the corresponding pixel position
of the bitmap will have a value of ‘1’ otherwise it will have a value of ‘0’.
1, if ....R(i, j ) > MR
BMr(i, j ) = {
0,....if ...R(i, j ) <= MR
1, if ....G (i, j ) > MG
BMg (i, j ) = {

(5)

(6)

0,....if ...G (i, j ) <= MG

1, if ....B(i, j ) > MB
BMb(i, j ) = {

(7)

0,....if ...B(i, j ) <= MB

UR =

1
m

n

∑ ∑ BMr (i, j)

m

n

* ∑ ∑ BMr (i, j ) * R (i, j )
i =1 j =1

(8)

i =1 j =1
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UG =

m

1
m

n

* ∑ ∑ BMg (i, j ) * G (i, j )

n

∑ ∑ BMg (i, j )

i =1 j =1

(9)

i =1 j =1

UB =

m

1
m

n

* ∑ ∑ BMb (i, j ) * B (i, j )

n

∑ ∑ BMb(i, j )

i =1 j =1

(10)

i =1 j =1

Two mean colors one for the pixels greater than or equal to the threshold and other for the pixels
smaller than the threshold are also calculated [15]. The upper mean color UM(UR, UG, UB) is
given as equations 8, 9 and 10.
And the Lower Mean LM= (LR, LG, LB) is computed as following equations 11, 12 and 13.
LR =

m

1
m

n

* ∑∑ {1 − BMr (i, j )} * R(i, j)

n

m * n − ∑∑ BMr (i, j )

i =1 j =1

(11)

i =1 j =1

LG =

m

1
m

n

* ∑∑ {1 − BMg (i, j )} * G (i, j )

n

m * n − ∑∑ BMg (i, j )

i =1 j =1

(12)

i =1 j =1

LB =

m

1
m

n

* ∑∑ {1 − BMb (i , j )} * B (i , j )

n

m * n − ∑∑ BMb (i , j )

i =1 j =1

(13)

i =1 j =1

These Upper Mean and Lower Mean together will form a feature vector or signature of the image.
For every image stored in the database these feature vectors are computed and stored in feature
vector table.
B)

CBIR using BTC- RGB- Level 2 (BTC-RGB-12)[1]

In BTC-RGB-Level 2 the image data is divided into 12 parts using the six means obtained in BTCRGB-Level 1. Here the bitmap are prepared using upper and lower mean values of individual
color components. For red color component the bitmap ‘BMUR’ and ‘BMLR’ are generated as
given in equations 14 and 15. Similarly for green color component ‘BMUG’ & ‘BMLR’ and for blue
colour components ‘BMUB’ & ‘BMLB’ can be generated.
1, if ....R(i, j ) > UR
BMUR(i, j ) = {

(14)

0,....if ...R(i, j ) <= UR
1, if ....R(i, j ) > LR
BMLR(i , j ) = {

(15)

0,....if ...R(i, j ) <= LR

Using this bitmap the two mean colour per bitmap one for the pixels greater than or equal to the
threshold and other for the pixels smaller than the threshold are calculated [15]. The red plane of
the image is divided into two parts as upper red image and lower red image as given by
equations 16 and 17.

Iur (i, j ) = R(i, j ) * BMr (i, j ),.. for.i = 1...m, and . j = 1...n.

(16)

Ilr (i, j ) = R(i, j ) * [1 − BMr (i, j )],.. for.i = 1...m, and . j = 1...n.

(17)
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The upper mean color UM (UUR, ULR, UUG, ULG, UUB, ULB) are given as follows.
m n
1
UUR = m n
* ∑ ∑ BMUR (i, j ) * Iur (i, j )
∑ ∑ BMUR (i, j ) i =1 j =1

(18)

i =1 j =1

ULR =

m

1
m

n

* ∑ ∑ BMLR (i, j ) * Ilr (i, j )

n

∑ ∑ BMLR (i, j)

i =1 j =1

(19)

i =1 j =1

And the first two components of Lower Mean LM= (LUR, LLR, LUG, LLG, LUB, LLB) are
computed using following equations
LUR =

1
m

n

∑∑ BMUR(i, j)

m

n

* ∑∑{1 − BMUR(i, j)}* Iur(i, j )
i =1 j =1

(20)

i =1 j =1

LLR =

1
m

n

∑∑ BMLR(i, j)

m

n

* ∑∑ {1 − BMLR(i, j )}* Ilr (i, j )
i =1 j =1

(21)

i =1 j =1

These Upper Mean and Lower Mean values together will form a feature vector for BTC-12. For
every image stored in the database these feature vectors are computed and stored in feature
vector table.
C)

CBIR using BTC-RGB-Level 3 (BTC-RGB-24)[1] and BTC-RGB-Level 4 (BTC-RGB-48)

Similarly the feature vector for BTC-24 can be found by extending the BTC till level 3. Each plane
will give the 8 elements of feature vector. For Red plane we get (UUUR, LUUR, ULUR, LLUR,
UULR, LULR, ULLR, LLLR). Also feature vector of size 48 can be generated by extending this
process of BTC to next level.

4. COLOR SPACES IN CBIR USING MULTILEVELED BTC
Just as discussed in section 3 for RGB color space, the CBIR using multileveled BTC can be
used with other color spaces. Here in all ten color spaces like RGB, HSV[20], XYZ[20], rgb[20],
HSI[20], Kekre’s LUV [3], YCbCr[17], YUV[9], YIQ[20], Kekre’s YCgCb[20] are considered. The
ten color spaces along with BTC extended to four levels resul into total 40 CBIR methods. These
color spaces can mainly be divided into two categories as luminance-chrominance color spaces
(Kekre’s LUV, YCbCr, YUV, YIQ, Kekre’s YCgCb) and nom-luminance color spaces (RGB, HSI,
HSV, XYZ and rgb).

5. IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of these CBIR techniques is done using MATLAB 7.0. The CBIR techniques
are tested on the augmented Wang [15] image database of 1000 variable size images spread
across 11 categories of human beings, animals, natural scenery and man-made things. To
compare various techniques in various color space, performance is evaluated based on precision
and recall. The efficiency of CBIR technique is evaluated based on accuracy, stability and speed.
To assess the retrieval effectiveness, we have used the precision and recall as statistical
comparison parameters for the BTC-6, BTC-12, BTC-24 and BTC-48 techniques of CBIR on all
color spaces. The standard definitions of these two measures are given by following equations.
Precesion =

Number_of_relevant_i mages_retrieved
Total_number_of_imag es_retriev ed
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Recall =

Number_of_relevant_images_retrieved
Total_number_of_relevent_images_in_database

(23)

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The methods BTC-6, BTC-12, BTC-24 and BTC-48 are applied to the image database of 1000
images using various color spaces. The resulting 40 CBIR methods are tested using 55 random
queries (5 per image category). The average precision and recall values of all these queries per
CBIR methods are computed and considered for performance comparison.
Figure 1 shows the average precision and recall values plotted against number of retrieved
images for RGB-BTC-CBIR at level 1 (RGB-BTC-6), level 2 (RGB-BTC-12), level 3 (RGB-BTC24) and level 4 (RGB-BTC-48). The conclusion that ‘higher the level of BTC used better the
performance of CBIR is’ can be drawn from the given graph as indicated by higher precision and
recall values in BTC 48 and BTC 24 as compared to BTC-12 and BTC-6.
However the distinction in the performance of all these techniques is not very clear. The height of
crossover point of precision and recall curves plays very important role in performance
comparison of CBIR methods. Ideally this crossover point height should be one. Higher the value
of this crossover point better the performance is.
Figure 2a shows the zoomed version of graphs in figure 1 for crossover points of precision and
recall curves. Figure 2 b shows the bar graphs indicating the heights of crossover points of
precision-recall curves of respective CBIR methods shown in figure 2a. From this figure 2b it can
be observed that the best performance (Highest precision-recall crossover point value) is given
by BTC-RGB-48. The increase in performance from BTC-RGB-6 to BTC-RGB-24 is gradual in
nature while the performances of BTC-RGB-24 and BTC-RGB48 have very slight difference. So
the conclusion that multileveled BTC helps to improve the performance of CBIR methods up to
BTC-Level 3 (BTC-24) can be drawn from these observations.
Figure 3 gives the comparison of crossover points of the multileveled BTC-CBIR techniques per
color space. In all color spaces increasing the BTC level helps in improving the performance of
CBIR as indicated by higher crossover point values.
Figure 4 gives the comparison of crossover points for all color spaces per level of BTC-CBIR
techniques. In all levels of BTC-CBIR luminance-chrominance color spaces (YCgCb, Kekre’s
LUV, YUV, YIQ, YCbCr) better than non-luminance (RGB, HSI, HSV, rgb, XYZ) Color spaces and
in all Kekre’s LUV gives best performance.
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FIGURE 1 : Precision & Recall plotted against for RGB color space.

FIGURE2.A: Crossover points of Precision-Recall plotted against number of retrieved images.
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FIGURE 2.B : Performance comparison of discussed CBIR methods using Precision-Recall crossover
points for RGB color sapce.

FIGURE 3: Performance Comparison between different levels of BTC for respective color spaces.
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FIGURE 4: Performance Comparison between different color spaces for respective level of BTC.

7. CONCLUSION
The performance of CBIR system depends on the precision and recall. Quite often the crossover
point of precision and recall is taken as criteria for judging the performance of CBIR technique on
various Color spaces. Kekre’s LUV gives better result and the values are 0.4258, 0.448, 0.462,
0.46495 for BTC-6, BTC-12, BTC-24 and BTC-48 respectively. The results have shown that, the
performance improvement (i.e. higher precision and recall values) in Luminous & Chrominance
Color spaces with BTC-CBIR methods compared to Non-Luminous &Non-Chrominance Color
spaces are lower. Performance improves with increased level of BTC. Up to level -3 gradual
increases in performance with increasing level is observed while the difference of performance in
level-3 and level-4 is negligible due to voids being created at higher levels.
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Abstract

There are just too many trademarks out there so that a good automated retrieval
system is required to help to protect them from possible infringements. However,
it is from people, i.e., the general consumers' viewpoint how similar or confusing
two trademarks can be. Thus, in this paper we propose a hybrid system where
we patently incorporate human inputs into a computerized trademark retrieval
scheme. Various surveys involving general consumers' cognition and responses
are conducted, and the results are used as benchmarks in developing the
automated part. The core mathematical features used in the scheme are fourgray-level Zernike moments and two new image compactness indices.
Experimental results show that this hybrid system, when compared with humangenerated results, is able to achieve an average accuracy rate of 95% while that
of the closest competing existing method is 65%.
Keywords: Image matching, Information retrieval, Trademarks.

1. INTRODUCTION
Owing to the constant development of commercial activities the number of trademarks used by
companies increases dramatically by the year. Consequently, to design a new trademark without
infringing others has become a critical and complex issue. With the advent of computers,
traditional ways of archiving many documents have been replaced by computerized methods,
which feature automated processes and fast and accurate information retrieval. When it comes to
trademarks, unfortunately, there is no universally accepted sorting and retrieval scheme so far.
For instance, through keywords or search codes that are manually assigned to the trademark
images, an official retrieval system has been used for some time [1][22]. This procedure, though
feasible, contains major drawbacks. It is very difficult for an operator to describe all images evenly
objectively and consistently, especially for abstract or complex ones and over a long period of
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time. On the other hand, a different approach called Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR)
proposes an image-based strategy instead of a tag-based one. Each trademark is processed
beforehand, to leave and save its pertinent features in the computer. Then for a new trademark
application, the features of the new image are compared with the stored data to see if there have
been similar entries in the database. Such CBIR trademark retrieval systems are intrinsically less
susceptible to human errors. A good CBIR scheme tends to exhibit robustness in terms of image
size, position, and orientation variations. In general, these methods are often classified into
contour-based schemes and region-based schemes.
A very early effort to digitally define the features of an image was the work by Freeman [2]. He
invented the chain code, a typical contour-based approach. Many researchers later refined his
method to improve the applicability. For example, Peng and Chen [3] more recently proposed to
use the chain code to describe simple and properly segmented trademarks, while encoding them
according to the angles. Contour-based methods are usually for simple, binary images. An
advantage is that the coded contour is usually invariant with respect to translation and rotation [4].
Yet the newer region-based methods have a broader application range and a larger toolbox to
use. For example, there are moments of various kinds, often used as descriptive features of an
image. A benefit of using the moments is their insensitivity to noise. As a result, researchers have
begun to resort more to region-based techniques in these years. For instance, Yin and Yeh [5]
have proposed a method to employ a fuzzy approach to expedite the image classifying and
retrieval processes. The image features used were the area, the number of closed objects, the
location of the centroid, and symmetry of the image, etc.
The invariant moments, devised by Hu [6] based on geometric moments, have long been valued
as useful image descriptive features. But they are comparatively sensitive to noise and the
accompanying image reconstruction procedure was difficult. Shih and Chen [7] later suggested to
use invariant moments with Fourier transforms and the histogram of image boundary orientations
as features in a trademark retrieval scheme. Ciocca and Schettini [8] also demonstrated a way for
smartly using the invariant moments. They combined moments with boundary directions and the
results from a multi-resolution wavelet transform. Through a relevance feedback scheme they
could compute the similarity between trademarks. On the other hand, there were researchers
who had chosen to use Zernike moments for trademark retrieval schemes. For example, Kim and
Kim [9] constructed a Gamma distribution model with Zernike moments to describe visually
salient features of monochrome trademarks. Subsequently, Kim et al. [10] also presented a
modified Zernike-moment shape descriptor, by first partitioning a trademark image into an inner
and an outer region. More recently, Kamila et al. [11] normalized the regular Zernike moments via
geometric moments and used them with binary images.
Regardless of these many research efforts on automated trademark retrieval methodology, the
governing institution that supervises the examination and approval of trademarks still, for the time
being, relies largely on manual and tag-based methods [1], [12], [13], [14]. From scientific point of
view, a trademark is invariably an image, a discrete two-dimensional mathematical function.
Using search codes to describe and to retrieve an image risks the danger of inaccuracy,
inconsistency, and inefficiency. But why do people still stick to them? One blunt answer:
Undeniably, trademark is not an engineering or scientific term. It is purely commercial;
trademarks are meant to interact with people. They contain subtle feelings difficult to perceive or
describe by the computer. For the task of trademark comparison and retrieval, human inputs can
never be dismissed.
In light of this we now propose a hybrid retrieval system for trademarks. In the core of our
numerical scheme, we use Zernike moments for their resistance to noise, their invariance to
rotation, and multi-resolution capabilities. Besides, two new image features are proposed as
additional sorting criteria for the computer. However, the term "hybrid" implies that human
perception works hand in hand with computer's speed. In this system humans set up a
benchmark while the computer emulates humans' cognition and feeds back a list of candidates
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for human to make final judgments. We will show that the hybrid system is robust and able to
provide an output very usable for a professional trademark examiner.

2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Trademarks
A trademark is a mark that identifies one person's goods [13]. In practice, the word "trademark" is
used to refer to any class of mark, or a word, symbol, or phrase, used to distinguish a particular
manufacturer's product from those of others. The enactment of the trademark law aims to protect
the legal use of the trademarks, so that legitimate transactions and fair business morals are
guaranteed. It is obvious that there is little room for confusion in the use of trademarks. However,
if there is any, in particular deliberate confusion, an act of infringement is very likely evolving
somewhere.
Thanks to the collaborated efforts of industrialized nations and the WTO, trademark definition and
laws around the world are quite similar now. According to a typical trademark regulation [14],
there are four different kinds of trademarks, as depicted in Fig. 1. In this paper, we will deal
mostly with graph and sign trademarks for they are more difficult to describe in words.
There are a few rules in determining the similarity of trademarks. The most important aspect is
the impression the whole trademark imposes on the consumers. It is by this crude total
impression that people decide whether two trademarks are confusingly similar or not. As
confirmed by a senior officer of local Patent and Trademark Office [15], people are more
impressed by the rough shape of a trademark, rather than by its details or color. Moreover,
people tend to neglect the frame or circle outside the trademark. For computers, a framed
trademark can be a far cry from an unframed one. For people, strangely, they produce almost
identical impressions.

FIGURE 1: Different kinds of trademarks: (a) Word trademarks, (b) Graph trademarks,
(c) Sign trademarks, and (d) Combined trademarks.

To verify the above statements, we have conducted a questionnaire survey that involved 100
general consumers [16]. When presented with a single trademark design, 59 consumers said that
the color was the most impressing feature, versus 34 for the shape and 5 for its pronunciation.
However, when presented with sets of similar trademarks for comparison, a total of 83 consumers
confirmed that the rough shapes of the trademarks, rather than their colors or details, were the
most discerning feature for trademark identification. In view of this double testimony, we decided
to devise two new features solely for the rough shape of the trademark image. They will be
discussed in Section 3.2.
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2.2 Moments
Moments are handy properties that are repeatedly used in region-based image retrieval systems,
while moments in various orders are regarded as descriptive features of an image. In this paper
we will use and compare two types of moments, and their formulations are briefly discussed as
follows.
The invariant moments of Hu were proposed in 1962 [6]. In this paper author anticipated a theory
of two-dimensional moment invariants for planar geometric figures. In order to make the moments
invariant to scaling, translation, and rotation, they need to be normalized. Based on the
normalized moments, Hu proposed the seven invariants. Hu's invariants can be used as image
descriptive features. The computation of image reconstruction from these invariants, however, is
no piece of cake. Besides, they can still be affected by the image noise [8], [11], [17].
On the other hand, the Zernike moments, proposed by Teaque in 1980 [18], are constructed on
orthogonal Zernike polynomials. These complex number Zernike functions were invented by the
Nobel laureate in 1961, defined within a unit circle. A typical Zernike polynomial is expressed as,

Vnm ( x, y ) = Vnm ( ρ, θ ) = R nm ( ρ ) e jmθ

(1)

(x, y) represents an arbitrary point in the unit circle, and within the circle, we have x 2 + y 2 ≤ 1 . The
integer n, starting from zero, is the order of the polynomial. m is also an integer that satisfies
m ≤ n , and n − m must be an even number. ρ is the magnitude of vector (x, y), and θ is the
orientation, measuring counterclockwise from the x-axis. j is the unit imaginary number
the radial component Rnm (ρ) of Zernike polynomial is given by:

−1 . Now

n− m

(2)
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ρn −2 s
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According to the above expression, we know R n ,− m ( ρ) = R nm ( ρ ) . Moreover, the complete
R nm ( ρ ) =

2

∑ ( −1 )

s

orthogonal property of Zernike polynomial V(x,y) within the unit circle can be demonstrated by this
equation:

∫∫

2

2

x +y ≤ 1

* x, y V x, y dxdy =
Vnm
( ) pq ( )
1
and δab = 
0

π
δnp δmq
n+1

(a = b)
( otherwise )

(3)

Where * denotes the conjugate of a complex number.
Zernike moments are the projection of the image function f(x, y) onto the above Zernike
orthogonal basis functions [11]. We denote Zernike moment of order n for a continuous function
as Anm, and

A nm =

n+1
* ρ, θ dxdy
f ( x, y ) Vnm
( )
2
2
∫
∫
x
+
y
≤
1
π

(4)

For a digital image, this equation is simplified as:

A nm =

n+1
π

∑∑ f ( x, y ) V* ( ρ, θ) ,
nm

x

x2 + y2 ≤ 1

(5)

y

Note that the conjugate of Anm is identical to An,-m, and the magnitude (denoted by Znm) of Zernike
moment also has the following property:

Z nm = A nm = A n ,− m

(6)

In a typical image analysis, an image is decomposed via above equations into a series of Zernike
moments Anm of various orders. Conversely, by properly assembling these moments with
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corresponding Zernike polynomials Vnm, the original image function f(x, y) can also be
reconstructed [16].

f ( x, y ) = f ( ρ, θ ) ≅

N

∑ ∑ A ( ρ, θ ) V ( ρ, θ )
nm

(7)

nm

n= 0 m

Now let us assume that an image f(ρ, θ), the polar form of f(x, y), has undergone a rotation about
the origin by an angle α. The rotated image is then f

r

( ρ, θ) = f ( ρ, θ − α ) . Rewrite the previous

Zernike moment equation in polar form, we have

n + 1 2π 1
f ( ρ, θ ) R nm ( ρ ) e − jmθ ρ dρ dθ
π ∫0 ∫0
r
But the Zernike moment of the rotated image f ( ρ , θ ) is
A nm =

n + 1 2π 1
f ( ρ, θ − α ) R nm ( ρ ) e − jmθ ρ dρ dθ
∫
∫
π 0 0
% + α into above equation yields
Substituting θ = θ
A rnm =

%
 n + 1 2π 1

A rnm = 
f ρ , θ% R nm ( ρ ) e − jmθ ρ dρ dθ%  e − jmα = A nm e − jmα
∫
∫
 π 0 0


( )

(8)

(9)

(10)

This expression leads to the equivalence of the magnitude:

Z rnm = A rnm = A nm = Z nm

(11)

Which means invariance of rotation within a unit circle.

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Smallest Enclosing Circle
Zernike moments are to be used as a kernel feature in our scheme, and it has an intrinsic
property of rotational invariance. However, in order to achieve scaling and translational
invariance, additional arrangements are needed. Since Zernike polynomials are defined within the
unit circle, a method for conveniently finding the smallest enclosing circle for a trademark is
necessary. This will take care of the translation concern. Then, the whole thing will be scaled to a
fixed size for use with Zernike moments and other retrieval computations.
There exist many schemes for finding the smallest enclosing circle for different applications. For
instance, Berg et al. [19] included in their book a recursive formula as such: For a set
P= {p1, p2, … pi, … , pn} of n points in a plane, if Di is the smallest circle enclosing, Pi = {p1,
p2, … pi}, the following rules hold.
(a) If pi Di-1, then Di = D i-1
(b) If pi Di-1, then pi is on the boundary of Di. So starting from D1, eventually we get Dn.
The point-by-point method is simple in formulation (as shown in Figure 2), however
computationally intensive in practice, especially for digital images that normally contain hundreds
of points (even on the boundary). In this paper, we use a simplified version, based upon the
above scheme, for locating the smallest enclosing circle for a trademark image. Firstly, for a given
trademark, extract digitally its contour, which should contain all boundary points of the image.
Then, search among the boundary points and find the two points that are most distantly apart,
say, points a and b in Fig. 2(a).
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FIGURE 2: A simplified scheme for locating the smallest enclosing circle.

Construct circle D1 so that line
is a diameter of the circle. Next, if there are some points
outside circle D1, locate among them the point c, which is farthest from the center O1 of D1.
Construct circle D2 by points a, b, and c, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Lastly, if there still are some
remaining points outside D2, there is a final modification to make. Find point d that is most distant
from O2 (the center of D2). Let O2d + O2c be the length of the new diameter, and the new center
be adjusted to O3, which is on line O2d. Construct D3 as illustrated in Fig. 2(c), which is the
smallest enclosing circle used in this paper. Within four steps, we swiftly determine a usable
smallest enclosing circle for a trademark image. Although the above method was heuristic, the
enclosing circle it finds is well defined and suffices for our purpose. In our experience, we have
not yet encountered a trademark that has a problem with this simplified scheme. When the
enclosing circle is found, a transformation matrix can easily be formulated [20] to translate the
trademark to the origin and to scale the image to the prescribed dimension. This dimension was
64×64 in most of our experiments.
3.2 Wrap Contour and Compactness Indices
Besides Zernike moments, which are a region-based method, we also require in this paper some
contour-based features that can represent the gross shape of the trademark. We now propose a
wrap contour concept, which we think is more describing than the common convex hull concept
for two-dimensional objects (Fig. 3). A convex hull, having to maintain a convex shape, often has
only loose contact with the object, and therefore poorly represents the contour of the object (Fig.
3b). The wrap contour (Fig. 3c), on the contrary, is allowed to shrink snugly inward the object.
Thus, in the end it better represents the approximate shape of the object.
Technically, the smallest enclosing circle of the trademark is first to be located. Then, from the
center of the enclosing circle, a radial line is drawn for every possible angle θ (according to image
resolution) to intersect the outer contour of the trademark (Fig. 3a). The intersections are
recorded as a function r(θ), where r is the distance from the center of the circle. If there is no
intersection for some θ, then assign r=0 for that θ. Finally, let the wrap contour r(θ) become a
closed and continuous curve in the polar plane, as illustrated in Fig. 3c.
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FIGURE 3: Using contours as features. (a) A trademark and its smallest enclosing circle,
(b) The convex hull for that trademark, (c) The wrap contour for that trademark.

The wrap contour of a trademark is used in our scheme to help us define two new features called
image compactness indices, CI1 and CI2. They can be regarded as mixed contour-based and
region-based features, and are defined as:
A rea of W rap Contour
(11)
Compactness index 1 (CI1) =
A rea of Sm allest Enclosing Circle
Compactness index 2 (CI2) =

Im ag e A rea
A rea o f W rap C o nto u r

(12)

Note that in the above definition of CI2, the "Image Area" is the foreground area of the trademark.
However this area might change when we alter the color depth of the image. We will discuss this
in the next section.
3.3 Four-Level Images
Generally, trademark designs are not limited to binary images. In fact, most modern trademarks
use vivid colors to be visually conspicuous and attractive to consumers. On the other hand, a
trademark normally uses only a scant palette of colors. This is because a trademark is not like a
photograph. For trademarks, the simpler the design is, the quicker people tend to remember.
To compute the moments, a color image has to be transformed into a gray-scale image function,
and traditionally a scale of 255 gray levels is used for picture-like images. For simple images as
trademarks, some researchers suggested using only a two-level (binary) scale [11]. We have
found, however, transforming trademarks into binary images sometimes incurs significant losses
in the features. Fig. 4 shows examples of such losses in two trademark images, even though the
thresholds used were computed by a sophisticated automated scheme [16]. As a compromise,
we propose using four gray levels that correspond to levels 0, 85, 170, and 255, in a 0 to 255
grayscale. A trademark image is then transformed, with evenly spaced threshold values, to an
image that contains only these four gray levels. By thus using more than two gray values, the loss
of image features is effectively reduced. Yet we also take into account the fact that trademarks
are less chromatically complex. Our experiments showed that by this scheme the total impression
of a trademark image is satisfactorily preserved. Detailed examples of producing Zernike
moments and about reconstructing such four-level trademark images from moments can be found
in [19].
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FIGURE 4: Losing boundaries from using too few gray levels. (a) Some internal boundaries are missing,
(b) The plus sign is gone.

3.4 Exclusive Trademark Features
The feature values of an image are collectively used to identify the image. Thus, these features
must be appropriately extracted. For trademarks, there are additional yet unique concerns. First,
a trademark can be registered with a principal pattern and that pattern plus a variety of frames,
e.g., circular, square, or polygonal shapes. Framed versions are regarded as the same as the
original in trademark evaluation. Second, a chromatically altered image of a trademark pattern is
also considered equivalent to the original one. For example, a dark-colored trademark on a light
background is the same as the inversed, light trademark pattern on a dark background.
In this paper we highlight the quest of emulating the real trademark evaluation process. Hence, in
extracting the features of one trademark we may need to consider not only the original design,
but also its inversed image, and its core image. The core image refers to the central portion of the
original trademark that lies within a smaller concentric circle whose radius is 2/3 of the enclosing
circle. This core image is used to exclude the trademark frame and thus reduce the chances of
misinterpretation. It is also noted that in real trademark retrieval the most important task is to
detect confusingly similar designs, rather than to recover exactly like ones. Care has been taken
in using features, so as to make our retrieval system neither under-restraining nor overrestraining. In this paper, we use Zernike moments of orders 0 to 19 as main region-based
features for trademarks. The lower-order (0 to 12) moments represent the rough content of the
trademark, whereas the higher-order moments delineate the minutia in the trademark image.
3.5 Weighting and Normalization
According to the trademark law, the degree of similarity between trademarks is the seriousness of
confusion they cause for consumers. Obviously, this is a subjective judgment, and which may
vary among different designs. Thus, we employ for our hybrid system a human-machine interface
that allows users to feedback and to adjust the weighting of any feature type. Weighting means to
prescribe significance for each feature group, which is among, say, m distinct image feature
categories.
Combining the values from different feature categories requires a work called normalization. This
process is to ensure that all image features possess influences of similar order. Now let P be an
input trademark image, to be compared with the trademark database, which comprises n image
entries Qi, i=1 to n. Regarding the jth feature category, which contains k values, the similarity
between images P and Qi is then defined as a Euclidean distance on the coordinate hyperspace
[21], given by
2
k
dist P j , Q ij = ∑ s p j − s q ij 
 s= 1


(

)

(

1/2

)
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j

j

th
where s p and s q i are corresponding feature values of P and Qi. Now for the j feature
category, we scan through the entire database for the two extreme values:

{ ( )}
Max = max {dist ( P , Q )}
Min j = min dist P j , Qij
i≤ n

j

j

i ≤n

(14)

j
i

The normalized Euclidean distance, meaning the normalized similarity between images P and Qi
th
regarding the j feature category, is then

(

j

j
i

)

Dist P , Q =

(

)

dist P j , Q ij − Min j

(15)

j

Max − Min j
j

Adding the consideration of the weighting factor w for the jth of a total of m feature categories,
the gross similarity between images P and Qi is then:
m

S G ( P, Q i ) = ∑ w j ⋅ Dist P j , Qij

(

)

(16)

j= 1

4. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS
In this paper, 2020 trademark images were collected from various sources and compiled to form
the experimental database. These images had been of different sizes, colors, and complexity. To
begin with, since we wanted to emphasize human perspectives, we recruited ten adult volunteers,
aged from 20 to 30, three among them female, and asked them to pick from the sample database
some groups of similar images visible to their naked eyes. Listed in Table 1 are the five groups of
similar trademarks hand-picked by the volunteers. These human culled images were to be used
as benchmarks as we tested our hybrid scheme.

Table 1: Human-Picked Groups of Similar Trademark Patterns

Note that each group in Table 1 actually stands for a certain aspect of trademark identification.
The images in the first group, "Nike," all contain an abstract notion of a checkmark. In the second
group, "Goblet," either the snake or the goblet can deform its shape or change its color. The third
group, "Recycle," is an example of inversed and framed trademark images. The fourth group
involves various postures of the "Michelin" Man. These figures are line drawings containing no
solid areas. The last group is "Monogram." Monograms are commonly used as trademarks in
western countries and are also common victims of infringements.
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As for the specific image features used, in each of our experiments we chose either to use only
lower-order Zernike moments or to incorporate higher-order moments as well, according to the
j
1
2
8
character of the input image. A collection of eight weighting factors w = {w , w , K w } was
used in the experiments. Their meanings are described as follows. w1: compare the whole input
image with whole images from the database. w2: compare core images only. w3: compare the
core of the input image with the whole images from the database. This is to remove the frame of
the input image. w4: compare the inversed core of the input with the whole database images. w5:
6
7
8
compare CI1's of whole images. w : compare CI2's of whole images. Lastly, w and w : compare
CI1's and CI2's of the core images, respectively.
We first took a "Monogram" trademark from Table 1 as the input image, and inspected exclusively
the effects of using four-gray-level Zernike moments. Shown in Fig. 5 are the results from the
conventional binary scheme (Fig. 5a) and from our alternative four-level scheme (Fig. 5b). The
input image is shown on the left. Here, all Zernike moments of orders 0 to 19 for the whole
j
images are used as features (w = {1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}). For each scheme we list, out of 2,020
database images, 60 images closest to the input. The order is from left to right and from top to
down. Since our trademark retrieval system was to provide a list of ranked similar entries for
human examiners to inspect, a better scheme was the one that produced a better candidate list.
We see that Fig. 5b gathers more monogram-like images in its top rows, and it contains fewer
samples that are too different to human's eye.
We also tested the effects of the proposed wrap contour concept and the related compactness
index feature. We used an outlined "Nike" image as the input. Although to human's eye an
outlined trademark gives similar rough impression as the solid one, we found that it literally
confounded all the region-based methods. Compared in Fig. 6 are results from Hu's moment
invariants (Fig. 6a), conventional binary Zernike moments (Fig. 6b), Kim's improved Zernike
moments (Fig. 6c), and our first compactness index CI1 (Fig. 6d, and wj = {0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0}). In this
experiment, only the compactness index scheme is capable of yielding meaningful outputs.

(a)

(b)
FIGURE 5: Using different gray-levels with Zernike moments. (a) The top output list from the two-level
scheme, (b) The top output list from the four-level scheme.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
FIGURE 6: Search results for the outlined Nike. (a) Hu's moment invariants, (b) Traditional Zernike
moments, (c) Kim's modified Zernike, (d) Our compactness index CI1.

Then we tried using more image features to improve the search efficiency. Again in Fig. 7 we put
Hu's method (Fig. 7a), the original Zernike (Fig. 7b), Kim's modified Zernike (Fig. 7c) and our
scheme in comparison. A regular "Nike" logo is used as the input. Due to its simple construction,
j
only lower-order moments are required. With the above-mentioned w notation, Fig. 7d shows
results of the vector {1,4,0,0,0,0,0,0}, denoting a double four-level Zernike search stressing the
importance of the core image. Fig. 7e corresponds to the weighting vector {0,0,0,0,1,0,4,1},
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showing the effects of combining the two compactness indices, also emphasizing the core. The
weightings of Fig. 7f are {1,4,0,0,1,0,4,1}, equivalent to the sum of the weightings of Fig. 7d and
Fig. 7e. From these figures we see that while Fig. 7d already produces a better listing than Figs.
7a to 7c, Fig. 7f produces the best result of all. All but one trademark in the "Nike" group in Table
1 are listed in the top 20 (top 1%, out of 2,020) candidates of Fig. 7f.
Similar satisfactory results of the proposed scheme were obtained for a monogram trademark.
Again, Figs. 8a to 8c are results from the three existing schemes, and Figs. 8d to 8f are results
from three variations of the proposed scheme. The weighting vectors for Figs. 8d to 8f are
{5,5,0,0,0,0,0,0}, {0,0,0,0,10,1,0,0}, and {5,5,0,0,10,1,0,0}, respectively. For monogram images
we do not need to emphasize the core. Note that different image type may require different
3
4
weighting factor assortments. In the previous two examples we have not used w and w . They
are by no means less useful. Many additional examples involving framed or inversed trademarks
or even various kinds of noise can be found in [16].

(a)

(b)

(c)
FIGURE 7: Comparison between schemes. (a) Hu's moment invariants, (b) The original Zernike, (c) Kim's
modified Zernike, (d) Our double four-level Zernike, (e) Our Compactness indices,
(f) Combining double Zernike and Compactness indices.
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(d)

(e)

(f)
FIGURE 7: Comparison between schemes. (Continued)

(a)
FIGURE 8: Another comparison between schemes. (a) Hu's moment invariants, (b) Original Zernike, (c)
Kim's modified Zernike, (d) Our double four-level Zernike, (e) Our Compactness indices,
(f) Combining double Zernike and Compactness indices.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
FIGURE 8: Another comparison between schemes. (a) Hu's moment invariants, (b) Original Zernike, (c)
Kim's modified Zernike, (d) Our double four-level Zernike, (e) Our Compactness indices,
(f) Combining double Zernike and Compactness indices. (Continued)
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On the whole, for the five groups of trademark images in Table 1, the performance of our method
is summarized as follows. In average, both our double Zernike schemes (as Figs. 7d and 8d) and
CI-only schemes (as Fig. 7e and 8e) got roughly 60% of human-picked images in their top 40 (top
2%) image listings. This was no better than Kim's modified Zernike (65% in average) and more or
less equivalent to traditional Zernike (58% in average). But it is noted that since our doubleZernike and CI's are very different image features, the combination of the two (as Figs. 7f and 8f)
yielded very good (95% in average) results. But with what kind of trademark did we show greatest
advantage? We will say in dealing with the "Goblet" images, our method outperformed hugely
other methods (100% vs. 25%). The next were the "Monogram" and the "Nike" trademarks. For
the "Recycle" and the "Michelin" groups, only small improvement was achieved. This was
because both traditional Zernike or Kim's modified Zernike already treated them quite well. Hybrid
system may not be able to retrieve distributed shape or image like shape. Because we were
concentrated only trademark retrieval and this kind of shape is not familiar as a trademark.
However, our method was still a competitive choice because we could deal with outlined, framed,
and inversed variation of the trademarks.
In all above experiments, a 64×64 image size was used for the input and for all the database
images. An input image must go through a series of preprocessing processes such as conversion
to four gray-level, obtaining the smallest enclosing circle, and proper geometric transformation. All
image features are then extracted, paired with their weighting factors and compared with stored
data in the database. The whole process for a 200×200 input image takes about 8.5 seconds on
an Intel Celeron 2.66 GHz computer with 512 Mb RAM. Lastly, we think it is interesting to mention
that when we doubled the resolution of all images (input and database) to 128×128, only slight
change was observed in the results.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented in this paper the framework of a hybrid trademark retrieval system. Surveys
of human responses to different trademark aspects were conducted and the results were used as
benchmarks for the system. The task of the computer was only to provide, according to the
benchmarks, a good ranked list of similar candidates. Both region-based image features (i.e.,
four-gray-level Zernike moments) and contour-base features (the proposed compactness indices)
were used. A simplified method for finding the smallest enclosing circle was also presented.
Features of different categories were conjoined via a weighting scheme particularly useful for
dealing with framed or inversed trademark variations. Experiments have verified that, when
human viewpoints obtained from consumer surveys were used as standards, this hybrid scheme
performed considerably better than some existing retrieval methods.
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Abstract

Face recognition is one of the challenging applications of image processing.
Robust face recognition algorithm should posses the ability to recognize identity
despite many variations in pose, lighting and appearance. Principle Component
Analysis (PCA) method has a wide application in the field of image processing for
dimension reduction of the data. But these algorithms have certain limitations like
poor discriminatory power and ability to handle large computational load. This
paper proposes a face recognition techniques based on PCA with Gabor
wavelets in the preprocessing stage and statistical modeling methods like LDA
and ICA for feature extraction. The classification for the proposed system is done
using various distance measure methods like Euclidean Distance(ED), Cosine
Distance (CD), Mahalanobis Distance (MHD) methods and the recognition rate
were compared for different distance measures. The proposed method has been
successfully tested on ORL face data base with 400 frontal images
corresponding to 40 different subjects which are acquired under variable
illumination and facial expressions. It is observed from the results that use of
PCA with Gabor filters and features extracted through ICA method gives a
recognition rate of about 98% when classified using Mahalanobis distance
classifier. This recognition rate stands better than the conventional PCA and PCA
+ LDA methods employing other and classifier techniques.
Keywords: Face Recognition, Statistical Models, Distance measure methods, PCA/LDA/ICA.

1. INTRODUCTION
Human face detection and recognition is an active area of research spanning several disciplines
such as image processing, pattern recognition and computer vision with wide range of
applications such as personal identity verification, video-surveillance, facial expression extraction,
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advanced human and computer interaction. The wide-range variations of human face due to
pose, illumination, and expression, result in a highly complex distribution and deteriorate the
recognition performance. Hence, there is a need to develop robust face recognition algorithm.
Block diagram of a typical face recognition system is shown in Fig. 1. In this block diagram, the
preprocessing stage is a filtering process used to reduce noise and dependence on precise
registration. Classification is usually one among number of standard methods like minimum
distance classifiers, artificial neural networks, etc. Feature extraction is the area that tends to
differentiate. This paper addresses the feature extraction method using gabor wavelets and PCA
and ICA on face images. A good survey of face recognition system is found in [1]. The methods
for face recognition can be divided into two different classes: geometrical feature matching and
template matching.
Preprocessing

Feature Extraction

Classification

FIGURE 1. Block diagram of a typical face recognition system.

In the first method, some geometrical measures about distinctive features such as eyes, nose,
mouth and chin were extracted. These extracted features were used for the recognition. In the
second method, the face image is represented as a two-dimensional array of intensity values
and this is compared to a single or several templates representing a whole face. The choice of
features for the recognition with the classification method accounts for a good recognition results.
These features are first extracted from the raw data using some feature extraction methods.
These extracted features should be of lesser dimension and provide good discriminating ability.
In the proposed work, gabor wavelets were used for filtering in the pre processing stage. This
results in gabor feature vector representing the face image. Gabor transformed face images
exhibit strong characteristics of spatial locality, scale, and orientation selectivity. These images
can, thus, produce salient local features that are most suitable for face recognition. The input
face image is treated as a two – dimensional pattern of intensity variations. In the face based
approach, this two dimensional data helps to define the face image as feature vectors. The well
known method for feature extraction is the PCA method. Reconstruction of human faces using
PCA was first done by Kirby and Sirovich [2] and recognition of human faces was done by Turk
and Pentland [3]. The recognition method, known as eigenface method defines a feature space
which reduces the dimensionality of the original data space. This reduced data space is used for
recognition.
But the two most common problems with the PCA method are its poor discriminator power for
data set from the same class and large computational load. These limitations with the PCA
method is overcome by combining Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) method which is one of the
most important feature selection algorithms in appearance based methods [4]. With direct
implementation of LDA method, the dataset selected should have larger number of samples per
class for LDA method to extract the discriminating features. With the small sample size problem,
the LDA method will results in poor discriminating features. Hence, many LDA based approach
first use the PCA to project an image into a lower dimensional space otherwise called as face
space. Then perform the LDA to maximize the discriminatory power.
The second problem in PCA-based method is that it will de-correlates the input data using second
order statistics, generating a compressed data with minimum mean squared projection error, but
it will not account for the higher order dependencies in the input data projected onto them. To
overcome this problem ICA is used which minimizes both second order and higher order
dependencies in the input and attempts to find the basis along which the data (when projected
onto them) are statistically independent[5]. ICA is used to reduce redundancy and represent
independent features explicitly. These independent features are most useful for subsequent
pattern discrimination and associative recall [6].
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In this proposed work, the gabor wavelets are used in the pre processing stage. This gabor
filtered face images results in a large gabor feature vector. This larger dataset is reduced to a
smaller dimension using the PCA algorithm which extracts the principle features (top eigen
vectors). The reduced dataset is further processed using the two feature extraction techniques
namely LDA and ICA. This results in the most discriminating and the most independent features
of the input data respectively. The classification is done using the minimum distance measure
methods like ED, CD and MD methods. The results are compared and tabulated for the resulted
recognition rate. In comparison with the conventional use of PCA and LDA alone, the proposed
method gives a better recognition rate. The algorithm is tested with the use of ORL face database
with 200 training and 200 test samples. The feasibility of the new algorithm has been
demonstrated by experimental results. Encouraging results were obtained for the proposed
method compared to conventional methods.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 deals with the basics of Gabor wavelets and Gabor
features. Section 3 deals background of PCA and Eigenfaces. Section 4 deals with LDA. Section
5 details about ICA. Section 6 deals with the various types of distance measure method. The
proposed method is reported in section 7. Experimental results are presented in Section 9 and
finally, Section 10 gives the conclusions.

2.

GABOR WAVELET

The prime motive behind the feature based approach is the representation of face image in a very
compact manner, thus reducing the memory used. Such methods gains importance as the size of
the database is increased. This feature based method in a face recognition system aims to find
the important local features on a face and represent the corresponding features in an efficient
way. The selection of feature points and representation of those values has been a difficult task
for a face recognition system. Physiological studies found that simple cells present in human
visual cortex can be selectively tuned to orientation as well as spatial frequency. J.G.Daugman[7]
has worked on this and confirmed that the response of the simple cell could be approximated by
2D Gabor filters.
Because of their biological relevance and computational properties, Gabor wavelets were
introduced into the area of image processing [8,9]. The Gabor wavelets, whose kernels are
similar to the 2D receptive field profiles of the mammalian cortical simple cells, exhibit desirable
characteristics of spatial locality and orientation selectivity, and are optimally localized in the
space and frequency domains. These drawbacks were overcome by Gabor wavelets. The Gabor
wavelet is well known for its effectiveness to extract the local features in an image. It has the
ability to exhibit the desirable characteristics of capturing salient visual properties such as spatial
localization, orientation selectivity, and spatial frequency selectivity. This method is robust to
changes in facial expression, illumination and poses. Applying statistical modeling methods like
PCA, LDA, ICA for the Gabor filtered feature vector, results in a crisp gabor feature vectors. In
order to consider all the gabor kernels, all the features were concatenated to form a single gabor
feature vector. This high dimensional gabor vector space is then reduced using the PCA. Further
on applying the ICA and LDA on the reduced data, the more independent and discriminating
features were obtained.
The Gabor wavelets (kernels, filters) can be defined as follows [7], [8]:

Ψµ ,ν ( z ) = k µ ,v

2

 k 2 z
µ ,v
exp −
2σ 2



2


2
 exp (ik z ) − exp − σ  
µ ,v
 2 





(1)

Where µ and v in Eqn. 1 define the orientation and scale of the Gabor kernels, z = (x,y) and ||.||
denotes the norm operator, and the wave vector kµ,v is defined as follows:

k µ ,ν = kν exp (iΦ µ )
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where kv = kmax /f v and φµ = πµ/8, kmax is the maximum frequency, and f is the spacing factor
between kernels in the frequency domain [9]. The Gabor kernels in Eq. 1 are all self-similar since
they can be generated from one filter, the mother wavelet, by scaling and rotation via the wave
vector kµ,v. Each kernel is a product of a gaussian envelope and a complex plane wave, while
the first term in Eq. 2 determines the oscillatory part of the kernel and the second term
compensates for the DC value. The effect of the DC term becomes negligible when the
parameter σ, which determines the ratio of the gaussian window width to wavelength, has
sufficiently large values. In most cases the use of gabor wavelets of five different scales, v ∈
{0,….., 4} and eight orientations, µ ∈ {0,…..,7}is used for representational bases. Fig. 2 shows
the Gabor kernels at five scales and eight orientations, with the following parameters: σ = 2π,
kmax = π/2 and f = .
2.1 Gabor Wavelet Representation
The Gabor wavelet representation of an image is the convolution of the image with a family of
Gabor kernels as defined by Eq. 3. Let I(x,y) be the gray level distribution of an image, the
convolution of image I and a Gabor kernel ψµ,v is defined as follows.

Oµ ,ν ( z ) = I (z ) * Ψµ ,ν (z )

(3)
where z = (x,y) and * denotes the convolution operator, and Oµ,v (z) is the convolution result
corresponding to the gabor kernel at orientation µ and scale v. Therefore, the set S = {Oµ,v (z) , for
µ ∈ {0,…..7} and v ∈ {0,…..4}} forms the gabor wavelet representation of the image I(z).
Applying the convolution theorem, we can derive each Oµ,v (z) from Eq. 3 via the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT):
₣{ Oµ,v (z) } = ₣{I(z)} ₣{ ψµ,v(z)}
Oµ,v (z) = ₣-1{ ₣ {I(z)} ₣ { ψµ,v(z)}}

(4)
(5)

-1

where ₣ and ₣ denote the Fourier and inverse Fourier transform, respectively. Fig.2 and 3 show
the Gabor wavelet representation (the real part of gabor kernels with five scales and eight
orientations and the magnitude of gabor kernels at five different scales). The input frontal face
image as shown in Fig 4 is preprocessed using these kernels and the resultant convolution output
of the image and the kernels are as shown in Fig. 5 (Real part of the convolution output of a
sample image) and Fig. 6 (Magnitude of the convolution output of a sample image). To
encompass different spatial frequencies, spatial localities, and orientation selectivities into a
single augmented feature vector, concatenate all these gabor representations.

FIGURE 2. Gabor Kernels (Real part with five scales and eight orientations)
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FIGURE 3. Magnitude of Gabor Kernel at five different scales.

FIGURE 4. Sample frontal image

FIGURE 5. Real part of the convolution output of the sample image

FIGURE 6. Magnitude of the convolution output of the sample image.
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Before the concatenation, each Oµ,v(z) is down sampled by a factor ρ to reduce the space
dimension. Then constructing a vector out of the Oµ,v(z) by concatenating its rows (or columns).
Now, let Oµ,v(ρ) denote the vector constructed from Oµ,v(z) (down sampled by ρ), the augmented
gabor feature vector X(ρ) is then defined as follows:
X(ρ) = (O(ρ)t0,0 O(ρ)t0,1 ….. O(ρ)t4,7)

(6)

where t is the transpose operator. The augmented gabor feature vector thus encompasses all the
elements (down sampled ) of the gabor wavelet representation set, S = { Oµ,v (z) : µ ∈ {0,…..7} ,
v ∈ {0,…..4}} as important discriminating information. Fig. 6 shows (in image form rather than in
vector form) an example of the augmented Gabor feature vector, where the down sampling factor
is 64, i.e. ρ = 64.

3.

PRINCIPLE COMPONENT ANALYSIS

The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a widely accepted and a successful technique that
has been used for image compression and image recognition .The purpose of this method is to
reduce the large dimensionality of the data (observed variables) to a reduced dimensionality of
features (independent variables), which describe the data economically with a strong correlation
between data and features [2]. These characteristic features are called eigen faces in the face
recognition domain or principle components generally. In a face recognition system, PCA can
transform each original image of the training set into a corresponding eigenface. An important
feature of PCA is that reconstruction of original image is possible by combining the all eigenfaces
from the training set. These eigenfaces are nothing but characteristic features of the training
faces. Therefore summing up all the eigen faces in right proportion results in the original face
image.
By using all the eigenfaces extracted from original images, exact reconstruction of the original
images is possible. But for practical applications only certain part of the eigenfaces is used. Then
the reconstructed image is an approximation of the original image. However losses due to
omitting some of the eigenfaces can be minimized. This happens by choosing only the most
important features (eigenfaces)[2].
3.1

Mathematics of PCA

A 2-D face image can be represented as 1-D vector by concatenating each row (or column) into a long thin
vector.

1. Assume the training sets of images represented by Г1, Г2, Г3,…, Гm, with each image Г(x,y)
where (x,y) is the size of the image represented by p and m is the number of training images.
Converting each image into set of vectors given by (m x p).
2. The mean face Ψ is given by:

Ψ=

1 m
∑ Γi
m i=1

(7)

3. The mean-subtracted face is given by(Φi):

Φ i = Γi − Ψ

(8)
where i = 1, 2, 3….m. and A = [Φ1, Φ2 … Φm,] is the mean-subtracted matrix with size Amp.
4. By implementing the matrix transformations, the vector matrix is reduced by:

Cmm = Amp × ATpm

(9)
where C is the covariance matrix
5. Finding the eigen vectors Vmm and eigen values λm from the C matrix and ordering the eigen
vectors by highest eigen values.
6. With the sorted eigen vector matrix, Φm is adjusted. These vectors determine the linear
combinations of the training set images to form the eigen faces represented by Uk as follows
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U k = ∑n =1 Φ nVkn
m

,where , k = 1, 2…m.
(10)
7. Instead of using m eigen faces, m′ eigen faces (m′<< m) is considered as the most significant
eigen vectors provided for training of each individual.
8. With the reduced eigen face vector, each image has its face vector given by

Wk = U kT (Γ − Ψ )

, k = 1, 2… m′.
9. The weights form a feature vector given by

(11)

ΩT = [w1 , w2 ,...wm ' ]

(12)
10. These feature vectors are taken as the representational basis for the face images with
reduced dimension.
11. The reduced data is taken as the input to the next stage for extricating discriminating feature
out of it.

4.

LINEAR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS

The goal of PCA on choosing a lower dimensional basis is to minimize the reconstruction error.
This is not the major concern in pattern recognition applications, whose goal is to maximize the
recognition rate. The Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) provides a procedure to determine a set
of axes whose projections of different groups have the maximum separation. The LDA searches
for those vectors in the underlying space that best discriminates among classes (rather than
those that best describe the data).
When the training data set are labeled for each identity, supervised training techniques like LDA
are more profitable for feature extraction compared with methods of unsupervised learning. By
applying the supervised learning, illumination variation and pose variation will be removed and
retaining the identity information. The LDA provides a procedure to determine a set of axes
whose projections of different groups have the maximum separation. This procedure can be
described as follows.
Suppose that the sample consists of p face images from where mj images are of individual j, for
j = 1... g.
Let µ be the mean feature vector of images from individuals j. The samples between individual
covariance matrix is defined as
T

SB =
SW =

T

(13)
(14)

Where µi denotes the mean image of the class selected (individual) and µ denotes the mean
image of the entire data set, and p denotes the number of images in the entire data set.
The eigenvectors of LDA are called “fisherfaces”. LDA transformation is strongly dependent on
the number of classes (c), the number of samples (m), and the original space dimensionality (d).
It is possible to show that there are almost (c-1) nonzero eigenvectors. (c-1) being the upper
bound of the discriminant space dimensionality. For Sw to be a non singular matrix, it is required
to have (d+c) samples in the training set [10]. It is impossible to guarantee this condition in many
real applications. Consequently, an intermediate transformation is applied to reduce the
dimensionality of the image space. To this end, PCA is used. Now LDA derives a low dimensional
representation of a high dimensional face feature vector of PCA. From Eqn. 15, the covariance
matrix C is obtained as follows
C = SW -1 * SB
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The coefficients of the covariance matrix gives the discriminating feature vectors for the LDA
method. The face vector is projected by the transformation matrix WLDA. The projection
coefficients are used as the feature representation of each face image. The matching score
between the test face image and the training image is calculated as the distance between their
coefficients vectors. A smaller distance score means a better match. For the proposed work, the
column vectors wi (i = 1, 2…c-1) of matrix W are referred to as fisherfaces.

5.

INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS

The problem in PCA-based method is that it will decorrelates the input data using second order
statistics, generating a compressed data with minimum mean squared projection error. But it will
not account for the higher order dependencies in the input and attempts to find the basis along
which the data is projected onto them. To overcome this problem, Independent Component
Analysis(ICA) is used which minimizes both second order and higher order dependencies in the
input and attempts to find the basis along which the data (when projected onto them) are
statistically independent[11,12]. ICA of a random vector searches for a linear transformation
which minimizes the statistical dependence between its components [13]. The principle feature
vectors of the frontal image is obtained using PCA as given in Eqn. 12. This principle components
are used as the input for the ICA and the most independent features are obtained. Since it is
difficult to maximize the independence condition directly, all common ICA algorithms recast the
problem to iteratively optimize a smooth function whose global optima occurs when the output
vectors U are independent . Thus use of PCA as a pre-processor in a two-step process allows
ICA to create subspaces of size m by m. In [14], it is also argued that pre-applying PCA enhances
ICA performance by (1) discarding small trailing eigenvalues before whitening (linear
transformation of the observed variable) and (2) reducing computational complexity.
Let the selected principle features be the input to ICA as given in Eqn. 12. i.e Ω be of the size m
by z, containing the first m eigenvectors of the face database. The rows of the input matrix to ICA
are variables and the columns are observations, therefore, ICA is performed on ΩT. The m
independent basis images in the rows of U are computed as
U = W * ΩT

(16)

where W is the weight matrix from the PCA. Then, the n by m, ICA coefficients matrix B for the
linear combination of independent basis images in U is computed as follows
Let C be the n by m matrix of PCA coefficients. Then,
C = I*Ω and I = C * ΩT

(17)

From U = W* ΩT and the assumption that W is invertible,
ΩT = W-1* U
Therefore,

(18)

I = (C* W -1)* U

(19)

=B*U
Each row of B contains the coefficients for linearly combining the basis images to comprise the
face image in the corresponding row of I. Also, I is the reconstruction of the original data with
minimum squared error as in PCA.

6.

CLASSIFIER METHODS

Image classification systems analyze the numerical properties of various image features and
organize data into categories. Classification includes a broad range of decision-theoretic
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approaches to the identification of images (or parts thereof). All classification algorithms are
based on the assumption that the image in question depicts one or more features and that each
of these features belongs to one of several distinct and exclusive classes. In practice, the
minimum (mean) distance classifier works well when the distance between means is large
compared to the spread (or randomness) of each class with respect to its mean.
The minimum distance classifier is used to classify unknown image data to classes where
minimum distance between the image data and the class in multi-feature space exists. The
distance is defined as an index of similarity so that the minimum distance is identical to the
maximum similarity. There exist various types of distance classifier techniques. Three different
types of distance classifiers namely Euclidean distance, Cosine distance and Mahalanobis
distance methods were considered for the proposed approach.
Euclidian Distance

d(x, y) = kx − yk2

(20)

Cosine Metric

d(x, y) = x.y/|x||y|

(21)

Mahalanobis Metric

d(x, y,C) = squrt((x − y)TC (x − y))

−1

(22)

where the variables x and y in the above set of equations represents the train and the test
features respectively with k and K1 as constant and C is the covariance matrix of the training set.

7.

PROPOSED METHOD

The block diagram of the proposed face recognition system is as shown in Fig. 7. This
proposed work uses the ORL database acquired at the Olivetti Research Laboratory in
Cambridge, U.K. The database is made up of 400 face images that correspond to 40 distinct
subjects. Thus, each subject in the database is represented with 10 facial images that exhibit
variations in terms of illumination, pose and facial expression. The images are stored at a
resolution of 92 × 112 and 8-bit grey levels. Out of these 400 frontal images, 200 images (5
from each class) were considered for training and the remaining 200(remaining 5 from each class)
were used for testing. Figs. 8&9 show the scaled training and test samples.

FIGURE 7. Proposed Block diagram

The system follows the image based approach and it consists of two stages namely the training
and the recognition stage. In the training stage, gabor wavelet is used in the preprocessing stage
which is robust to changes in illumination, pose and expression. To facilitate the convolution of
the input image with gabor filters, the input images are scaled to 128x128 using a bicubic
interpolation. The gabor kernels as defined in Eqn. 7 uses five different scales and eight
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orientations which results in 40 different filters. The input image is convoluted with the gabor
kernel and the convoluted real and magnitude responses are shown in Fig. 5 and 6 respectively.
This convoluted feature vector is then down sampled by a factor of ρ = 64. To encompass all the
features produced by the different gabor kernels, the resulting Gabor wavelet features are
concatenated to derive an augmented gabor feature vector.
The resulting high dimension gabor feature vector is taken as input to the next stage. This stage
uses the PCA for reducing the dimension of the feature vector and extract the principle features.
Here the eigen values and the corresponding eigen vectors were calculated. The eigen values
are sorted in the ascending order and the top eigen values (n-1) are used and the corresponding
eigen vectors were selected for representation of feature vectors (PCA_Feat). Also the weight
matrix is computed as PCA_W. This eigen projection is then used as input to the next stage of
ICA using the FastICA algorithm. The algorithm takes the projected data and gives the
independent features ICA_Feat and the independent weight matrix ICA_W. This is used to find
the test_ICA features.

FIGURE 8. Scaled Train Samples

The same procedure is applied for feature extraction using LDA. Here PCA_Feat is used as input
to the LDA block. The between class (SB) and within class scatter matrix (SW) is obtained using
this projection matrix as given in Eqn 13 and 14. LDA gives the projected weight matrix LDA_W,
which is used to find the LDA_test_features.

FIGURE 9. Scaled Test Samples
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In the recognition stage, the test samples are preprocessed as done in the training stage. With
the weight matrix from the PCA stage and the test image, the test features (PCA_Test_Feature)
were obtained. This PCA_Test_Feature when convoluted with ICA_W gives the test features
(ICA_test). The same procedure is used to obtain the test features for LDA method (LDA_test
and LDA_W). The classification stage uses different distance measure methods. Here the training
and test feature vectors are considered. For a given sample image, test feature vector is found
and the distance between this test feature vector and the all the training feature vectors are
calculated. From the distance measure, the index with minimum distance represents the
recognized face from the training set.

8.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The effectiveness of the proposed system is tested with ORL Face database and the results are
compared for the following experimental setups.
1. Gabor with PCA.
2. Gabor with PCA and LDA.
3. Gabor with PCA and ICA.
For each of the above said feature extraction method, the extracted features is used as it is,
followed by classification using these three distance measures. The number of features
considered for recognition is varied and the corresponding recognition rate is given in Table 1-3.
The successfulness of the proposed method is compared with some popular face recognition
schemes like Gabor wavelet based classification [15], the PCA method [16], the LDA method
[17], and ICA based systems[18].

S.No

1.
2.
3.

Distance

Euclidean
Cosine
Mahalanobis

40

50

Features
66
100

200

87.0
87.5
89.3

89.3
91.0
92.5

93.2
95.0
96.1

94.0
96..0
97.0

93.7
95.9
96.9

TABLE 1: Features Vs Recognition rate for different distance measure methods
(Gabor wavelets and PCA method for feature extraction)

S.No

1.
2.
3.

Distance

Euclidean
Cosine
Mahalanobis

40

50

Features
66
100

200

87.8
88.4
90.0

90.1
91.4
93.5

94.3
93.6
94.5

95.3
97.1
98.0

95.2
96.8
97.1

TABLE 2: Features Vs Recognition rate for different distance measure methods
(Gabor wavelets and PCA method for feature extraction)
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S.No

1.
2.
3.

Distance

Euclidean
Cosine
Mahalanobis

40

50

Features
66
100

200

89.8
90.1
90.5

91.6
91.5
92.6

94.3
93.5
94.7

96.3
97.3
98.6

95.7
96.8
96.8

TABLE 3:. Features Vs Recognition rate for different distance measure methods
(Gabor wavelets and PCA along with ICA for feature extraction)

10(a)

10(b)

10(c)
FIGURE 10. Performance characteristics of the three system considered
with different classifiers.
10(a) – G + PCA

10(b) – G + PCA + LDA

10(c) G + PCA + ICA
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FIGURE 11. Performance characteristics of the proposed system with other
methods using Mahalanobis Distance Classifier

9. CONCLUSION
In this proposed work, a Gabor feature based method is introduced for face recognition system.
For different scales and orientations of the Gabor filter, the input image is filtered. Using PCA, the
high dimensionality of the Gabor feature vector is reduced followed by feature extraction using
ICA and LDA. Three different types of distance measure methods namely Euclidean Distance,
Cosine Distance, and Mahalanobis Distance are used for classification. From the simulation
results, it has been found that the recognition rate for the selected database is high with features
extracted from Gabor filters based on ICA than with LDA and simple PCA methods. This
recognition rate is obtained by varying the number of features at the PCA stage. The results are
tabulated in the Table .1 to 3. For all these three systems, the number of PCA features assumed
for further processing is 40, 50, 66, 100, and 199.
From the results, it is obvious that as the number of features selected in PCA increase, then the
more discriminating features is obtained from the LDA method and the more independent
features is obtained from the ICA method. This helps to increase the recognition rate percentage
for the proposed system. But this in turn increases the computational load. Also from the results,
when compared to other classifiers tested in the proposed system, Mahalanobis distance
classifier does a better classification for the Gabor features based on ICA method.
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Abstract

An intelligent computer-aided diagnosis system can be very helpful for radiologist in
detecting and diagnosing micro calcifications patterns earlier and faster than typical
screening programs. In this paper, we present a system based on fuzzy-C Means
clustering and feature extraction techniques using texture based segmentation and
genetic algorithm for detecting and diagnosing micro calcifications’ patterns in digital
mammograms. We have investigated and analyzed a number of feature extraction
techniques and found that a combination of three features, such as entropy,
standard deviation, and number of pixels, is the best combination to distinguish a
benign micro calcification pattern from one that is malignant. A fuzzy C Means
technique in conjunction with three features was used to detect a micro calcification
pattern and a neural network to classify it into benign/malignant. The system was
developed on a Windows platform. It is an easy to use intelligent system that gives
the user options to diagnose, detect, enlarge, zoom, and measure distances of areas
in digital mammograms. The present study focused on the investigation of the
application of artificial intelligence and data mining techniques to the prediction
models of breast cancer. The artificial neural network, decision tree, Fuzzy C Means,
and genetic algorithm were used for the comparative studies and the accuracy and
positive predictive value of each algorithm were used as the evaluation indicators.
699 records acquired from the breast cancer patients at the MIAS database, 9
predictor variables, and 1 outcome variable were incorporated for the data analysis
followed by the 10-fold cross-validation. The results revealed that the accuracies of
Fuzzy C Means were 0.9534 (sensitivity 0.98716 and specificity 0.9582), the
decision tree model 0.9634 (sensitivity 0.98615, specificity 0.9305), the neural
network model 0.96502 (sensitivity 0.98628, specificity 0.9473), the genetic
algorithm model 0.9878 (sensitivity 1, specificity 0.9802). The accuracy of the
genetic algorithm was significantly higher than the average predicted accuracy of
0.9612. The predicted outcome of the Fuzzy C Means model was higher than that of
the neural network model but no significant difference was observed. The average
predicted accuracy of the decision tree model was 0.9635 which was the lowest of all
4 predictive models. The standard deviation of the 10-fold cross-validation was
rather unreliable. The results showed that the genetic algorithm described in the
present study was able to produce accurate results in the classification of breast
cancer data and the classification rule identified was more acceptable and
comprehensible.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is one of the major causes for the increased moralitcause many among women
especially in developed countries. It is second most common cancer in women. The World Health
Organization’s International estimated that more than 1,50,000 women worldwide die of breast cancer
in year. In India , breast cancer accounts for 23% of all the female cancer death followed by cervical
cancer which accounts to 17.5% in India. Early detection of cancer leads to significant improvements
in conservation treatment[1]. However, recent studies have shown that the sensitivity of these
systems is significantly decreased as the density of the breast increased while the specificity of the
systems remained relatively constant. In this work we have developed automatic neuron genetic
algorithmic approach to automatically detect the suspicious regions on digital mammograms based on
asymmetries between left and right breast image.
Diagnosing cancer tissues using digital mammograms is a time consuming task even highly skilled
radiologists because mammograms contain low signal to noise ratio and a complicated structural
background. Therefore in digital mammogram, there is still a need to enhance imaging, where
enhancement in medical imaging is the use of computers to make image clearer. This may aid
interpretation by humans or computers. Mammography is one of the most promising cancer control
strategies since the cause of cancer is still unknown[2]. Radiologist turn to digital mammography as
an alternative diagnostic method due to the problems created by conventional screening programs. A
digital mammogram is created when conventional mammogram is digitized; through the use of a
specific mammogram is digitizer or a camera, so it can be processed by the computer. Image
enhancement methods are applied to improve the visual appearance of the mammograms. Initially
the mammogram image is read from the dataset and partial filter (Combination of Low and high Pass
filter) is applied to remove the noise from the image.
Fuzzy C Means clustering with texture based segmentation ,decision tree induction and genetic
algorithm techniques were used in efficient detection of cancerous masses in mammogram MRI
images . The selected features are fed to a three-layer Backpropagation Network hybrid with FCM,GA
(BPN-FCM-GA) for classification and the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis is
performed to evaluate the performance of the feature selection methods with their classification
results.
In this paper various steps in detection of microcalcification such as i) Preprocessing and
enhancement using Histogram Equalization and Parital filter ii) Fuzzy C Means clustering iii) Texture
based Segmentation iv) Decision Tree Induction V) Genetic Algorithm V) System is trained using
Back Propagation Network VI) FROC analysis is made to find how accurate the detection of
cancerous masses in automatic detection system.

2.

PREPROCESSING & ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES:

One of the most important problems in image processing is denoising. Usually the procedure used for
denoising, is dependent on the features of the image, aim of processing and also post-processing
algorithms [5]. Denoising by low-pass filtering not only reduces the noise but also blurs the edges.
Spatial and frequency domain filters are widely used as tools for image enhancement. Low pass filters
smooth the image by blocking detail information. Mass detection aims to extract the edge of the tumor
from surrounding normal tissues and background, high pass filters (sharpening filters) could be used
to enhance the details of images. PSNR, RMS, MSE, NSD, ENL value calculated for each of 161
pairs of mammogram images clearly shows that Partial low and high pass filter when applied to
mammogram image leads to best Image Quality[3].
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FIGURE 1: Image enhancement using histogram equalization and Partial Filters

3. FUZZY C MEANS CLUSTERING
This algorithm aims at detecting microcalcifications and suspicious areas. In the process of
detecting, it may detect other areas that look like a microcalcification. It is up to the user to decide
whether the resulting detection is a microcalcification or some other area[4]. The algorithm is simple
and based on a fuzzy technique where the size of the microcalcification can be “about the size of a
microcalcification.” It uses a 8*8 window to scan over the entire digital mammogram and locate
microcalcifications or other abnormalities:
WHILE entire 8*8 image has not been examined by 4 window
MOVE 8*8 window to next position
RECORD x,y position and grey level value of pixel with largest grey level in window
IF pixels surrounding the largest pixel are as bright as the largest pixel grey level value AND outer
pixels are darker than the largest pixel grey level value
THEN largest pixel position is the center pixel of a microcalcification
area
END IF
END WHILE

FIGURE 2: segmentation using Fuzzy C means

No. of iteration:36, Time:0.79Seconds

4.

FEATURE SELECTION

The main aim of the research method proposed was to identify the effectiveness of a feature or a
combination of features when applied to a neural network[5]. Thus, the choice of features to be
extracted was important. The following 14 features were used for the proposed method:
average histogram, average grey level, energy, odified energy, entropy, modified entropy, number of
pixels, standard deviation,modified standard deviation, skew, modified skew, average boundary grey
level, difference, and contrast. The formulas for entropy, energy, skew, and standard deviation were
modified so that the iterations started with the first pixel of the pattern and ended at the final pixel.
Traditionally, the formulas for these features have iterations starting with the lowest grey level
possible and ranging to the highest grey level possible. This modification was done in an attempt to
achieve a better classification rate than its traditional version.
Initially, the method determined the ranking of single features from best to worst by using each feature
as a single input to the neural network. After this was completed, a combination of features was
tested and a best feature or a combination of
features was determined.
1) First Feature Vector (Ten Features): Average histogram, average grey level, number of pixels,
average boundary grey, difference, contrast , energy, entropy, standard deviation, and
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2) Second Feature Vector (14 Features): Average histogram, average grey level, number of pixels,
average boundary grey, difference, contrast, modified energy, modified entropy, modified standard
deviation, and modified skew.The most significant feature or combination of features were
selected based on neural-network classification. It was done as follows. We started with a single
feature by feeding it to the genetic algorithm and neural network and analyzing the classification rate.
If it was increased or unchanged by adding a particular feature, then we included this feature to the
input vector. Otherwise, we removed this feature and added another feature to the existing input
vector and repeated the whole process again. The total 8190 combinations were investigated and the
combinations with the best classification rate were selected for the development of the our CAD
system.

5. DECISION TREE INDUCTION METHOD
Decision trees are powerful classification algorithms that are becoming increasingly more popular
with the growth of data mining in the field of information systems[6]. Popular decision tree algorithms
include Quinlan’s ID3, C4.5, C5, and Breiman et al.’s CART .A decision tree is a non-linear
discrimination method, which uses a set of independent variables to split a sample into
progressively smaller subgroups. The procedure is iterative at each branch in the tree, it selects the
independent variable that has the strongest association with the dependent variable according to a
specific criterion (e.g., information gain, Gini index, and Chi-squared test. In our study, we chose to
use J4.8 algorithm as our decision tree method and all subjects according to whether or not they
were likely to have breast cancer.
Decision rules

Fitness
value(train data,
453 cases)

Accuracy(train
data, 453 cases)

Accuracy (test
data, 246 cases)

If 5.6 < clump
Thickness < 7.2
AND 1.8 < Marginal
adhesion < 4.0 AND
3.2
<
single
Epithelia , 8.6 AND
2.1<normal nucleoid
<3.1
THEN
class=benign else
Malignnant

1

0.9993

0.9878

TABLE 1: Decision Rule with corresponding Accuracy

6. GENETIC ALGORITHM
A genetic algorithm is an iterative procedure until a pre-determined stopping condition (usually the
number of generation). Genetic algorithm involves a population of individuals, each one represented
by a finite string of symbols, known as the genome, encoding a possible solution in a given problem
space. The simple genetic algorithm as a pseudo code is:
Step 1. Generate an initial population of strings randomly.
Step 2. Convert each individual of the current population into If–Then rule.
Step 3. Evaluate each of If–Then rules from training dataset.
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Step 4. Select parents for the new population.
Step 5. Create the new population by applying selection, crossover and mutation to the parents.
Step 6. Stop generation if a stopping condition is satisfied, otherwise go to step 3.
a.
FITNESS EVALUATION OF RULES
The role of the fitness function is to encode the performance of the rule
numerically. In our study, the objective of the GA method is to find the accurate and general rules
among all the rules in the population. Thus, the GA method uses the composite fitness function
consisting of accuracy and coverage. To measure the accuracy and coverage of the rule, we use the
following definitions: when a rule is used to classify a given training instance, one of the four possible
concepts can be observed: true positive (tp), false positive (fp), true negative (tn) and false negative
(fn). The true positive and true negative are correct classifications, while false positive and false
negative are incorrect classifications. For a two-class case, with class ‘yes’ and ‘no’, the four
concepts can be easily understood with the following descriptions:
true positive(TP): the rule predicts that the class is ‘yes’ (positive) and the class
of the given instance is in fact ‘yes’ (true);
false positive(FP): the rule predicts that the class is ‘yes’ (positive) but the
class of the given instance is in fact ‘no’ (false);
true negative: the rule predicts that the class is ‘no’ (negative) and the class of
the given instance is in fact ‘no’ (false);
false negative: the rule predicts that the class is ‘no’ (negative) but the class of
the given instance is in fact ‘yes’ (true). Using these concepts, we present a very simple fitness
function defined as:
Maximize Fitness Function =TP/(TP+FP)

7.

NEURAL NETWORK MODEL

We use the popular BPN architecture in building the neural network diagnostic model. Cybenko
indicated that one-hidden-layer network is sufficient to model any complex system with any desired
accuracy, the designed network model will have only one hidden layer. We use 9 input nodes in the
input layer, the initial number of hidden nodes to be tested was chosen to be 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and the
network has only one output node status of the breast cancer or without breast cancer. As Rumelhart
[33] concluded that lower learning rates tend to give better network result, we decided to incorporate
the lower learning rates in our test models. The prediction results of the BPN networks with
combinations of different hidden nodes learning rate are summarized in Table 2. As illustrated in
Table 2, the {9,6,1} topology with a learning rate of 0.1 gives the best result (i.e. the lowest testing
RMSE). The diagnostic result using the designed BPN model stratified by 10-fold cross-validation can
be summarized in Table 4. From the result in table 9, we can observe the average correct
classification rate is 95.02%. It can be observed that BPN has the highest average correction
classification rate in comparison with the decision tree.

FIGURE 3: Graphical Representation of ANN
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Number of Hidden
Nodes

Learning Rate

Training RMSE

Testing RMSE

6

0.01
0.03
0.05
0.1
0.5
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.1
0.5
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.1
0.5
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.1
0.5
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.1
0.5

0.1146
0.0917
0.0749
0.1082
0.5082
0.1164
0.0089
0.1015
0.0872
0.6976
0.1342
0.0726
0.0947
0.0653
0.6976
0.1133
0.0704
0.0472
0.1082
0.5082
0.1169
0.0761
0.1069
0.1082
0.5082

0.0600
0.0433
0.0210
0.0089
0.6878
0.0768
0.0434
0.0201
0.0111
0.5213
0.0692
0.0455
0.0209
0.0128
0.5213
0.0762
0.0430
0.0210
0.0092
0.5213
0.0633
0.0416
0.0228
0.0146
0.6878

7

8

9

10

TABLE 2: ANN MODEL PREDICTION RESULT

Prediction Variables used in cancer detection:
1. Clump thickness
2. Uniformity of cell size
3. Uniformity of cell shape
4. Marginal adhesion
5. Single epithelial cell size
6. Bare nuclei
7. Bland chromatin
8. Normal nucleoli
9. Mitoses
10. Class (benign/malignant)
Stability Test Results of GA Model:

FIGURE 2: Convergence Graph of GA
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8.

CONCLUSION

In the present study, various data mining models including Fuzzy C Means , decision tree, and
artificial neural network were used to compare with the genetic algorithm model by evaluating the
prediction accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity. Ineach model, the 10-fold crossover validation was
used to compare the results of these 3 models. After testing 10 times, accuracies of Fuzzy C Means
was 0.9534 (sensitivity 0.98716 and specificity 0.9582), the decision tree model 0.9634 (sensitivity
0.98615, specificity 0.9305), the neural network model 0.96502 (sensitivity 0.98628, specificity
0.9473), the genetic algorithm model 0.9878 (sensitivity 1, specificity 0.9802). The accuracy of the
genetic algorithm was significantly higher than the average predicted accuracy of 0.9612.
In the future, genetic algorithm can be used in combination with many different modifications such as:
(1) the use of a different selection method like the steady state selection; (2) the development of
adaptive genetic algorithm (AGA) for the parameters varying with populations; (3) the modification of
chromosomal encoding; and (4) the development of exclusive fitness functions for different diseases.

TABLE 3: Relationship between Logistic Regression, Decision Tree and ANN
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Abstract

Manga is one of popular item in Japan and also in the rest of the world.
Hundreds of manga printed everyday in Japan and some of printed manga book
was digitized into web manga. People then make translation of Japanese
language on manga into other language -in conventional way- to share the
pleasure of reading manga through the internet. In this paper, we propose an
automatic method for detect and extract Japanese character within a manga
comic page for online language translation process. Japanese character text
extraction method is based on our comic frame content extraction method using
blob extraction function. Experimental results from 15 comic pages show that our
proposed method has 100% accuracy of flat comic frame extraction and comic
balloon detection, and 93.75% accuracy of Japanese character text extraction.
Keywords: E-comic, Manga, Image Analysis, Text Extraction, Text Recognition

1. INTRODUCTION
Manga is one of popular item in Japan and also in the rest of the world. Hundreds of manga book
is printed everyday in Japan, and some of printed manga book is digitized into web content for
reading comic through the internet. People then make translation of Japanese language in manga
into other language to share enjoy of reading manga for non Japanese reader. However, people
make translation of the text on printed comic book (they call it scanlation) in manually because
there is no automatic method for translate comic text image into any other language. The
challenge in extracting Japanese character in manga is how to detect comic balloon and extract
text in vertical direction as Japanese classic writing direction is top down and right to left.
Several research projects [1-4] proposed method for text extraction from images but not specific
for extraction from comic image. There are two base methods for text extraction, using region
based method and texture based method. In [5], propose the concept of automatic mobile content
conversion using semantic image analysis that include comic text extraction, but this paper did
not explain the details for text extraction. Also, Yamada [6] proposed method for comic image
decomposition for reading comic on mobile phone that including comic text extraction but not
details on comic text extraction. The conventional method assuming extraction process in offline
way and using scanned comic image. In the internet and mobility era, we need advance method
for extraction text in online way and automatically make translation using online translation
feature on internet like Google language translation.
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In this paper, an approach for automatically extract Japanese character from manga comic is
presented. We propose a new method for automatically extract text inside comic balloon from
digital comic (e-comic) image in online way. Comic frame contents such us balloon and text
inside balloon is extracted for further purpose, for example for language translation, multimedia
indexing or data mining. This research work is improvement of our previous research on
automatic e-comic content adaptation [7] that designed for extraction comic content from existing
comic image in comic web portal and adapting it to mobile content for reading on mobile phone.
Our propose method is an efficient and effective text extraction method that sufficient for real time
online implementation. The experimental results of our method had shown the better results on
accuracy and processing time comparing with other methods.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a detail description of comic
content extraction method is given, including balloon detection method. Section 3 describes the
detail process on text extraction method. Experimental results with comparing to conventional
method are presented in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. COMIC FRAME CONTENT EXTRACTION
Extraction of the text from digital comic image page assuming only text situated within a comic
balloon which is located in a comic frame. That is why comic frame detection and comic balloon
detection has to be done clearly before text extraction as shown on flow diagram of comic text
extraction method in Figure 1. We use the same process for comic content extraction [8] on frame
extraction but improvement on balloon detection and text extraction. In comic frame content
extraction, we extract comic frames and then checking if any overlapped frames situated on
extracted frames. If there any overlapped frames are detected, then processed with overlapped
frame division. After every frame extracted, all balloon inside a frame and texts inside balloons
are extracted. All process is done base on modified connected component labeling (CCL)
algorithm [9] as comic blob extraction function.

Input Comic Image

Frame Extraction

Balloon Detection

Text Blob Extraction

Text Recognition / OCR

Extracted Text

FIGURE 1: Flow diagram of digital comic text extraction method,

2.1 Comic Frame Extraction
Common comic frames are separated by white pixel line or white region, so the rest of white pixel
region must be the frames. We investigated many traditional and conventional comics those in
case of there is no balloon or comic art is overlapped on frames - it is called ‘flat comic’ hereafter, each frame can be detected as a single blob object. In our propose method, we define all
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connected white pixels as a single blob object, and then each comic frames can be identified as
an individual blob object.
We modify connected component labeling algorithm [9] for specific function on comic frame blob
extraction. Figure 4.a show the flow diagram of the process of modified CCL for comic frame blob
extraction function and Figure 4.b shows the results in step-by-step basis. Firstly, binarization is
applied to converting color comic images to black and white images. Binarization with an
appropriate threshold number produces each frame as separate blobs. The heuristic value of
threshold is 250 (for the images with quantization bits of 8 bits) that chosen empirically based on
experiments and produced good results. Then color inversion is done to switch color between
blobs and background, because our blob extraction method assume black pixel as background
color. After that, blob detection process will produce connected pixels as separate blob object.
Last process is frame blob selection to select only blob with minimal size that determine as comic
frame. The minimal size of selected frame blob is [Image.Width/6] x [Image.Height/8].
The proposed methodology has 100% of success rate for extract comic frames from complete flat
comic page like comic “Nonono Volume 55” and Dragon Ball Chapter 195 that we use in our
experiment. The modified CCL for comic frame blob extraction method is, however, not perfect
because comic image includes not only ‘flat’ frame but also more complicated frame images
those are overlapped with other comic balloons or comic arts. Then we improved our comic frame
extraction method with overlapped frame checking and extraction using division line detection
method [7], but this paper currently focus on the improvement of text extraction method.
Input Comic
Page Image

Pre Processing
Threshold
Invert

Blob Detection
using modified CCL
Frame Blob Selection

Frame Blob Extraction
From original image

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 2: Flow diagram of comic frame extraction using comic blob extraction method,
(b). Step-by-step process and result on frame extraction

2.2 Comic Balloon Detection
Comic balloon detection is one of the important processes in comic text extraction, because we
only extract text inside a comic balloon. The accuracy of balloon detection is correlated with
successfully of text extraction. We use same basic blob extraction function for frame extraction in
balloon detection process. In typical comic images, balloon text usually has a white background.
So, using base blob extraction method without inversion can detect comic balloon which has
white pixel area. Flow diagram of balloon detection is shown in Figure 3.
Blob detection process will detect many blobs, then balloon blob selection is needed to classify
and select only balloon candidate. Balloon blob selection is base on 4 rules for classification as
follows:
1. Blob Size (width & height): Minimal size of the blob is about [Image.Width]/10 and
[Image.Height]/8 of frame image size.
2. White pixel occurrence: Minimal number of white pixels in blob is 45% of blob area.
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3.
4.

Straight Line: At least two straight vertical white lines with 70% long of blob height size is
detected. One line in the half left and one in the half right.
Width to Length Ratio: Blob width size is less than 1.5 of blob height size.
Input Comic Frame

Input Comic
Frame i

After pre-processing

Pre Processing
Threshold
Morphology Filter

Blob Extraction
Blob Extraction & Selection

Feature Extraction
Balloon Blob Selection
& Classification
Ballon Blob Extraction
Balloon Detected
(a)

Non Balloon Detected
(b)

FIGURE 3: Flow diagram of comic balloon detection using comic blob extraction method,
(b). Step-by-step process and result on comic balloon detection

3. BLOB EXTRACTION BASED METHODOLOGY FOR TEXT EXTRACTION
The objective of text extraction method is to extract Japanese text from comic balloon as single
blob object for same vertical sentence or word. This vertical direction word will useful for
character recognizing using optical character recognition (OCR) method which is out of this scope
at this time. The proposed methodology is blob extraction based or region based method, and
operates on digital comic image which has frame extraction and balloon detection processed
previously. The text extraction method comprises of 5 phases; pre processing with binarization
and morphology filter, blob extraction, blob feature extraction, text blob selection and
classification, and the last process is text blob extraction. The block schematic of the text
extraction methodology is given in Figure 4. The detailed description of each phase is presented
in the following subsections.

Input Comic
Balloon

Pre Processing
Threshold
Morphology Filter

Blob Extraction

Feature Extraction
Text Blob Selection &
Classification
Text Blob Extraction
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FIGURE 4: Text Extraction Algorithm

3.1 Pre-Processing
Before extracted text blob from comic balloon, pre-processing filtering has to be done for preset
image into binary color. First, adaptive threshold method is applied to comic page image.
Threshold value T is obtained from average pixel value of comic image µ. We set threshold value
is 30% above from the average empirically.
N −1
(1)
1
µ=

N

∑I

i

i =0

T = µ / 0.30

(2)

Then we implement a morphology filter in pre-processing to merge neighboring character blob
image as a single blob. In pre-processing, erosion filter and opening filter is applied with top and
bottom side priority more than left and right side because Japanese character reading order in
Manga is from top to bottom. The block diagram and results sample of pre processing is given in
Figure 4.
3.2 Blob Extraction
After pre-processing, we detect all connected pixels as a separate blob object. Blob extraction is
done using same blob extraction method with 2 previous processes to extract text blobs
candidate from a comic balloon. This process produces text blobs and also non text blobs. To
classify a blob as a text blob or non text blob, we extract some features from text blob candidate
for classification. In text blob extraction using blob extraction function, we select only blob with
minimal size that selected as candidate of text blob. The minimal size of the text candidate blob
width is [Image.Width]/20 and the text blob height is [Image.Height]/40. Parameter of [Image]
corresponds to balloon blob image size as the input of process.
3.3 Text Blob Feature Extraction and Classification
Text blob classification is needed to classify text blob from extracted blobs into vertical (column)
text region. Classification is based on the features of blob size and blob position. Classification
process classify text blob with the same column into same cluster as a representative of
Japanese classic sentence or word in column. To classify and combine text blob in vertical
direction, we extract some features from detected text blob. Features to extract are average text
blob width and text blob x center point (TB.XCenter). Average text blob width is needed to
determine distance between two columns of vertical text. Average text blob width is chosen from
average width of three blobs in the mean of blob after sorting all blob based on blob’s size. Text
blob x center point is described in Equation 3. Text blob size of each blob is actual parameter of
blob object which is containing top and left position parameter, and width and height parameter.
TB[i].XCenter = TB[i].Left + (TB[i].Width / 2)

(3)

Where;
TB[i] corresponds to ith blob of detected text blob.
TB[i].Left corresponds to left point position parameter of detected text blob
TB[i].Width corresponds to width parameter of detected text blob
For selecting and classifying text blob into vertical text region, we use 2 rules for classification as
follows:
1. Blob position is not related with balloon blob border. Assuming minimal distance is dmin.
2. Classify blob with same vertical center point in same cluster. Assuming difference distance
between centers is BDmin.
If (TB[i].XCenter +- BDmin) ∈ Column[j] Then TB[i] member of Column[j]
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Minimal distance from border dmin is approximately 5% pixels from balloon edge and minimal
distance BDmin is approximately less than half of average text blob width.
3.4 Text Blob Extraction
Last step on text extraction method is text blob extraction from original balloon image based on
text blob cluster from previous process. In classification process, each blob in same cluster is
combining as a new blob as representative of text in vertical. Then using the position of new
blobs, text candidate is extracted from original balloon text image from input process. Figure 5
show step by step process and results of manga text extraction algorithm. The final result is set of
text blob that represent Japanese sentence from comic text balloon in vertical direction. Those
image blobs than store in database or directly proceed to OCR application for text recognition.

1

a

b

c

2

d

3

4

5

e

FIGURE 5: Sample of Text Extraction Process
(a) Original balloon text image; (b) Threshold; (c) Morphology-Erosion filter;
(d) Morphology-Opening filter; (e) Extracted blob from original image

4. EXPERIMENTS
The proposed methodology for extracted Japanese character from digital comic image has been
evaluated using various comic image pages. We implement the proposed method using
Microsoft.Net environment with C# as native language and AForge image processing framework
on desktop computer with Pentium Dual Core processor and 1 mega byte of RAM. Experiment is
conducting through 15 comic pages to evaluate the success rate (accuracy) of text extraction.
Common comic image size that we use in our experiment is 800x1200 pixels. The results of the
experiment then reported and compared with other methods.
4.1 Experimental Results
Performance evaluation of proposed methods on frame extraction, balloon detection and text
extraction is evaluated for 15 comic pages from Dragon Ball Chapter 195 Japanese version. This
comic contains 15 pages with 60 frames, 70 comic balloons and 160 columns of Japanese
sentences. Experimental result of balloon detection and text extraction method has shown in
Table 1. The results were classified into 3 groups such as “correctly extraction” (T), “missed
detection” (M) and “false detection” (F). In the case of frame extraction, the term correctly
extraction means the number of true detection of frames; missed detection means that there are
frame that not detected by system; and the terms false detection means that some non frames
are detected as frame. We also use the same interpretation on T, M and F for balloon detection
and text extraction process. In Table 1, there are 2 methods, base method and modified method.
Base method is our method which is explained in previous chapter, while modified method is
base method with modification. Detail of modified method explained in Discussion on next sub
chapter. From the experimental results, 100% of success rate of frame extraction method, 100%
of success rate of comic balloon detection method and 93.75% of success rate of manga text
extraction methods is achieved.
Table 1. Comic Balloon and Text Extraction experimental results

Comic Content

Total

T

M

F

Frame Extraction

60

60

0

0
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Balloon Detection based method
Balloon Detection with modification
Text Extraction

70
70
160

70
70
150

0
0
10

53
7
6

100
100
93.75

Time consuming in processing is main issue in real time online application. We evaluate
processing time of our method in offline simulation for each process on comic text extraction
without text recognition process. The result of processing time evaluation is shown in Table 2,
with comparison with other method. Processing time experimental results shows that our
proposed method is faster that other method. Comparing with conventional method, processing
time of our method is about 90% faster than conventional method. Online situation need more
processing time consuming rather than offline situation because of another processing within the
systems, but still acceptable as online application.
Table 2. Processing time experimental results and comparison

Comic Page
15 comic page offline
with 70 balloon

Processing Time (minutes)
Conventional
Our Method
Method
Approx. > 30

2.5

4.2 Discussion
Although our base method for balloon detection and text extraction has performed good results
on correctly extraction, it still has a lot of false detection. In balloon detection method, there are a
lot of non balloon detected as balloon candidates. It causes by the form of comic image that looks
like balloon and pass our selection criteria. To reducing false detection, we make a simple
modification for balloon detection criteria by adding one process. The new process is performing
text detection on balloon candidate. If a candidate of text detected inside a balloon candidate,
then classify it as a new balloon candidate. If there is no text blob candidate detected inside a
balloon, then classify it as a non balloon. Implementing of this modified method, reduce about
90% of false detection. Figure 6 shows the sample of false detection of balloon candidate, which
eliminated on text detection. Actually, the occurrence of false detection in text extraction process
is not a serious problem because in the next process while we implement OCR for extract text
from text blob image, the false detected of balloon or text produces nothing after OCR
processing. In the other hand, the accuracy of text extraction method is 93.75% while 6.25% of
texts are not detected or system fail to detect and extract. Most of the failure on text extraction is
cause by non standard of position of the character within a balloon as shown in Figure 6.b.
System also fail to extract 2 or more text column that close to another.
Implementation of our method is possible in offline or online real time basis because the simplicity
of the program code and fast processing time. By using our method, vertical Japanese sentence
in a comic balloon is easy to extract then recognized for language translation. We can create a
mobile application for reading comic with language translation process by implementing of our
method combine with OCR feature and Google Language Translation tool using mobile
programming framework like Android or another framework.

(a)
(b)
FIGURE 6: (a) Sample of non balloon detected as a balloon candidate (false detection);
(b) sample of miss detection text
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5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
We implemented a system for automatically extract Japanese character from digital manga comic
image. Our proposed method can automatically detect comic frame and detect all balloon within a
comic frame. After all balloon detected, then system will extract Japanese character text inside a
balloon as comic dialog in Japanese language for further purpose especially for language
translation. The proposed method on Japanese character text extraction is possible to implement
in offline or online real time basis so it is possible to become an online application for language
translation. From the experimental results, our comic frame extraction method has 100%
accuracy for flat comic, balloon detection method achieves 100% accuracy and text extraction
method achieves 93.75% accuracy.
Combining the proposed method with our e-comic content adaptation system, will create a robust
system for automatically convert digital comic image from comic web portal into mobile content
with language translation features. We will improve this current method with implementing
character recognition function in the systems. Also for further work, we will implement an
application for automatically convert Japanese comic into international comic for enjoy reading
comic anywhere anytime using mobile phones.
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